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Abstrat
Lifetime measurements oer exellent opportunities for preision tests of the Standard
Model of Partile Physis as well as for disovery of eets involving partiles beyond
the Standard Model. This thesis presents a method for measurements of lifetimes and
lifetime ratios and its appliation to two-body hadroni nal states of heavy avour
deays at LHCb.
The LHCb experiment is designed to measure heavy avour partile deays produed
in proton-proton ollisions at the LHC. Key to high quality vertexing is the spatial
alignment of the Vertex Loator. The algorithms designed for this task, inluding
a novel approah for the relative sensor alignment, are disussed in detail. Their
performane is presented using test beam data as well as data using the rst beam
indued traks from LHC. The preision of these algorithms is found to be of the order
of 1−2 µm.
A method for lifetime tting using a Monte Carlo independent approah to deter-
mine a lifetime aeptane funtion on an event-by-event basis is presented. These
aeptane funtions are ruial to aount for a bias aused by the trigger seletion.
The un-binned maximum likelihood tter based on this method does not rely on a
parametrised model for the lifetime distribution of ombinatorial bakground.
The t of the lifetime measured in B0s → K+K− deays using a simulated data sam-
ple equivalent to an integrated luminosity of 0.1 fb−1 would yield τ(B0s → K+K−) =
(1.498 ± 0.030stat. ± 0.005syst.) ps with an average input lifetime of 1.500 ps. A om-
petitive measurement of ∆Γs extrated from the B
0
s → K+K− lifetime measurement
would require a data set equivalent to about 0.7 fb−1 of luminosity.
With an integrated luminosity of only about 0.03 fb−1 it will be possible to make
a ompetitive measurement of the D mixing parameter yCP . This uses a lifetime ra-
tio measurement with prompt D0 → h+h′− deays. A rst event seletion for prompt
D0 → h+h′− deays is presented. The major hurdle for this measurement is the on-
tribution from seondary D deays. Possible solutions are disussed.
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Prefae
Flavour physis started with the disovery of the kaon in 1947. Sine then it has led to
many disoveries suh as CP violation in the K0, D0, B0d, and B0s systems. The high
impat of these measurements is shown by the predition of three quark families as a
onsequene of the observation of CP violation in the K0 system at a time when only
three quarks were known.
LHCb will open a new hapter in avour physis with studies of unpreedented data
sets of heavy avour partile deays. Lifetime measurements at LHCb oer exellent
opportunities for preision tests of the Standard Model of Partile Physis as well as
for disovery of eets involving partiles beyond the Standard Model. This thesis
presents a method for measurements of lifetimes and lifetime ratios and its appliation
to two-body hadroni nal states of heavy avour deays.
The rst hapter of this thesis gives an introdution to the Standard Model of par-
tile physis and the aspets of avour physis relevant to this work. It fouses par-
tiularly on lifetime and lifetime ratio measurements. Lifetime ratio measurements
like τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) allow preision tests of Standard Model preditions by the Heavy
Quark Expansion formalism. It is disussed how the lifetime measured in the deay
B0s → K+K− an be used for the extration of∆Γs. To date, no preision measurement
exists for ∆Γs, whih may reveal New Physis eets when measured in this hannel.
Lifetime measurements with D deays are disussed, whih yield a measurement of the
CP violation quantity yCP .
The LHCb experiment is designed to measure heavy avour partile deays produed
in proton-proton ollisions at the LHC. Both the aelerator omplex and the experi-
ment are presented in detail in the seond hapter. With its preision Vertex Loator
and the two Ring Imaging Cherenkov detetors it is partiularly suited for lifetime
measurements involving hadroni nal states. A partiular fous is given to the Vertex
Loator whih plays a entral role in this thesis.
Key to high quality vertexing is the spatial alignment of the Vertex Loator. The
algorithms designed for this task are presented in the third hapter. Novel methods had
to be exploited due to the design of the Vertex Loator with r and φ measuring silion
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strip sensors. The alignment of the Vertex Loator is split in three steps: the relative
alignment of the two sensors on a module, the relative alignment of the modules in
eah half of the Vertex Loator, and the alignment of the two halves with respet to
eah other. Their performane is presented using test beam data as well as data from
LHC injetor ommissioning test whih resulted in seondary muons being reorded by
LHCb. A study of the impat of misalignments of the traking system is presented in
setion 5.4, whih onludes that the remaining misalignments after appliation of the
alignment algorithms will not have any deteriorating eets on lifetime measurements.
The fourth hapter presents a method designed for lifetime measurements using a
Monte Carlo independent approah. It is disussed how the lifetime bias aused by
the trigger seletion an be aounted for using event-by-event aeptane funtions.
These are determined exploiting a data driven tehnique with an interfae to the trig-
ger software. The tter based on this method uses a two-stage un-binned maximum
likelihood t. In the rst stage the signal frations are tted and the seond stage is the
atual lifetime t. The strength of the tter is that it does not rely on a parametrised
model for the lifetime distribution of ombinatorial bakground.
The main physis aim of this thesis is the preparation of a measurement of ∆Γs
with B0s → K+K− deays. The extration of ∆Γs from a lifetime measurement using
B0s → K+K− deays is disussed in the fth hapter. The lifetime tter has been tested
extensively with toy MC simulation data. Its results for ts of the B0d lifetime, the
B0s → K+K− lifetime, and of the B0s to B0d and Λ0b to B0d lifetime ratios are presented.
Tests of potential systemati eets are disussed onluding in the potential sensitivity
to ∆Γs of LHCb.
Due to the opious prodution ofD mesons and the high branhing ratio ofD0 → h+h′−
deays, these are prime andidates for early measurements at LHCb. First studies of
the measurement of yCP from lifetime ratio measurements in D
0 → h+h′− deays are
presented. A rst event seletion for prompt D0 → h+h′− deays and an extension of
the lifetime tter for B0(s) → h+h′− deays to D0 → h+h′− deays are demonstrated.
The major hurdle for this measurement is the ontribution from seondary D deays.
Possible solutions are disussed.
The last hapter summarises the work of this thesis and provides an outlook to
further measurements at LHCb and the longer term future of avour physis.
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1 Theory of Standard Model and
Flavour Physis
Heutzutage habenWissenshaftler mehr Fantasie als die Verfasser von Krim-
inalromanen.
Werner Heisenberg
The start of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization for
Nulear Researh (CERN) will mark a new hapter in partile physis. With an en-
ergy that surpasses that of the previously most powerful aelerator, the TeVatron at
Fermilab, by almost an order of magnitude, it will give aess to a new range of physis.
Key to the high preision measurements and disoveries of rare proesses is its high
luminosity.
This hapter will give the theoretial basis upon whih the work in this thesis is
based. After the introdution of the Standard Model of partile physis in setion
1.1, setion 1.2 will over aspets of avour physis relevant to this thesis. Setion 1.3
will explain the onept of partile lifetimes and their measurements. The last two
setions will speialise on lifetime measurements using the deay B0s → K+K− and
harm deays, respetively.
1.1 The Standard Model of Partile Physis
The fundamental building bloks of matter are fermions, partiles of spin
1
2
. They
are six quarks and six leptons together with their respetive anti-partiles. Both the
quark and lepton setor are organised in three families of two partiles eah, where
the partiles of dierent families dier only in their mass. The quark setor onsists of
families of a quark with eletrial harge +2
3
(up, harm, and top) and one with harge
−1
3
(down, strange, and bottom). Quarks also have a olour harge that an take three
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values and hene gives 18 dierent quark states. The lepton setor onsists of partiles
of unit harge −1 (eletron, muon, tau), and harge-less neutrinos (νe, νµ, and ντ ).
Matter interats via four fores: the strong, the eletromagneti, the weak, and the
gravitational fore. All but the latter an be desribed in the formalism of a quantum
eld theory (QFT) [1℄. Compared to the others, the gravitational fore is so weak that it
an safely be negleted when dealing with quantum eets of elementary partiles. The
fores are mediated by bosons of spin 1. These are the photon for the eletromagneti
fore, the neutral Z0 and harged W± for the weak fore, and eight gluons for the
strong fore whih arry a olour harge and an anti-olour harge.
The theory desribing the interation of elementary partiles under the strong, ele-
tromagneti, and weak fore is the Standard Model (SM) [2, 3, 4, 5℄. The following
setion will briey introdue the priniples of QFT. Setion 1.1.2 will show the formal-
ism for a SM with one generation of fermions. The full three generation SM will be
explained in setion 1.1.3.
1.1.1 Quantum Field Theory
The three fores that are of interest to partile physis  strong, eletromagneti,
and weak  are desribed within a ommon theoretial framework of a quantum eld
theory. It is based on the onept of the Lagrange funtion, from whih the equations
of motion that desribe the dynamis of a system an be obtained by evaluating the
Euler-Lagrange equation.
In ontrast to a lassial Lagrange funtion, the oordinates of an N -point system are
replaed by ontinuous elds and the Lagrange funtion beomes a Lagrange density.
The quantisation replaes these elds by eld operators. For a free salar eld φ this
leads to
L = 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− 1
2
m2φ2, (1.1)
where m is the mass of the eld arrying partile. Adding an interation term that
obeys the requirement of renormalisability of the theory leads to
L = 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− 1
2
m2φ2 − λ
4!
φ4. (1.2)
For a Dira eld ψ the Lagrangian is given by
L = ψ(x)(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x). (1.3)
Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation leads to the Dira equation. For a free vetor
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eld, Aµ, the Lagrangian is given by
L = −1
4
F µνFµν , (1.4)
with Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. If Aµ represents the eletromagneti eld, this Lagrangian
leads to the Maxwell equations.
1.1.2 The Standard Model for a Single Generation
The Lagrangian of a theory is the entral piee in its desription as outlined in the
previous setion. Many aspets of the SM an be disussed by only studying the
Lagrangian for a single generation of fermions;
L(SM ,1) = Lgauge bosons + Lfermion masses + Lfermion KT + LHiggs. (1.5)
In this ase the Lagrangian an be split up into four parts as shown in equation 1.5.
It ontains:
• a term desribing the kineti terms for the gauge bosons (equation 1.6),
• one desribing Yukawa ouplings that lead to the fermion mass terms (equation
1.13),
• a third term desribing the kineti terms for fermions (equation 1.14),
• and nally the Higgs term, leading to mass terms for the gauge bosons (equation
1.20),
The ontent of these terms will be desribed in detail below.
In general, the partile ontent and the symmetries that a theory is to desribe have
to be predened. Any SU(n) group desribes a eld with N = n2 − 1 gauge bosons.
Experimental evidene, e.g. the existene of the Ω− baryon or the relative fration of
e+e− → qq with respet to e+e− → l+l−, ditates that quarks have to have a quantum
number whih has three states: olour. The group to desribe the quark elds is hene
SU(3). Therefore, the strong interation is mediated by eight gluons. U(1)Y ×SU(2)L
desribes the eletroweak interation with its four gauge bosons. Note that U(1)Y does
not represent the eletromagneti interation. Their onnetion is given in equation
1.18.
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1.1.2.1 Kineti Terms for the Gauge Bosons
The kineti terms for the gauge bosons follow the usual struture of equation 1.4 and
are given by
Lgauge bosons = −1
4
BµνB
µν − 1
4
F aµνF
aµν − 1
4
FAµνF
Aµν + Lgauge fix + LFP ghosts, (1.6)
where the usual notation Xµν = ∂µXν − ∂νXµ is used.
Bµ is the U(1)Y eld of hyperharge Y . F
a
µ with a = 1..3 represents the three elds
of the SU(2) group that together with Bµ ombine to form the eletroweak elds. F
A
µ
with A = 1..8 denote the eight gluon elds of the SU(3) group desribing the strong
interation.
The nal two terms allow for gauge xing and so-alled Fadeev-Popov ghosts. The
latter are partiles that appear inside additional loop proesses whih are introdued
by the gauge xing formalism.
1.1.2.2 Fermion Mass Terms
As the weak interation is known to violate parity, the fermion ontent of the model is
split into left-handed and right-handed omponents.
ψ = ψL + ψR =
1− γ5
2
ψ +
1 + γ5
2
ψ, (1.7)
where
1−γ5
2
and
1+γ5
2
are the projetors for the left-handed and right-handed ompo-
nents, respetively. For a one generation SM this gives two left-handed SU(2) doublets
and four right-handed SU(2) singlets.
qL ≡
(
uL
dL
)
; lL ≡
(
νL
eL
)
; uR; dR; eR; νR (1.8)
The right-handed neutrino will not be onsidered further as, in the approximation of
massless neutrinos, it does not interat with any other eld.
This leaves only mass terms of mixed hirality (mψψ = mψLψR +mψRψL), whih
are not invariant under SU(2)L. A solution is the introdution of an SU(2) doublet Φ.
This is the Higgs eld that leads to the Yukawa interation terms
LY ukawa = −Y (f)fLiΦifR + h.c., (1.9)
where Y (f) denotes the Yukawa oupling onstant for the fermion eld f , and h.c.
stands for the hermitian onjugate of the rst term.
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The Higgs eld introdues spontaneous symmetry breaking of the eletroweak sym-
metry by having a potential with a minimum at Φ∗Φ = 1
2
v2. This leads to the eld
Φ =
ei(ωaT
a−ω3Y )
√
2
(
0
v +H
)
, (1.10)
with the generators of the eletroweak groups, T a and Y , and real parameters ωi.
Thus, the lepton part of the Lagrangian an be written as
LY ukawa = −Y (e)√
2
( νL eL )
(
0
v +H
)
eR + h.c., (1.11)
whih leads to a mass term for the eletron proportional to the Higgs eld vauum
expetation value v
Yev√
2
(eLeR + eReL) =
Yev√
2︸︷︷︸
1
2
me
ee. (1.12)
The full Lagrangian desribing the fermion mass terms an hene be written as
Lfermion masses = −YelLiΦieR − YdqLiΦidR − YuǫijqLiΦ∗juR + h.c., (1.13)
where ǫij is a two-dimensional antisymmetri tensor that allows the generation of a
mass for the up quark.
1.1.2.3 Fermion Kineti Terms
The kineti terms for fermions are onstruted in the usual way (see equation 1.4)
Lfermion KT = ilLTγµDµlL + ieRTγµDµeR + iνRTγµ∂µνR
+iqL
TγµDµqL + idR
T
γµDµdR + iuR
Tγµ∂µuR, (1.14)
using the ovariant derivatives that determine whih fermions ouple to whih elds
Dµ = ∂µ + igT
aW aµ + ig
′Y (lL)Bµ for lL,
Dµ = ∂µ + ig
′Y (eR)Bµ for eR,
Dµ = ∂µ + igsT
A
s G
A
µ + igT
aW aµ + ig
′Y (qL)Bµ for qL,
Dµ = ∂µ + igsT
A
s G
A
µ + ig
′Y (dR)Bµ for dR.
(1.15)
In these terms, the oupling onstants for the various interations appear: g for the
weak SU(2), g′ for the hyperharge U(1), and gs for the strong SU(3) oupling.
Writing this out for left-handed leptons yields
LlL interaction = −
g
2
(
νL
eL
)T
γµ
[(
W 3µ W
1
µ + iW
2
µ
W 1µ − iW 2µ −W 3µ
)
+
g′
g
Bµ
](
νL
eL
)
,
(1.16)
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whih an be written in terms of the gauge boson elds as
LlL interaction = −
g
2
(
νL
eL
)T
γµ
(
1
cos θW
Zµ
√
2W−µ√
2W+µ cos θWZµ − 2 sin θWAµ
)(
νL
eL
)
,
(1.17)
using (
Zµ
Aµ
)
≡
(
cos θW − sin θW
sin θW cos θW
)(
W 3µ
Bµ
)
; tan θW ≡ g
′
g
, (1.18)
and
W± ≡ 1√
2
(W 1 ∓ iW 2). (1.19)
This example shows how neutrinos interat only with eah other through Z boson
exhange (Zµ), while eletrons an also exhange photons (Aµ). It also introdues the
elds of harged W bosons that provide the harged urrent ouplings. For quarks, the
oupling via gluons appears.
1.1.2.4 The Higgs Term
The fourth ingredient to the SM Lagrangian is the Higgs term whih follows equation
1.2 with the potential with vauum expetation value v = µ/
√
λ.
LHiggs = |DµΦ|2 − µ2Φ∗iΦi + λ(Φ∗iΦi)2
=
1
2
(∂µH)
2 + µ2︸︷︷︸
1
2
M2
H
H2 +
g2v2
4︸︷︷︸
M2
W
W+µW−µ +
g2v2
8 cos2 θW︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
2
M2
Z
ZµZ
µ
+ interaction terms (1.20)
It immediately yields the mass terms for the massive gauge bosons. The Higgs is the
only SM partile that has not yet been observed. It is one of the main goals of the
LHC to reveal this last piee of the SM puzzle.
1.1.3 The Three Generation Standard Model
For the expansion to more than one fermion generation only the quark setor will be
disussed. The existene of three generations in the lepton setor is well established
through diret observation of the three harged leptons, and the measurement of the
width of the Z boson whih established the existene of three light neutrino families. In
addition, the observation of neutrino mixing onrmed that neutrinos are not massless.
However, a detailed disussion of the lepton setor is beyond the sope of the work
presented here.
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1.1.3.1 Two Quark Generations
The simpler ase of two quark generations is disussed rst to illustrate the major
hanges when going to more than one generation. The seond quark generation onsists
of a left-handed quark doublet and two right-handed singlets, thus introduing the
harm and strange quarks. In all but their mass and family-spei quantum numbers,
harm and strange are idential to up and down, respetively.
The general form of Yukawa ouplings of two quark generations, following equation
1.9, now beomes
LY ukawa = −[Yd]ijqLiΦjdR +−[Yu]ijqLiǫjkΦ∗kuR + h.c., (1.21)
whih introdues the Yukawa ouplings Yq as matries. Through these matries quarks
of dierent generations an interat.
As the size of the Yukawa oupling determines the quark masses, analogously to
equation 1.12, these matries have to be diagonal when ating on mass eigenstates.
Sine this is not generally the ase, Cabibbo introdued the onept of a mixing matrix
that rotates the mass eigenstates into the avour eigenstates that ouple to the gauge
bosons [6℄. Using the mixing matrix, VC , the oupling of the mass eigenstate quarks
to the W boson, following equation 1.14, an be written as
− g
2
√
2
(
u
c
)T
γµ(1− γ5)VC
(
d
s
)
W−µ + h.c. (1.22)
The most general observable mixing matrix is given by
VC =
(
cos θC sin θC
− sin θC cos θC
)
, (1.23)
with the Cabibbo angle θC .
Writing out the expression for the oupling of d and s quarks to the Z boson the
struture of the mixing matrix implies that there are no avour hanging neutral ur-
rent proesses at tree level. This onsequene of the mixing struture of two quark
generations is known as the GIM
1
mehanism [7℄. The observation of the strangeness-
violating deay K0L → µ+µ− lead to the predition of a harm quark with a mass
dierent to the up quark. The mass dierene is required sine otherwise even higher
order harged urrent amplitudes would anel.
1
Glashow, Iliopoulos, Maiani
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1.1.3.2 Three Quark Generations
The generalisation to three quark generations reets the same struture. The addi-
tional up-type quark is the top and the down-type quark is the bottom. The bottom
quark is, among others, ontained in B mesons, whih are a key ingredient to this
thesis. The onnetion between the mass and avour eigenstates is given by

d
s
b


flavour
= VCKM


d
s
b


mass
, (1.24)
with the 3× 3 Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix [8℄.
The CKM matrix onsists of 9 omplex elements that an be expressed by 18 real
numbers. 9 of these numbers an be removed taking into aount the unitarity require-
ment. As ve phases an be removed by global phase rotations of the quark elds, the
number of free parameters for the CKM matrix is four. A general parametrisation is
given by
VCKM =


Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb


=


c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ13
−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ13 c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ13 c13s23
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ13 −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ13 c13c23

 ,
(1.25)
with cij and sij representing cos θij and sin θij , respetively. θ12 ≡ θC is the Cabibbo
angle mentioned above.
Another representation is the Wolfenstein representation whih reets more promi-
nently the vastly dierent magnitudes of the individual elements.
VCKM =


1− λ2/2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)
−λ 1− λ2/2 Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1

+O(λ4), (1.26)
with λ ≈ sin θC , A ≈ 1, ρ− iη = e−iδ13 .
This matrix is the basis for avour physis, whih desribes proesses involving
quarks of dierent avours. The following setion will introdue the physis related
to the CKM matrix in more detail and will show how CP violation arises from its
struture.
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1.2 Flavour Physis
Flavour physis started with the disovery of the kaon in 1947 [9℄. Sine then, it has
studied the proesses involving dierent quark families and led to the onstrution of
the CKM matrix and subsequently to measurements of its parameters with inreasing
preision.
These measurements are made by observing the deay of hadrons, i.e. partiles in-
volving quarks. All stable partiles have to be neutral with respet to the harge of
the strong interation, olour, due to olour onnement. This leads to the fat that
hadroni matter onsists of mesons, quark anti-quark pairs, and baryons, whih ontain
three quarks. The quarks in mesons have the same absolute olour harge but with
opposite signs to reate a olour-neutral state. Baryons ontain three quarks, eah
having a dierent olour harge, whih also leads to a olour-neutral state.
The following setions will introdue the onept of mixing of neutral mesons as well
as CP violation [10℄ and nally illustrate the onnetion of the CKM matrix with these
phenomena.
1.2.1 Mixing of Neutral Mesons
The main topis of this thesis involve deays of neutral mesons. Therefore, this setion
will desribe the onept of neutral meson mixing: a proess by whih a neutral meson
hanges into its anti-meson and vie versa. This proess exists for the K0, D0, B0d, and
B0s mesons.
The mass eigenstates states are linear ombinations of the partile and anti-partile
states
α|N0〉+ β|N0〉 ≡
(
α
β
)
, (1.27)
with the time dependent Shrödinger equation
i
d
dt
(
α
β
)
= X
(
α
β
)
. (1.28)
The matrix X is given by X = M − i
2
Γ, where M and Γ are Hermitian matries. The
elements of X are given by
X11 = 〈N0|H|N0〉, X12 = 〈N0|H|N0〉,
X21 = 〈N0|H|N0〉, X22 = 〈N0|H|N0〉,
(1.29)
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where H is the Hamiltonian desribing the transition from a partile to an anti-partile
state and vie versa. The eigenvalues of X are
λh = mh − i
2
Γh,
λl = ml − i
2
Γl, (1.30)
with the orresponding eigenstates
|Nh〉 = p|N0〉 − q|N0〉,
|Nl〉 = p|N0〉+ q|N0〉. (1.31)
These states are the physial states and have masses suh that ∆m ≡ mh −ml > 0.
In addition one denes ∆Γ ≡ Γh − Γl. Unitarity requires |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.
Using equation 1.30 it follows from (λh − λl)2 that
(∆m)2 − 1
4
(∆Γ)2 = 4|m12|2 − |Γ12|2, (1.32)
∆m∆Γ = 4ℜe(m12Γ∗12), (1.33)
and furthermore
q
p
= ±
√
m∗12 − i2Γ∗12
m12 − i2Γ12
= ± 2m
∗
12 − iΓ∗12
∆m− i∆Γ/2 , (1.34)
where mij and Γij are the i, j matrix elements of M and Γ, respetively, and where the
sign ± orresponds to the hoie between λh,l (for a detailed disussion see hapter 7
in referene [11℄).
1.2.1.1 Time Evolution of Mixing States
For the mass eigenstates the time evolution is given by
|Nh(t)〉 = e−imht− 12Γht|Nh(0)〉,
|Nl(t)〉 = e−imlt− 12Γlt|Nl(0)〉. (1.35)
Hene, the amplitude for an initially pure N0 state is given by
ψN =
1
2
(
(e−imht−
1
2
Γht + e−imlt−
1
2
Γlt)N0 − q
p
(e−imht−
1
2
Γht − e−imlt− 12Γlt)N0
)
. (1.36)
The probability for obtaining the state N0 (N0) after time t when starting from an N0
state is
P (N0 → N0) = 1
2
e−T (cosh yT + cos xT ),
P (N0 → N0) = 1
2
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2 e−T (cosh yT − cosxT ), (1.37)
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K0/K0 D0/D0 B0d/B
0
d B
0
s/B
0
s
τ (ps)
89.58± 0.05,
51160± 200 0.4101± 0.0015 1.530± 0.009 1.470± 0.027
Γ (s−1) 5.59× 109 2.4× 1012 6.5× 1011 6.8× 1011
x 0.946± 0.002 0.0097± 0.0028 0.776± 0.008 26.1± 0.5
y −0.9965 0.0078± 0.0019 |y| < 0.04, 90% C.L. [0.09,−0.03], 95% C.L.
Table 1.1: Parameters for deay and mixing of neutral mesons [12℄.
where T ≡ Γt, x ≡ ∆m
Γ
, and y ≡ ∆Γ
2Γ
have been introdued. The ase of starting with
an N0 is idential apart from q
p
being replaed by its inverse.
The avour asymmetry follows
A(T ) =
P (N0 → N0)− P (N0 → N0)
P (N0 → N0) + P (N0 → N0) =
cosxT + δ cosh yT
cosh yT + δ cosxT
, (1.38)
with
δ ≡ 〈Nh|Nl〉 = |p|2 − |q|2 =
1−
∣∣∣ qp∣∣∣2
1 +
∣∣∣ qp∣∣∣2 . (1.39)
For the various systems of neutral mesons this asymmetry has drastially dierent
time evolutions in reality due to large dierenes in the parameters involved. The
urrent best measurements of these parameters are given in table 1.1.
1.2.2 CP Violation
Three disrete transformations play a entral role in partile physis:
• C: the harge transformation onverts partiles into anti-partiles and vie versa,
• P: the parity transformation reverses the spatial oordinates whih leads to a
hange of hirality of partiles,
• T : the time transformation reverses time and hene hanges sign of veloities,
momenta, and angular momenta.
Following the CPT theorem [13, 14, 15℄, all realisti quantum eld theories are invariant
under the three ombined transformations CPT . As a onsequene of the theorem, all
partiles and anti-partiles must have the same masses, lifetimes, and magneti dipole
moments. This holds for all experimental tests onduted to date.
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The weak interation violates both C and P symmetries. This is lear as the former
would transform a left-handed neutrino into a left-handed anti-neutrino, whih does
not exist (at least in the SM). Similarly, the right-handed neutrino is not found, whih
would be the result of a P transformation.
The ombined transformation, CP , however, initially appeared to be onserved. In
1964, Christenson, Cronin, Fith, and Turlay disovered that KL also deay into two
pions [16℄. This proess is only allowed with the CP symmetry violated, as the KL is
an eigenstate of CP with eigenvalue −1 and a pion pair has an eigenvalue of +1. First
evidene for CP violation in B mesons was found by the BaBar and Belle experiments
in 2001 [17, 18℄.
Neutral mesons an be eigenstates of CP . From
CP|N0〉 = eia|N0〉,
CP|N0〉 = e−ia|N0〉, (1.40)
where the arbitrary phase a an be hosen to be 0, one obtains the CP eigenstates
CP|N+〉 = 1
2
(
|N0〉+ |N0〉
)
CP|N−〉 = 1
2
(
|N0〉 − |N0〉
)
, (1.41)
with the CP eigenvalues +1 and −1, respetively.
It follows from equation 1.31 that CP and mass eigenstates oinide if |p| = |q|.
Furthermore, this implies that δ as dened in equation 1.39 vanishes. In this ase,
P (N0 → N0) and P (N0 → N0) are equal, or CP is onserved in the proess of mixing.
From equation 1.34 it is obvious that CP violation in mixing requires ℑm m12 6= 0 or
ℑm Γ12 6= 0, in addition to a relative phase between m12 and Γ12.
In addition to CP violation in mixing, also alled indiret CP violation, there is also
diret CP violation or CP violation in the deay. Introduing the deay amplitudes A
(A) of the B (B) meson into the nal state f or f ,
Af ≡ 〈f |T |N0〉, Af ≡ 〈f |T |N0〉, (1.42)
there is diret CP violation if
|Af | 6= |Af |,
|Af | 6= |Af |. (1.43)
For deays into a CP eigenstate this simplies to |Af | 6= |Af |. Evidene for diret
CP violation in the neutral kaon system was rst found by the NA31 experiment in
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1988 [19℄ and nally established by NA48 [20℄ and KTeV [21℄ in 1999. In the B system
diret CP was rst observed by BaBar and Belle in the deay B0 → Kπ in 2004 [22, 23℄.
A third possible form of CP violation arises from the interferene of CP violation in
mixing and deay. Analogously to equation 1.36, one obtains for the time-dependent
deay amplitude of a pure N0 (N0) state at t = 0 into a nal state f
〈f |H|N0(t)〉 = 1
2
e−imte−Γt/2
[
g+Af +
q
p
g−Af
]
,
〈f |H|N0(t)〉 = 1
2
e−imte−Γt/2
[
g+Af +
p
q
g−Af
]
,
(1.44)
with
g+ = e
−(ix+y)T/2 + e(ix+y)T/2, g− = e
−(ix+y)T/2 − e(ix+y)T/2. (1.45)
Introduing
λf =
q
p
Af
Af
, (1.46)
and approximating | q
p
| = 1 it follows for the deay rate asymmetry that
Γ(N0(t)→ f)− Γ(N0(t)→ f)
Γ(N0(t)→ f) + Γ(N0(t)→ f) =
(1− |λf |2) cos(xT ) + 2ℑm λf sin(xT )
(1 + |λf |2) cosh(yT )− 2ℜe λf sinh(yT ). (1.47)
Introduing the observables
Cf =
1− |λf |2
1 + |λf |2 , S
f =
2ℑm λf
1 + |λf |2 , A
f
∆Γ =
2ℜe λf
1 + |λf |2 , (1.48)
leads to
Γ(N0(t)→ f)− Γ(N0(t)→ f)
Γ(N0(t)→ f) + Γ(N0(t)→ f) =
Cf cos(xT ) + Sf sin(xT )
cosh(yT )−Af∆Γ sinh(yT )
. (1.49)
For both neutral B mesons x is muh larger than y. Therefore, it is of interest to use
the approximation y = 0. In this ase equation 1.47 simplies to
Γ(B(t)→ f)− Γ(B(t)→ f)
Γ(B(t)→ f) + Γ(B(t)→ f) = C
f cos(xT ) + Sf sin(xT ). (1.50)
1.2.3 The CKM Triangle
The CKM matrix has been introdued in equation 1.25. The CKM matrix has to be
unitary under the assumption of the onservation of the total probability whih is also
a onsequene of the CPT theorem. The unitarity requirement VCKMV †CKM = 1 leads
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Figure 1.1: CKM triangle showing the urrent experimental onstraints. Reprodued
from [24℄.
to
∑
i=u,c,t
VijV
∗
ik = δjk, or∑
i=d,s,b
VjiV
∗
ki = δjk, (1.51)
whih, for the o-diagonal elements (j 6= k), are equations that dene triangles in the
omplex plane. The only triangles with three sides of roughly equal length (O(λ3)) are
given by
VudV
∗
ub + VcdV
∗
cb + VtdV
∗
tb = 0,
VudV
∗
td + VusV
∗
ts + VubV
∗
tb = 0, (1.52)
and normalising one side yields
VudV
∗
ub
VcdV ∗cb
+ 1 +
VtdV
∗
tb
VcdV ∗cb
= 0,
VudV
∗
td
VusV
∗
ts
+ 1 +
VubV
∗
tb
VusV
∗
ts
= 0, (1.53)
Figure 1.1 shows the experimental onstraints on the rst of the two triangles. The
apex of the triangle is over-onstrained by the measurements. However, the onstraint
from the angle γ annot ompete with those from the other angles. The urrent
best measurements are (76± 22stat. ± 5syst. ± 5Dalitz)◦ from BaBar [25℄ and (76+12−13,stat.
±4syst. ± 9model)◦ from Belle [26℄. It is one of the main goals of LHCb to redue this
unertainty by about a fator of 10.
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As γ is dened by
γ = arg
(
−VudV
∗
ub
VcdV
∗
cb
)
, (1.54)
it is obvious that it is strongly related to the phase of Vub, i.e. δ13 (see equation
1.25). This means that tree level b → u transitions are the most obvious way to
measure γ. These our in many deays of neutral B mesons into harged partiles.
The extration of γ often suers from manifold ambiguities when performed from B0d
deays alone. Therefore, the omparison of related B0d and B
0
s deays an greatly
enhane the sensitivity to γ. One suh onept has been introdued by Fleisher [27℄
and is pursued using hannels like B0(s) → D±h∓ [28℄ or B0(s) → h±h∓ [29℄.
1.3 B Meson Lifetimes
B meson lifetime measurements form a setor of avour physis whih oers a number
of interesting opportunities. This setion outlines the possibilities of using lifetime
measurements for preision SM tests as well as for probing NP. The following setions
give examples of appliations of lifetime measurements in the B0s and the D
0
setor.
1.3.1 Heavy Quark Expansion
Lifetimes ofB mesons an be alulated within the framework of heavy quark expansion
(HQE, see [30℄ and referenes therein). In ontrast to QCD whih uses expansions in
orders of the strong oupling onstant, αs, HQE expands in terms of Λ/mb, i.e. a sale
fator and the mass of the bottom quark.
The leading terms for the expansion of a deay rate are given by
Γ = Γ0 +
Λ2
m2b
Γ2 +
Λ3
m3b
Γ3. (1.55)
The rst order term in Λ/mb vanishes, the seond order orretion is due to the kineti
and hromomagneti operator, and only the third order term depends on the spetator
quark.
The weak inuene of the spetator quark, whih only enters at the level
Λ3
m3
b
, explains
why the lifetime ratio of B0s and B
0
d is predited as
τ(B0s )
τ(B0d)
= 1.00± 0.01. (1.56)
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Experimentally, slightly lower values are favoured following results from CDF and D0.
The urrent experimental average is
τ(B0s )
τ(B0d)
= 0.93± 0.03, (1.57)
when taking the ratio of the averaged individual lifetimes [12℄.
The theoretial preision of this ratio shows that preise measurements are an exel-
lent test of HQE. Furthermore, it is important to either onrm the tension between
theory and experiment or to resolve it by measurement with at least a perent level
preision. A method for diretly tting lifetime ratios is presented in hapter 4.
1.3.2 B Meson Lifetime Parameters
The mass eigenstates of neutral mesons deay aording to equation 1.35 with the
deay rates Γh and Γl. These are given by
Γh = Γ +
∆Γ
2
; Γl = Γ− ∆Γ
2
. (1.58)
It is of interest to express Γ and ∆Γ in terms of the elements of the matrix X dened
in equation 1.29. The matrix M is given by
mij = m0δij + 〈i|H|j〉+
∑
n
P
〈i|H|n〉〈n|H|j〉
δ(m0 −En) , (1.59)
where the sum goes over all internal virtual states, P denotes the projetor for the
prinipal part, and |1〉 and |2〉 represent the states |N0〉 and |N0〉, respetively.
Similarly, the matrix Γ is given by
Γij = 2π
∑
c
ρc〈i|H|c〉〈c|H|j〉, (1.60)
where the sum goes over the possible nal states, and ρc is a phase spae fator. Sine
Γ12 is limited to nal states that are aessible to both meson and anti-meson it follows
that |Γ12| < |Γ11| = |Γ|.
Experimental evidene (see table 1.1) shows that for B mesons it an be assumed
that
|Γ12| ≪ |m12|; ∆Γ≪ ∆m. (1.61)
Using this approximation and equations 1.32 and 1.33 it an be shown that
∆m = 2|m12|
[
1 +O
(∣∣∣∣ Γ12m12
∣∣∣∣2
)]
, (1.62)
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and
∆Γ = 2|Γ12| cosφ
[
1 +O
(∣∣∣∣ Γ12m12
∣∣∣∣2
)]
, (1.63)
where the mixing phase φ has been introdued as
φ = arg
(
m12
Γ12
)
. (1.64)
Further introduing
a = ℑmm12
Γ12
=
∣∣∣∣m12Γ12
∣∣∣∣ sinφ, (1.65)
it follows from using equations 1.62 and 1.63 in equation 1.34
q
p
= ±e−iφm
[
1− a
2
]
+O
(∣∣∣∣ Γ12m12
∣∣∣∣2
)
, (1.66)
where φm is the phase of m12.
1.3.3 Time Evolution of Untagged B Mesons
Negleting any prodution asymmetry in proton-proton ollisions, the deay rate for
untagged mesons an be written as
Γ(f, t) = Γ(N0(t)→ f) + Γ(N0(t)→ f). (1.67)
Negleting the prodution asymmetry is a reasonable approximation as it is estimated
to be about 1%− 2% for B0d mesons in LHCb [31℄. However, for B0s mesons it is muh
smaller.
Inverting 1.31 and using the time evolution given in 1.35 leads to
Γ(f, t) = Nf
[
e−Γlt|〈f |Bl〉|2 + e−Γht|〈f |Bh〉|2
]
+O(a), (1.68)
where Nf is a normalisation fator. Further, using 1.31 and 1.46 this an be rewritten
as
Γ(f, t) = Nf |Af |
2
2
(
1 + |λf |2
) [
(1−Af∆Γ)e−Γlt + (1 +Af∆Γ)e−Γht
]
+O(a). (1.69)
For pratial reasons it is interesting to onsider the ase of tting an untagged time
distribution to a single exponential with deay rate Γˆf . Writing
Γ(f, t) = Ae−Γlt +Be−Γht, (1.70)
the t result would be
Γˆf =
A/Γl +B/Γh
A/Γ2l +B/Γ
2
h
. (1.71)
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Expanding to seond order in ∆Γ and reintroduing the observables leads to
Γˆf = Γ−Af∆Γ
∆Γ
2
− 1− (A
f
∆Γ)
2
2
(∆Γ)2
Γ
+O
(
(∆Γ)3
Γ2
)
. (1.72)
For CP eigenstates Af∆Γ = ±1 and one measures Γ ∓ ∆Γ2 . In avour spei modes
Af∆Γ = 0 leads to a measurement of Γ− (∆Γ)
2
2Γ
.
1.3.4 New Physis Inuene on B Lifetime Measurements
New Physis (NP) partiles an only inuene SM proesses at the level of loop dia-
grams. Hene, it an be assumed for B mesons that Γ12 is not inuened by NP as it is
dominated by tree level transitions. The NP inuene on m12 is generally parametrised
by an additional omplex fator ∆NP
m12 = m
SM
12 ∆
NP = |mSM12 ||∆NP |ei(φm+φ
NP ). (1.73)
Examples for NP senarios that an lead to sizeable NP phases are models with a
fourth generation of quarks [32℄ or the Littlest Higgs model with T-parity [33℄. Using
equations 1.62 to 1.66, this leads to
∆m = 2|mSM12 ||∆NP |,
∆Γ = 2|Γ12| cos(φSM + φNP),
a =
∣∣∣∣mSM12Γ12
∣∣∣∣ |∆NP | sin(φSM + φNP),
q
p
= ±e−i(φSMm +φNP )
[
1− a
2
]
+O
(∣∣∣∣ Γ12m12
∣∣∣∣2
)
. (1.74)
For Af∆Γ this leads to
Af∆Γ = ±
2|λf |
1 + |λf |2 cos(φ
SM
m + φ
NP), (1.75)
when negleting the phase of
Af
Af
in equation 1.46. For equation 1.72 this results in two
osine terms entering through Af∆Γ and ∆Γ. Thus, NP eets will derease the lifetime
dierene between a CP averaged and a CP spei mode.
1.4 The Deay B0s → K+K−
The deay B0s → K+K− is one of a group of deay modes whih is usually labelled
as B0(s) → h+h′−. Their deay proesses are governed by the diagrams shown in gure
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Figure 1.2: Feynman graphs of proesses ontributing to the B0(s) → h+h′− deays.
The diagrams are tree (T ), gluoni penguin (P ), penguin annihilation
(PA), olour-suppressed eletroweak penguin (PCEW ), and W exhange
(E).
1.2. As the tree transition is proportional to Vub and Vus, and hene to ≈ λ4, the
B0s → K+K−mode is dominated by penguin diagrams. Thus, NP partiles entering
the various loop proesses an signiantly inuene the B0s → K+K− deay.
The K+K− nal state is CP even, however, the interferene of the tree diagram with
the loop diagrams leads to a small CP violating eet. Therefore, already within the
SM there is a CP violating phase
Af = 〈K+K−|B0s〉 ∝ eiσ; Af = 〈K+K−|B0s〉 ∝ e−iσ. (1.76)
1.4.1 Lifetime Measurements with B0s → K+K−
The previous setion showed the impat of Af∆Γ on lifetime measurements. For a deay
into a CP even nal state, it an also be written as
Af∆Γ = −
2|λf |
1 + |λf |2 cos(arg λf), (1.77)
highlighting the importane of the phase of λf . This phase onsists of two omponents,
the phase of q/p and that of Af/Af . In the SM the former is approximately equal to
φSMm ≈ φSM ≈ −2βs = (−0.04±0.01) rad [30℄. As desribed above (see equation 1.76),
the latter adds a CP violating phase 2σ.
This leads to
Af∆Γ = −
2|λf |
1 + |λf |2 cos(2βs + 2σ). (1.78)
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Within the SM, one obtains the onstraints [34℄
−1 . A∆Γ(B0s → K+K−) . −0.95, (1.79)
whih means that B0s → K+K−is at least 95% CP even.
NP partiles an ontribute to the mixing phase as desribed in setion 1.3.4. In
addition, suh proesses may ontribute a CP violating phase σNP . Negleting the small
SM phase 2βs, ombining equation 1.72 with equations 1.74 and 1.75 and assuming
|λf | = 1 leads to
Γˆ(B0s → K+K−) = Γs
+cos(−φNP + 2σSM + 2σNP)∆Γ
SM
s
2
cos(φNP)
− sin2(−φNP + 2σSM + 2σNP)(∆Γ
SM
s )
2
2Γs
cos2(φNP)
+O
(
(∆ΓSMs )
3
Γ2s
)
. (1.80)
1.4.2 Interpretation of Lifetime Measured with B0s → K+K−
One of the exponentials in equation 1.69 is strongly suppressed in the ase of a de-
ay into a CP eigenstate. Hene, it is not possible to diretly measure both Γs and
∆Γs with a lifetime measurement using B
0
s → K+K−. Taking an independent, preise
measurement of Γs gives aess to the seond term in equation 1.80. Suh a measure-
ment an be made using high statistis avour spei modes like B0s → D±s π∓. The
third term in this equation an be negleted due to the
∆ΓSMs
Γs
(. 0.18 see table 1.1)
suppression.
The interpretation of a preise measurement of the seond term in equation 1.80 is
still ambiguous as the phases as well as ∆ΓSMs have not yet been measured to high
preision. A full interpretation of the result is made possible through the omparison
with measurements from other modes.
1.4.2.1 Comparison with B0s → J/ψφ
The deay B0s → J/ψφ is dominated by a tree level b→ ccs transition. Therefore, NP
eets an only enter through B0s mixing. The orbital angular momentum (L) of the
two deay produts is of importane, as this deay has a nal state with two vetor
mesons. The nal state (J/ψφ)L=0 is CP even and due to the absene of a signiant
CP phase in the SM one measures
Γˆ(B0s → (J/ψφ)L=0) = Γs +
∆ΓSMs
2
cos2(φNP)
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− sin2(φNP)(∆Γ
SM
s )
2
2Γs
cos2(φNP)
+O
(
(∆ΓSMs )
3
Γ2s
)
. (1.81)
or
Γˆ(B0s → (J/ψφ)L=0) = Γs +
∆ΓSMs
2
cos2(φNP)
(
1− sin2(φNP)∆Γ
SM
s
Γs
)
+O
(
(∆ΓSMs )
3
Γ2s
)
. (1.82)
A omparison with B0s → K+K− allows to onstrain the phase σSM + σNP . It should
be noted that the deay B0s → J/ψφ allows the extration of ∆Γs without omparison
to other deay modes when measuring the CP odd L = 2 nal state. This analysis,
however, is signiantly more hallenging than the measurement with B0s → K+K−as
it requires a lifetime measurement in ombination with an angular analysis.
1.4.2.2 Comparison with B0s → φφ
The deay B0s → φφ annot our at tree level. Thus, it has no CP phase in the SM.
Similarly to B0s → J/ψφ, it requires an angular analysis to disentangle the CP even
L = 0 state. This is even more hallenging than for B0s → J/ψφ as the branhing ratio
is only ∼ 10−5 ompared to ∼ 10−3 for B0s → J/ψφ.
Like for B0s → K+K−, NP partiles an introdue a phase σNP , responsible for CP
violation in the deay, in addition to a possible CP violating NP mixing phase φNP .
This leads to a measurement of
Γˆ(B0s → (φφ)L=0) = Γs
+cos(φNP + 2σNP)
∆ΓSMs
2
cos(φNP)
− sin2(φNP + 2σNP)(∆Γ
SM
s )
2
2Γs
cos2(φNP)
+O
(
(∆ΓSMs )
3
Γ2s
)
. (1.83)
This measurement will, however, only be able to serve as a ross hek to B0s → K+K−,
due to its branhing ratio of B0s → φφ being lower than that of B0s → K+K− by about
a fator 2 and due to the requirement of an angular analysis.
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1.5 Charm Lifetime Measurements
Lifetime measurements in the harm setor are of high interest at LHCb due to the
abundant prodution of harm mesons. Setion 5.3 gives more details on the potential
for harm measurements at LHCb.
The approximationmade in equation 1.61 forB mesons is not valid for harm mesons,
as xD and yD are of the same order. The harm mixing parameters are very small, as
shown in table 1.1,
xD, yD = O(1%)≪ 1. (1.84)
Therefore, it is useful to expand the deay rates up to leading order in xD and yD [35℄.
For the CP even nal state K+K−, squaring equation 1.44 and expanding leads to
Γ(D0(t)→ K+K−) = e−ΓDt|AKK|2 {1 + [ℜe(λKK)yD − ℑm(λKK)xD]ΓDt} ,
Γ(D0(t)→ K+K−) = e−ΓDt|AKK|2
{
1 + [ℜe(λ−1KK)yD − ℑm(λ−1KK)xD]ΓDt
}
,
(1.85)
where λKK follows the denition given in equation 1.46. For the non CP eigenstate
K−π+ the deay rate is given by
Γ(D0(t)→ K−π+) = e−ΓDt|AKpi|2,
Γ(D0(t)→ K+π−) = e−ΓDt|AKpi|2. (1.86)
Experimentally, one obtains a ontribution from the doubly Cabibbo suppressed modes
D0 → K−π+ and D0 → K+π−. As their ontribution would not signiantly hange
the measured lifetime it is heneforth ignored.
Under the assumption of no signiant diret CP violation the rates mentioned above
an be written as
Γ(D0(t)→ K+K−) = e−ΓDt|AKK |2 {1 + |λKK|[yD cos(φ)− xD sin(φ)]ΓDt} ,
Γ(D0(t)→ K+K−) = e−ΓDt|AKK |2
{
1 + |λKK|−1[yD cos(φ) + xD sin(φ)]ΓDt
}
,
Γ(D0(t)→ K−π+) = Γ(D0(t)→ K+π−) = e−ΓDt|AKpi|2, (1.87)
where φ is the phase of λKK. It should be noted that there is neither experimental
evidene nor theoretial motivation for signiant diret CP violation. Fitting with
single exponentials would yield measurements of
Γˆ(D0 → K+K−) = ΓD {1 + |λKK|[yD cos(φ)− xD sin(φ)]} ,
Γˆ(D0 → K+K−) = ΓD
{
1 + |λKK|−1[yD cos(φ) + xD sin(φ)]
}
,
Γˆ(D0 → K−π+) = Γˆ(D0(t)→ K+π−) = ΓD. (1.88)
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Using the prodution asymmetry
Aprod =
N(D0)−N(D0)
N(D0) +N(D0)
, (1.89)
one an dene the quantity
yCP ≡ Γˆ(D → K
+K−)
Γˆ(D0 → K−π+) − 1
= yD cos(φ)
[
1
2
(|λKK|+ |λKK |−1) + Aprod
2
(|λKK| − |λKK|−1)
]
−xD sin(φ)
[
1
2
(|λKK| − |λKK|−1) + Aprod
2
(|λKK|+ |λKK|−1)
]
, (1.90)
where Γˆ(D → K+K−) refers to the measurement of untagged D → K+K− deays.
Approximating |λKK |±1 = 1± Am2 , with the small parameter Am, leads to
yCP = yD cos(φ)− xD sin(φ)
(
Am
2
+ Aprod
)
. (1.91)
The ase φ = 0 results in the equality of yCP and the mixing parameter yD. In ase
measurements of the two parameters dier, this would be a sign of CP violation in the
interferene of mixing and deay. The situation yCP 6= yD an furthermore be used
to determine yD cos(φ) and xD sin(φ) separately if a tagged measurement is used to
determine both Γˆ(D0 → K+K−) and Γˆ(D0 → K+K−).
The lak of a preision measurement of yCP and the abundane ofD mesons produed
at LHCb makes these measurements very interesting. A strategy for these analyses is
presented in setion 5.3.2.
1.6 Summary
This hapter outlined the Standard Model of partile physis whih represents the
urrent knowledge about partile interations involving the eletromagneti, the weak,
and the strong fore. An overview of avour physis, whih builds the basis of the
LHCb physis programme, was given.
The seond part of the hapter desribed the potential of lifetime measurements.
Measurements in B0(s) → h+h′− deays, partiularly in B0s → K+K−, oer possibilities
for both SM tests via lifetime ratios and for sensitivities to NP through ∆Γs mea-
surements. Finally, harm lifetime measurements allow measurements of the mixing
parameter y and even sensitivity to CP violation in the harm setor via measurements
of yCP .
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Wir dürfen und wir können niht aus der Tehnik aussteigen, sondern wir
müssen es besser lernen, sie mit ihrer eigenen Hilfe zu beherrshen.
Rihard von Weizsäker
In 1993 three ollaborations proposed experiments for heavy avour physis at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, a proton-proton ollider that would follow the
Large Eletron Positron ollider (LEP) in its tunnel. The LHB ollaboration envisaged
a xed target experiment with an extrated LHC beam [36℄. The COBEX
1
experiment
was intended to have a forward spetrometer to detet B deays from ollisions of the
two LHC beams [37℄. The third proposal from the GAJET
2
ollaboration planned the
study of B physis with ollisions originating from a gas jet target [38℄.
After having been asked to develop a ommon proposal for a ollider based experi-
ment with a forward spetrometer by the LHC experiments Committee (LHCC), the
three ollaborations merged and produed the LHC-B Letter Of Intent in 1995 [39℄.
Three years later the Tehnial Proposal of the slightly renamed LHCb ollaboration
followed [40℄. After a review proess, a revised version was produed [41℄ that redued
the overall material budget and at the same time optimised the trigger eieny.
In order to set the sene for desribing the LHCb experiment in more detail, this
hapter will start with an overview of the CERN aelerator omplex. This is followed
by a desription of eah of the omponents of the LHCb detetor, its data aquisition
system, trigger and software.
2.1 The Aelerator Complex at CERN
2.1.1 From Lina to SPS
CERN started as a high energy physis laboratory in 1954. One of the rst aelerators
1
Collider Beauty Experiment
2
Gas Jet
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the CERN aelerator omplex. Reprodued from [42℄.
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to be onstruted at CERN was the Proton Synhrotron (PS) whih started operation
in 1959. It is now a part of the aelerator hain preeding the LHC [43, 44, 45℄. Two
types of partiles, protons and heavy ions (lead nulei), an be aelerated and ollided
in the LHC. As LHCb is designed to aquire data from proton-proton ollisions, only
their path will be desribed.
All protons originate from a small bottle of hydrogen gas. Through a high eletri
eld and so-alled stripping foils the hydrogen moleules are ionised and thus serve as
the proton soure. Their rst stage of aeleration is a linear aelerator alled LINAC2
(see Fig. 2.1). A linear aelerator is used at the start of the aelerator hain as the
protons quikly gain in speed.
After having been aelerated from thermal energies to a kineti energy of 50 MeV,
the protons are injeted into the Proton Synhrotron Booster (PSB). It is the rst
irular aelerator that the protons pass through. The PSB onsists of four rings
sitting on top of eah other and used in parallel in order to inrease the possible
proton intensity. At a kineti energy of 1.4 GeV the protons are injeted into the
aforementioned Proton Synhrotron (PS). At an energy of 25 GeV they are transferred
into the Super Proton Synhrotron (SPS) whih forms the last aeleration stage before
the LHC. The 7 km irumferene SPS aelerates the protons up to an energy of
450 GeV. At this energy they are injeted via two transfer lines in opposite diretions
into the two beam pipes of the LHC. One of the transfer lines ends lose to LHCb, as
disussed further in setion 3.4.
2.1.2 The LHC
When arriving at the LHC the protons ome in bunhes of up to 1.1× 1011 partiles.
Under nominal onditions eah LHC beam will have 2808 of these bunhes whih
means that their separation in the beam pipe is only about 8 m or 25 ns. The partiles
are aumulated with inreasing bunh harges in the various aeleration stages to
ahieve these high intensities. This starts with two extrations from the PSB, whih
are separated by 1.2 s and repeated every 3.6 s. The period for aumulating and
aelerating partiles in the SPS is 21.6 s. To ll the whole LHC then takes just under
10 minutes.
The beams need to pass through separate beam pipes with opposite magneti elds,
as the LHC is a proton-proton ollider. The only way to ahieve the eld strength
neessary to keep TeV protons on a 27 km ring under the given spatial onstraints
is with superonduting magnets. After aeleration, the protons will nally have an
energy of 7 TeV whih requires a peak magneti eld of 8.33 T.
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Figure 2.2: Photo of the open interonnetion between two LHC dipoles showing the
beam pipes, the onnetion of the superonduting ables and the tubes
for the liquid helium supply. Reprodued from [46℄.
The protons are kept on a irular trajetory by 1232 dipole magnets (see Fig. 2.2).
392 quadrupole magnets are used to ensure a well foused beam. In addition, about
8000 smaller magnets are used to ne tune the beams. This is neessary to omplete
the beam optis of the main magnets and to ompensate for imperfetions in the
onstrution and performane of the aelerator. The main superonduting magnets
are ooled using a total of 120 tons of superuid helium.
The LHC is split in eight setors, eah of whih onsists of repeated setions of
dipole and quadrupole magnets (see Fig. 2.3). Interation points (IPs) are loated in
the entre of the respetive otants shown in gure 2.3. Only at four of the eight IPs
are atual ollision points at whih experiments are loated: ATLAS is loated at IP
1, ALICE at IP 2, CMS is at IP 5, and nally LHCb is at IP 8.
The other four IPs are used to host beam related instrumentation. Beam leaning
failities are loated at IP 3 and IP 7. At IP 3 the so-alled momentum leaning removes
partiles with large (> 6σ) longitudinal osillation amplitudes and at IP 7 partiles with
large transversal osillation amplitudes are removed. The main beam dump for both
beams sits at IP 6. The protons are aelerated using high frequeny avities at IP 4.
These are superonduting avities operating at a frequeny of 400.8 MHz. With an
energy gain per turn of 485 keV it takes the LHC 20 minutes to ramp up to nominal
beam energy of 7 TeV, where the speed is limited by the ramping speed of the magnets.
Figure 2.4 shows how CERN and its aelerator omplex is loated between Geneva
in the east and the Jura mountains in the west. Following a stratum of rok rising
towards the mountains, the LHC tunnel has an inlination of 3.6 mrad. The LHCb
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Figure 2.3: Shemati view of the LHC. The four interation points where the ex-
periments are loated and the regions for beam leaning and the beam
dump are indiated. Reprodued from [47℄.
Figure 2.4: View of the loation of the LHC in the Geneva region between the Jura
on the right and the Alps on the left. Reprodued from [48℄.
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Figure 2.5: Shemati drawing of the LHCb detetor as seen from inside the LHC
ring. Reprodued from [49℄.
experiment is loated at the Frenh-Swiss border lose to Geneva airport in the east of
the ring.
2.2 The LHCb Detetor
The LHCb experiment has been oneived as a so-alled forward spetrometer  a
detetor that overs only a omparatively small region of the full solid angle around
the beam line. The nominal interation point of the two proton beams has been
moved from the entre to one side of the avern to maximise the spae for a single
arm spetrometer. As shown in gure 2.5 the Vertex Loator of the LHCb experiment
(VELO) is loated at one side of the experimental hall while the other sub-detetors
ll the 20 m up to the other end. All quantities given subsequently in this setion are
quoted from referene [49℄ unless otherwise stated.
B mesons are produed highly forward boosted suh that they are nearly ollinear
with one of the two beams. Both B and B mesons y in the same diretion (see gure
2.6). Hene, LHCb an detet roughly 34% of the B mesons produed while overing
only about 2% of the full solid angle.
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Figure 2.6: Angular distribution of the prodution of B and B mesons with respet
to the beam axis at the LHC. Reprodued from [40℄.
Figure 2.7: Shemati drawing of the LHCb dipole magnet. Reprodued from [49℄.
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Figure 2.8: Shemati drawing of the beam pipe inside the LHCb detetor. Repro-
dued from [49℄.
The LHCb traking system onsists of VELO (see Se. 2.2.1), the two silion trakers
Traker Turiensis
3
(TT) and Inner Traker (IT) (see Se. 2.2.2), Outer Traker (OT)
(see Se. 2.2.3), and the magnet. A water-ooled dipole magnet is between TT and IT
to allow the momentum of harged partiles to be measured (see Fig. 2.7). Its magneti
eld reahes a peak of just over 1 T and has a total bending power of about 4 Tm over
a length of 10 m, roughly orresponding to a momentum kik in the horizontal plane
of 1.2 GeV/c.
The LHCb oordinate system is dened as a right-handed Cartesian system with the
z axis along the nominal diretion of beam 1 (towards IP 1), the y axis roughly upwards4
and the x axis towards the outside of the LHC ring. For reasons of strutural stability
not all sub-detetors have been onstruted aording to this oordinate system. All
detetors downstream of the magnet have their entre along the nominal beam line but
their vertial axes oinide with the gravitational axis.
The partile identiation system onsists of two Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH)
detetors (see Se. 2.2.5), one between VELO and TT and the other between the
traking stations and the alorimeters (see Se. 2.2.6), whih, together with the muon
identiation system (see Se. 2.2.7), omplete the system.
The VELO is loated in the beam vauum (see below). An exit window of 800 mm
3
formerly known as Trigger Traker
4
As the beam line is inlined by 3.6 mrad with respet to the horizontal plane, the y axis does not
oinide with the gravitational axis.
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Figure 2.9: Drawing of the losed VELO (left) and photo of modules of a fully as-
sembled VELO half (right). The dierent sensor olours in the drawing
indiate R and Φ sensors, respetively. Reprodued from [50, 51℄
diameter onnets the VELO to a beam pipe (see Fig. 2.8). The rst 12 m of this onial
beam pipe are made of Beryllium to redue the amount of material traversed by highly
forward boosted partiles. The nal 7 m of the beam pipe inside the alorimeters and
the muon stations onsist of stainless steel.
2.2.1 The Vertex Loator
The VELO is a very speial and hallenging sub-detetor. It has the highest position
resolution of any devie in all four main LHC experiments. Of their sub-detetors it is
the losest to the LHC beam. It is operated inside the LHC vauum. Hene, its design
has required a number of novel ideas.
2.2.1.1 The VELO System
Given the goal to measure traks of small angles with respet to the beam line a series of
irular disks is the most natural hoie from a geometrial point of view. This has been
adopted in the design of the VELO whih onsists of two halves with 42 half irular
silion sensors eah (see Fig. 2.9). The split into two halves allows the retration of
eah half away from the beam line. This is neessary in order to protet the detetor
during injetion of the beam into the LHC, aeleration to nominal momentum, the
beam dump, or other unstable beam onditions.
Eah VELO half ontains 21 modules, eah of whih has two sensors. One sensor
on eah module measures the radial oordinate (R sensor), the other one measures
the angular oordinate around the beam line (Φ sensor). In addition to the 84 VELO
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Figure 2.10: Drawing of a VELO half with the RF-box shown in the lower half and
photo of its insertion into the vauum vessel. Reprodued from [50, 52℄
sensors, two R sensors plaed at the upstream end of either VELO half form the so-
alled pile-up stations. They an be used in the trigger to suppress events with very
high trak multipliity or events with more than one hard interation.
The VELO halves are plaed inside so-alled RF-boxes (see Fig. 2.10). This is to
protet the VELO sensors from the RF eld aused by the beam and to suppress
the beam's wake eld whih an inuene subsequent bunhes. The side of the boxes
faing the beam is made of 300 µm thin Aluminium foil to redue the amount of their
material. This requires the VELO sensors to be operated in a seondary vauum with
a dierential pressure with respet to the beam vauum of less than 10−3 mbar.
As shown in gures 2.9 and 2.10 the front side of the RF-boxes has an undulating
shape. This allows the sensors from both halves to slightly overlap suh that they
reate a gap-less aeptane in φ.
The motion system that retrats and reinserts the VELO halves is able to move eah
half independently away from the beam by 30 mm in the horizontal plane. The system
an adjust the `losed' position to anywhere within 5 mm of the nominal beam position
both horizontally and vertially, as the beam position may hange from ll to ll.
The motion system has been designed to have a reproduibility of about 3 µm for
a ertain referene position. The position of eah of the halves with respet to their
referene position is read out by resolvers with a preision of 10 µm. The use of the
motion system information in the reonstrution of VELO hits is explained further in
setion 3.1.3.1. A relative alignment of the positions of the two halves is essential, as
the motion system an only determine the position of eah half separately. A solution
for this task is presented in setion 3.2.4.
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Figure 2.11: Cross-setion showing the eet of irradiation on n+-on-n sensors.
2.2.1.2 The VELO sensors
The VELO sensors [53℄ are made of n-doped silion wafers with n+ implants that form
the strips. The bakplane onsists of a pattern of p-doped guard rings.
For a non-irradiated sensor the n-doped bulk is depleted by applying a bias voltage.
The size of the signal reated by a partile that passes through the sensor is proportional
to the size of the depletion region. The voltage neessary for full depletion hanges
with irradiation. Thus, with a given maximal voltage the sensors an no longer be fully
depleted after a ertain radiation dose. The advantage of n+-on-n sensors is that their
non-depleted region is at the bakplane (see Fig. 2.11). Hene, the (smaller) signal is
still olleted by the implants without additional diusion that would be aused by a
non-depleted region near the implants.
For very high radiation doses the bulk of the sensors undergoes type inversion, i.e. the
sensors are then n+-on-p sensors. In this ase the non-depleted region would be loated
at the implants, thus generating a larger spread of the signal with lower intensity on
the individual strips.
It is ruial to permanently monitor the performane of the sensors
5
, as the hanges
with irradiation are ontinuous. A thinner depleted region or a larger harge diu-
sion an both inuene the position resolution as they hange the harge distribution
among neighbouring strips. A method to measure the sensor resolution is introdued
in setions 3.3.3.3 and 3.4.3 together with results from data taken with non-irradiated
VELO sensors.
All sensors have a ut-out up to a radius of 7 mm to form a hole that allows the
beams to pass through the VELO, as shown in gure 2.12. The ative area of both R
and Φ sensors extends from a radius of 8.2 mm to a radius of 41.9 mm. The 2048 strips
on the R sensors form ars of onentri irles. The R sensors are separated in four
5
The VELO sensors have been qualied to withstand a dose of 1.3×1014 neq/cm2 roughly equivalent
to three full years under nominal running onditions.
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Figure 2.12: Layout of the VELO R and Φ sensors. Reprodued from [41℄
setors suh that eah strip overs approximately 45◦ in φ. The strip pith6 inreases
linearly with r from 40.0 µm to 101.6 µm.
The strips on the Φ sensors are separated into inner and outer regions with the
boundary at a radius of 17.25 mm. The boundary serves several purposes. By reduing
the overall strip length the oupany per strip is redued, whih helps the pattern
reognition in the trak nding algorithm. The shorter strip length also redues the
strip apaity and, hene, the noise. It also allows the strips in the outer region to
start at a smaller pith whih improves the overall resolution. The 683 inner strips
have a pith ranging from 35.5 µm to 78.3 µm, while the 1365 outer strips have a pith
between 39.3 µm and 96.6 µm.
The strips on the Φ sensors are oriented in the radial diretion to rst order. As
desribed on page 78, they are lying on tangents to a irle of 2.8 mm (3.1 mm) radius
for the inner (outer) region. Thus, they have a stereo angle with a radial line of −20◦
(10.35◦) at their respetive innermost radius. The Φ sensors on subsequent modules are
rotated by 180◦ suh that their strips have opposite stereo angles to avoid a four-fold
ambiguity in the pattern reognition of two traks.
2.2.1.3 The VELO readout hain
The signals from the strips are routed via a seond metal layer to pith adaptors whih
are plaed around the outer edge of the sensors. From there, the signals enter one of
16 Beetle front-end hips, i.e. eah hip proesses the signals of 128 strips.
For R sensors eah setor of 512 strips is read out by four Beetle hips. The innermost
128 strips are always read out in the opposite order than the outermost 384. The
readout order is reversed for neighbouring setors. In the ase of asymmetri ross-talk
6
The strip pith is dened as the distane between the midpoints of the entre of the urrent strip
to the entres of the neighbouring strips.
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Figure 2.13: Overview of the VELO readout hain. Reprodued from [49℄.
this pattern an result in non-trivial biases in the reonstruted hit positions. This
eet has been observed and suessfully orreted for in test beam data as explained
in setion 3.3.3.1.
For Φ sensors the readout order is more ompliated. The signals from inner strips
are routed on top of outer strips to the pith adaptors. Despite there being twie as
many outer strips than inner strips, the readout pattern does not follow a modulo three
pattern but rather a modulo 12 pattern. Due to this readout order, ross-talk eets
similar to those for R sensors are not expeted for Φ sensors.
The full VELO readout hain is shown in gure 2.13. Starting with the Beetle front-
end hips shown on the right, the signals are routed out of the vauum vessel into
repeater boards via two sets of kapton ables. From the repeater boards the signals go
via 60 m analogue ables to a radiation free area where they are fed into the so-alled
TELL1 boards [54℄.
The TELL1 boards perform a range of signal proessing steps:
• Pedestal subtration: The analogue signals all have a ommon oset of around
512 ADC ounts7. The exat value of this oset an either be measured prior to
data taking or followed with a running average.
7
The total available range is 1024 ADC ounts. 1 ADC ount is equivalent to ≈ 450 e−, hene a
minimum ionising partile produes a signal around 50 ADC ounts.
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• Beetle ross-talk orretion: This orretion removes ross-talk from the Bee-
tle hip header bits in the raw data.
• FIR lter: This nite impulse response lter removes ross-talk eets by ap-
plying orretions to three to ve neighbouring hannels.
• MCMS: The mean ommon mode suppression ounterats shifts in the Beetle
baseline aused by very large signals.
• Reordering: To simplify the reonstrution the hannels are reordered to re-
et the strip numbering on the sensors, i.e. physially neighbouring strips have
onseutive numbering after reordering.
• LCMS: The linear ommon mode suppression removes sensor noise ommon to
strips of the same region, hene its plae after the reordering.
• Zero suppression: The nal proessing step forms lusters by applying several
thresholds to the ADC values of the individual strips.
The output of the TELL1 proessing is a set of lusters that an subsequently be
ombined to form traks by software pattern reognition algorithms.
A software pakage alled VETRA [55℄ has been developed for the analysis of raw VELO
data. Most notably, it inludes a bit-perfet emulation of the proessing algorithms of
the TELL1 boards whih allows detailed debugging, analysis, and tuning of the VELO
readout.
2.2.1.4 The VELO assembly and performane
The individual VELO modules were assembled at Liverpool. Several optial survey
measurements were made to ensure the preise plaement of the sensors on the mod-
ule. The nal VELO halves were assembled at CERN, followed by a survey of the
whole system. Eah module underwent a so-alled burn-in proedure upon arrival at
CERN [56℄ to ensure stability in the long term operation. In this proedure, the mod-
ules went through several temperature yles in a vauum hamber before and after
whih the funtionality and performane of the sensors was assessed. The measure-
ments done during the burn-in proess serve as a referene for regular heks during
normal operation.
The sensor resolution has been measured with the nal readout hain in a test beam
to assess the performane of the VELO. A detailed desription of the apparatus and
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Figure 2.14: VELO sensor resolution as measured with data from the 2006 test
beam. The dashed line indiates the resolution for a binary readout.
Figure 2.15: Shemati view of a TT v-layer (left) and an IT x-layer (right). Re-
produed from [49℄.
the results is given in setion 3.3. As shown in gure 2.14 the measured resolution for
both R and Φ sensors is well below the binary resolution that would be expeted for a
binary readout sheme. For a pith of 40 µm both types of sensors reah a resolution
below 10 µm.
2.2.2 The Silion Trakers
The Silion Trakers (ST) omprise the other two traking detetors, apart from the
VELO, whih use silion strip tehnology. The Traker Turiensis (TT) is loated
before the magnet and the Inner Traker (IT) is positioned behind the magnet.
The TT (see Fig. 2.15) onsists of one station omprising four layers of silion strip
detetors whih are arranged in modules. The rst and last layer of the station have
their silion strips oriented vertially, i.e. they measure x and are hene alled x-layers.
The middle two layers, alled u- and v-layer, have their strips oriented at an angle of
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±5◦ with respet to the vertial, respetively. This x-u-v-x sheme is repeated for the
IT.
Eah layer onsists of 17 modules, whih are split into upper and lower half-modules
with 7 sensors eah. The front-end readout eletronis sit at the outer end of the half-
modules to where the signals are transported from the sensors by kapton ables. The
readout of the sensors is suh that only the sensors around the beam pipe are read out
individually (K setors). The innermost three sensors (or two around the beam pipe)
are read out suh that strips of the same vertial o-ordinate are ombined (M setors).
The outermost four sensors on eah half-module (L setors) are read out together.
The sensors are made of 500 µm thik p-on-n silion. Having a size of 9.64×9.44 cm2
they onsist of 512 strips at a pith of 183 µm. These sensors are designed to have
a single hit resolution in x of about 50 µm. Through a staggering of the modules a
gap-less aeptane is ahieved.
In ontrast to the TT, the IT does not over the full aeptane. Its total ative area
of about 4 m2 is meant to over the high multipliity region around the beam pipe,
while the rest of the aeptane is overed by the OT (see below). The IT onsists of
three stations that all omprise four layers with the same x-u-v-x sheme as the TT.
Eah station is split into four boxes, one above, one below and one on either side of
the beam pipe (see Fig. 2.15).
The top and bottom boxes eah have 7 one-sensor modules, while the side boxes have
the same number of two-sensor modules. The sensors are again made of p-on-n silion
with a thikness of 320 µm for the one-sensor modules and 410 µm for the two-sensor
modules. Eah sensor has a size of 7.6 × 11 cm2 and holds 384 readout strips with a
pith of 198 µm. The IT sensors are designed to have a single hit resolution of roughly
50 µm.
2.2.3 The Outer Traker
The Outer Traker (OT) like the IT onsists of three stations of x-u-v-x layers (see
Fig. 2.16). The individual layers onsist of modules that eah ontain two staggered
layers of straw tubes. The single straws are up to 4.85 m long and are plaed with a
pith of 5.25 mm. They operate with a mixture of Ar (70%) and CO2 (30%) gas that
has been hosen for its fast drift time (< 50 ns). As this is still slower than the time
between two LHC bunh rossings (25 ns) the drift time is digitised every 25 ns and
upon a positive trigger deision is read out for three onseutive bunh rossings. The
ative area of nearly 29 m2 overs an aeptane of 300 mrad in the horizontal magnet
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Figure 2.16: Layout of the traking system (left) and ross-setion of an OT module
(right). Reprodued from [49℄.
bending plane and of 250 mrad in the vertial plane. Using the drift time information
a single hit resolution in x of 200 µm an be ahieved.
2.2.4 Performane of the Traking System
A high performane of the traking system is mandatory to perform heavy avour
physis measurements. A good mass resolution allows a tight seletion and, hene, a
good suppression of bakground events. Aiming for a mass resolution of 10 MeV for the
deay B0s → D−s π+ translates into a required momentum resolution of δp/p ≈ 0.4%.
This in turn needs both preise knowledge of the magneti eld throughout the detetor
and exellent position resolution, partiularly in the bending plane.
A seond important point is the trak reonstrution eieny. An eieny of 95%
per trak would translate in an overall reonstrution eieny of 81% for a deay with
four traks like B0s → D−s π+.
However, not all traks an be fully reonstruted as they esape the aeptane of
the detetor. Figure 2.17 shows the y-omponent of the magneti eld on top and an
illustration of the various trak ategories below. For physis measurements, the traks
of highest interest are the Long traks whih pass through all traking stations. Traks
from deays of longer lived partiles like KS or Λ an esape the VELO and would then
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of the dierent trak types and of the y-omponent of the
magneti eld. Reprodued from [49℄.
only be reonstruted as Downstream traks. Partiles of very low momentum an be
deeted by the magnet suh that they are reonstruted only as Upstream traks.
These an for instane our in the deay hain D∗+ → D0π+ (see Se. 5.3.1). VELO
traks add to the preision of the reonstrution of verties from primary interations.
Pure T traks are of no interest to physis measurements.
Aording to simulation studies, the trak reonstrution eieny for Long traks
with a momentum above 10 GeV/c is 94%. The momentum resolution varies from
δp/p = 0.35% to δp/p = 0.55% depending on the trak momentum, as shown in
gure 2.18. Another important quantity is the impat parameter (IP), i.e. the shortest
distane of an extrapolated trak to the primary vertex. The IP is a powerful variable
to distinguish B deays with their nite lifetime from prompt deays. Its resolution is
determined to be σIP = 14 µm+ 35 µm/pT .
2.2.5 The RICH Detetors
LHCb has two Ring Imaging Cherenkov
8
(RICH) detetors, one loated immediately
8
Cherenkov is hosen as the transription of the original Cyrilli Qerenkov, as it best suggests the
orret pronuniation as an English word.
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Figure 2.20: Cherenkov angle as funtion of momentum for dierent partiles and
dierent radiators (left). Kaon identiation eieny (red) and pion
misidentiation rate (blue) as funtion of momentum (right). Repro-
dued from [49℄.
after the VELO, and the seond following the IT and OT. As shown in gure 2.19 both
operate with two mirror planes to guide the Cherenkov light to the photon detetors
whih are plaed outside the aeptane.
RICH1 has two radiator materials: bloks of 5 cm thik aerogel, and C4F10 gas. This
allows the identiation of partiles in a momentum range of 1 GeV/c to 60 GeV/c
as shown in gure 2.20. RICH2 operates with CF4 gas and has a good separation
power for momenta between 15 GeV/c to above 100 GeV/c. Between 2 GeV/c and
100 GeV/c trak momentum the average kaon identiation eieny is 95% with a
pion misidentiation rate of 5%.
The photon detetion in both RICH detetors uses Hybrid Photon Detetors (HPD).
Photoeletrons from the athode are aelerated and foused onto a silion pixel sen-
sor. The granularity on the athode plane of 2.5× 2.5 mm2 allows a Cherenkov angle
resolution of 1.6 mrad.
2.2.6 The Calorimeters
The Calorimeters in LHCb follow the typial sheme of an eletromagneti alorimeter
(ECAL) followed by a hadroni alorimeter (HCAL). The readout is organised in ells
of inreasing size with inreasing distane to the beam axis. The ells have a projetive
geometry through the various alorimeter stations.
A Sintillating Pad Detetor (SPD) has been plaed in front of the ECAL to identify
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.21: Module of the eletromagneti alorimeter (a) and omplete system
(b). Reprodued from [49℄.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.22: Module of the hadroni alorimeter (a) and omplete system (b). Re-
produed from [49℄.
eletrons. It is designed to register the signals of harged partiles with sintillator
pads read out by wavelength shifting bres into multi anode photo multiplier tubes.
Separated by a 15 mm layer of lead, a seond almost idential layer of sintillator pads
forms the Pre-Shower detetor (PS). The shower fragments deteted in the PS together
with the SPD information are used to quikly identify eletrons with large transverse
energy at the rst trigger level, while suppressing individual photons or those from π0
deays.
The main part of the ECAL (see Fig. 2.21) onsists of a shashlik struture of 66
layers of 2 mm lead and 4 mm sintillator tiles. The sintillators are read out by
wavelength shifting bres into photomultiplier tubes. With a total depth equivalent
to 25 eletromagneti radiation lengths, the ECAL is designed to have a resolution of
σE/E = 10%/
√
E ⊕ 1% (E in GeV) whih has been onrmed by test beam results.
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 side view of the ve muon stations. Reprodued from [49℄.
The HCAL also uses tiles of an absorber material, iron in this ase, and sintillator
tiles. As shown in gure 2.22 the tiles are assembled parallel to the beam axis. There
are three sintillator tiles in the longitudinal diretion, these are read out in the same
way as for the ECAL. The total thikness of the material is equivalent to 5.6 nulear
interation lengths (λI) while the material in the ECAL adds another 1.2 λI . The
resolution has been determined to be σE/E = (69± 5)%/
√
E ⊕ (9± 2)% (E in GeV).
2.2.7 The Muon Detetor
The muon detetor plays a vital role in a large number of LHCb analyses, suh as
the benhmark deays B0s → J/ψ(µ+µ−)φ(K+K−), B0s → µ+µ−, or B0s → K∗0µ+µ−.
In addition, muons are used for avour tagging, i.e. for determining whether a reon-
struted B or B meson was produed as a B or B, via detetion of a muon originating
from a semileptoni B deay. It is therefore essential to have a very eient muon
identiation system.
The muon detetor onsists of ve stations, one before the alorimeters, and four
thereafter (see Fig. 2.23). The rst station is to support the fast mathing of traks to
muon hits in the rst trigger level. The latter four stations are eah separated by iron
absorber walls of 80 cm thikness. Inluding the alorimeters, this amounts to a total
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of 20 nulear interation lengths.
Like the alorimeters, the muon stations use inreasing sizes of their readout ells
with inreasing distane from the beam axis. All but the innermost region of the
rst station use Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers. Due to the higher partile rate
triple-GEM (Gas Eletron Multiplier) hambers will be used in the rst muon station.
A simulation study of B0d → J/ψK0S deays estimates the muon identiation e-
ieny to ε(µ→ µ) = 94% with a pion misidentiation rate of ε(π → µ) = 3%, whih
is at for partiles with a momentum above 10 GeV/c. These numbers an be signi-
antly improved by also using the information from the RICH and alorimeter systems
to ahieve ε(µ → µ) = 93% and ε(π → µ) = 1% for all partiles with a momentum
above 3 GeV/c.
2.3 The Data Analysis Infrastruture
2.3.1 The Trigger System
The trigger system plays a ruial role in the LHCb data taking. It is responsible for
eiently seleting events of interest while suppressing the unwanted bakground to as
low a level as possible.
As the detailed implementation of the LHCb trigger keeps being adapted to the
hanging start-up senarios of the LHC, this setion will introdue the basi onstraints
and goals of the trigger system, and will outline the urrent implementation and its
evolution as it is foreseen at this stage.
LHCb operates at a lower design luminosity (2× 1032 cm−2 s−1) than the one envis-
aged for ATLAS and CMS. This is ahieved by having a larger beam diameter and by
having an eetive bunh rossing rate of 30 MHz. Only every third bunh rossing
produes a visible event in the detetor. These 10 MHz of visible interations have to
be redued to 2 kHz of events that will be written to tape.
To ahieve this, the trigger is split in three levels (see Fig. 2.24). The rst level, L0, is
a hardware trigger whose deision is based on the alorimeters and the muon stations,
whih are read out at 40 MHz at a oarser granularity than for o-line analysis. A L0
deision an be triggered by one or two muons, one or two hadrons, an eletron, or
photons.
After a redution to a rate of 1 MHz the full detetor information is read out and
proessed in a software trigger stage alled HLT1. The priniple of this trigger stage
is to onrm the L0 deision using the full detetor information. For example a L0
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Figure 2.24: Overview of the LHCb trigger system. Reprodued from [49℄.
hadron trigger has to be onrmed through the so-alled hadron alley in HLT1. A
more detailed desription of the hadron alley in the ontext of lifetime measurements
will be given in setion 4.2.
After a redution of the rate to about 30 kHz a seond software trigger, HLT2, will
perform the nal seletion to reah the desired output rate. Eventually, this stage
is foreseen to have a large number of exlusive seletions to selet individual hannel
(groups) of interest. However, at the beginning a simpler strategy is urrently being
antiipated whih exploits a few very inlusive seletions. The motivation for this
approah is its simpliity during the early learning period of the experiment.
2.3.2 The LHCb Computing Resoures
The bulk of the LHCb omputing resoures is dediated to the so-alled online farm
providing the omputing power needed for running the HLT. This farm omprises up
to 2200 units of multi-ore CPUs.
For the reonstrution and analysis stages (see below) LHCb will use the Grid. The
rst proessing of raw data and the subsequent storage will be performed at the Tier-0
entre at CERN. All further proessing and analysis is foreseen to be performed at
Tier-1 entres. Tier-2 entres will be used to produe Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
data.
2.3.3 The LHCb Software
The LHCb software is based on the Gaudi framework [57℄. The main projets, repre-
senting the various omputing tasks, are:
• Gauss provides the event generation for MC simulation. The proessing is split
in two parts, a generator phase to reate the initial deays, for example using
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EvtGen [58℄ for B-deays, and a simulation phase whih traks the various parti-
les through the detetor based on GEANT4 [59, 60℄.
• Boole performs the digitisation step for simulated events, i.e. transforms the
energy deposits alulated by Gauss into detetor signals.
• Brunel is responsible for the event reonstrution whih is ommon to real and
simulated data. At this stage pattern reognition algorithms ombine dete-
tor hits to traks or alorimeter lusters. Also, a rst partile identiation is
performed. This is the stage where detetor alibration information is used to
aount for deviations from the ideal detetor design, e.g. misalignments whose
treatment will be explained in the following hapter.
• DaVini is used for all physis analysis purposes. It ombines reonstruted
partiles to their mother partiles and applies seletions to distinguish signal
events from bakground. It also omputes various observables that serve as input
to the nal analyses. This is disussed in further detail in hapter 4 for the lifetime
ts.
All LHCb software is designed for being run under both Linux and Windows systems.
It an be installed on loal desktop mahines and is installed on the Grid to ensure a
high performane of all stages of data proessing.
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Das Bild hängt s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The goal of operating the VELO (see Se. 2.2.1) as the detetor at the LHC with the
best position resolution is a great hallenge. In order to ahieve suh a resolution, the
position of the individual sensors must be known to high preision. Any misalignment
beyond the level of few mirons will signiantly worsen the resolution. Misalignments
are dened as translations or rotations of an objet with respet to its nominal position.
This hapter desribes the alignment proedure, starting with an overview of the
LHCb alignment strategy in setion 3.1. The main part of the hapter, setion 3.2,
explains the dierent methods used in the VELO software alignment. Finally, setions
3.3 and 3.4 demonstrate the performane of the VELO software alignment with data
from a test beam and from an LHC synhronisation test, respetively.
3.1 The LHCb Alignment Strategy
For any detetor the alignment eort is strutured in various steps. Key to high
preision operation of any detetor is a preise assembly. This does not have to be
at the same level of preision as the desired resolution but should be within the same
order of magnitude. In most ases displaements an be orreted by software during
the reonstrution stage (see below). Only if a trak passes lose to the edge of a
sensor displaements an lead to the partile missing the sensor and the signal not
being reorded.
For the VELO partiular are was taken with the plaement of the R sensors. They
will be used for a rst, fast trak t in r-z oordinates in the trigger. In an ideal geom-
etry hits on the irular strips of the R sensors are points in the r-z oordinate plane.
However, a displaement of these sensors leads to the strips no longer lying on onen-
tri irles. Hene, sizeable displaements (several 10 µm) signiantly deteriorate a
simple r-z traking.
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3.1.1 The Conditions Database
Misalignments of individual detetor elements an be taken into aount at reonstru-
tion level when ombining individual hits to form traks. This is done by applying
orretions to the hit positions aording to the knowledge of the displaement of the
detetor element they belong to. In general, suh a displaement an be desribed by
six parameters, three translations and three rotations.
In LHCb, these parameters, also alled alignment onstants are stored in the ondi-
tions database (CondDB). The CondDB ontains XML les to store the alignment onstants
for various levels in the detetor hierarhy. In ase of the VELO, one le ontains the
alignment information for individual sensors, a seond ontains the onstants for mod-
ules, and a third holds the information for the two VELO halves and for the full system.
When applying a orretion for the displaement of a partiular detetor element its
own alignment onstants have to be ombined with those of its parent to obtain the
orret position in the global frame. This is done automatially by the lasses whih
provide the information about the hit positions.
3.1.2 Optial Survey Measurements
During assembly and installation every detetor underwent frequent metrology mea-
surements to ensure that the quality margins were kept. For the VELO these started
with optial surveys at the various institutes where the individual parts were assembled.
In this proess, the module base plate and the vauum vessel were surveyed by
photogrammetry at Nikhef [61℄ while the individual sensors and, later on, the fully
assembled modules were measured with Coordinate Measurement Mahines (CMM)
and Smartsope systems at Liverpool [62, 63℄. After arrival at CERN and assembly of
all modules on their base plate, the fully equipped VELO halves underwent a CMM
metrology. Also after assembly at CERN, the vauum vessel was measured in another
photogrammetry proedure.
Measurements from metrologies at CERN (for the vessel and the module positions)
and at Liverpool (for the relative sensor position on eah module) have been used to
generate a rst set of alignment onstants whih desribe the best knowledge of the
initial position of all detetor elements [64℄. These onstants have been stored in the
CondDB. The preision of these measurements has already been tested with data as
disussed in setions 3.3 and 3.4.
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3.1.3 Detetor Alignment During Operation
At the time of operation external survey measurements are no longer possible due
to several reasons, suh as the high radiation environment and the inaessibility of
ertain parts of the detetor. Hene, two possibilities are left to study misalignment
during operation of the detetor. Hardware based alignment systems or trak based
systems using the software reonstrution.
3.1.3.1 Hardware Based Alignment Systems and the VELO Motion System
Hardware based alignment systems are devies speially installed to monitor the de-
tetor position in situ. Examples are laser systems where the laser photons replae
partiles from an interation and are deteted with the ative parts of the detetor, or
optial systems attahed to the detetor frame that are able to detet deformations.
A laser alignment system is used in the RICH detetors where the beams are direted
from denite positions via the mirrors onto the HPDs. Any movement in the mirrors
an thus be traed and orreted for. The OT uses a RASNIK system, whih is based
on projeting an image through a lens onto a CCD amera.
In the VELO, the motion system that measures the position of eah of the two
halves is a hardware based alignment system. The horizontal position of eah half and
their ommon vertial position is measured by resolvers to an auray of 10 µm (see
page 53). These measurements are stored in the online onditions database and they
are ombined with the alignment onstants stored in CondDB at the time of reonstru-
tion. Further hardware based alignment systems, e.g. to monitor the position of the
individual modules, have not been onsidered as they require an inrease of material
in the ative area.
3.1.3.2 Trak Based Alignment Systems
The seond option for alignment strategies during operation are trak based systems us-
ing the software reonstrution. As these are in priniple available for all sub-detetors
due to their lose onnetion to the event reonstrution suh approahes are widely
used  not only in LHCb.
Various algorithms have been developed to align traking detetors [65℄. Their om-
mon base is the use of so-alled trak residuals (see Fig. 3.1). A residual measures the
distane of a single measurement to a trak. This an be the distane of losest ap-
proah in 3D-spae or the distane measured in the plane dened by the detetor whih
the measurement is assoiated to (the latter is shown in Fig. 3.1). One distinguishes
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the priniple of trak residuals. The diagram shows a
trak produing hits on several sensors. The residual is given as the
distane between a hit and the trak in the sensor plane of the hit.
between biased residuals, when the measurement in question is used in the trak t
and, hene, auses a bias, and unbiased residuals, when the trak is tted without
using the measurement in question.
It is important for the understanding of alignment algorithms to distinguish the terms
misalignment and residual. Misalignments are physial displaements that are, to rst
order, onstant over a data taking period. Residuals vary for eah measurement due
to the single hit resolution of the detetor. For a perfetly aligned devie the average
of the residuals on a given detetor should be zero. Hene, misalignments only aet
the average of the residuals.
The goal of every alignment algorithm is to derive alignment onstants. These are
onstants that desribe the position of a detetor element with respet to its nominal
position. Hene, they an be expressed as a translation vetor, a rotation dened by
three angles and, optionally, a pivot point. The storage and handling of these onstants
in LHCb is desribed in the following setion.
The omputation of alignment onstants from residuals an follow many methods.
The underlying idea is to solve a minimisation problem that yields the optimal set
of alignment onstants given the measured residuals. In general, two basi priniples
exist: losed form or global alignment tehniques, or open form, iterative tehniques.
3.1.3.3 Iterative Alignment Algorithms
Within the iterative tehniques two approahes are distinguished: solving the align-
ment problem inside the trak t; and tting desriptions of the shape of residual
distributions as a funtion of the alignment parameters. The former is often used with
a Kalman lter trak t and sequentially updates the alignment parameters as part of
the trak t. In pratie, this means that the set of alignment parameters evolves with
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every trak being proessed. This approah is able to aount for orrelations between
the individual alignment parameters. However, this is at the expense of high omput-
ing requirements. It has to be iterated so that eventually all traks are tted with
the same set of alignment parameters one the problem has onverged. An advantage
of using a Kalman lter trak t in an alignment algorithm is that this t is able to
aount for multiple sattering eets and that it an apply energy loss orretions.
The seond iterative approah uses the knowledge of the shape of residual distri-
butions as a funtion of one or more oordinates. This tehnique has been used to
align the SLD vertex detetor [65℄. The residual distributions are evaluated using the
full data set and thereafter tted to a model depending on the alignment onstants.
Thus, all traks are always tted using the same set of alignment onstants. However,
properly taking into aount the orrelations between the alignment onstants an be
hallenging in this method. Therefore, this approah also requires several iterations.
This approah has been adopted for the VELO sensor alignment (see Se. 3.2.1).
3.1.3.4 Global Alignment Algorithms
A losed form alignment algorithm solves a global minimisation problem, i.e. one that
determines the solution for all alignment onstants at the same time. The most widely
used approah is the MILLEPEDE algorithm developed by Volker Blobel for the H1
ollaboration [65℄. This tehnique is used in the VELO alignment and is desribed
in detail in the following setion. The priniple is to express the dependeny of the
measurements on all trak parameters and all alignment onstants as a large set of
linear equations that an be solved by a single matrix inversion. The requirement of
linearity prevents the use of a Kalman lter trak t as the trak model, and instead
a linear trak model is used.
Driven by work for the ST and OT, a losed form alignment algorithm based on
the Kalman lter trak t has also been developed in LHCb [66℄. Similarly to the
MILLEPEDE approah, it populates a large matrix to desribe the onnetion between
trak parameters and alignment onstants, rather than updating the alignment on-
stants on a trak by trak basis. This algorithm requires only a small number of
iterations to onverge, as orrelations between trak parameters are taken into aount.
3.1.3.5 The Struture of Alignment Systems
A deision to take for all alignment problems of large traking detetors is whether
to attempt a full alignment of the whole detetor at one, or whether to rst align
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sub-detetors individually and later treat them as rigid bodies when ombining them
to ahieve an overall alignment. In most ases the systems are suiently deoupled
that the latter approah is used.
A benet of introduing a hierarhial struture into the alignment problem is that
it redues the requirement on omputing resoures. On the other hand, sometimes it is
the sub-struture of a detetor whih ditates that a partiular alignment algorithm is
not appliable to the system with the nest granularity. This is the ase for the VELO
where the linearity requirement of the MILLEPEDE algorithm means that the smallest
alignable entity is a module rather than a sensor as desribed below.
A problem for any alignment approah, but partiularly for those with a hierarhial
struture are weak modes. These are systemati deformations of the detetor that
leave the quantity to be minimised (usually a χ2) invariant. These deformations have
to be onstrained by either foring ertain parts of the detetor to remain unhanged
or by onstraining the aeted set of alignment onstants as a whole. Examples are
given below for the VELO module alignment.
For LHCb the alignment follows a hierarhial struture. As explained below, the
VELO alignment is done in three stages of dierent granularity. Other alignment algo-
rithms have been developed to align ST and OT based on both the MILLEPEDE approah
and the losed form Kalman approah. Furthermore, the Kalman approah has been
extended to be able to align the VELO and muon sub-detetors. An alignment algo-
rithm has also been developed to align the RICH mirrors, following a similar approah
to the one used in the VELO sensor alignment.
A global alignment strategy that aligns all sub-detetors simultaneously is urrently
being developed. One approah exploits the Kalman lter alignment. As this requires
reasonably preise starting onditions it will only be run after the sub-detetors have
been aligned individually. One major advantage of aligning the full system is the
redued sensitivity to weak modes within the individual sub-detetors (see setion
3.2.3).
3.2 The VELO Software Alignment Method
Two aspets are entral to understanding the hoie of strategy for the VELO align-
ment. First, the VELO alignment should be able to give a fast response to whether
or not the alignment onstants have hanged
1
after re-insertion of the two halves. The
risk of movements of individual parts and, hene, sudden hanges in the alignment
1
As explained above, the position of the two VELO halves as measured by the resolvers is treated
separately and is not part of the alignment onstants.
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Sensor alignment Module alignment Velo half alignment
Figure 3.2: Struture of the VELO software alignment algorithms.
onstants is partiularly high, as the VELO is being moved for every ll of the LHC.
The alignment onstants most likely to hange are those desribing the relative posi-
tion of the two halves, i.e. preise orretion in addition to the measurements from the
resolvers.
Seond, as most partiles will only produe hits in sensors of one half, a separation
of the algorithms to align either half internally (see Se. 3.2.3) and to obtain a rela-
tive alignment of the two halves (see Se. 3.2.4) is a natural hoie. This separation
(see gure 3.2) also allows to optimise the data set for the spei alignment task as
desribed below.
The MILLEPEDE algorithm (see Se. 3.2.2) provides a framework for a fast and robust
omputation of alignment onstants. However, its requirement of linearity of the rela-
tion of residuals, trak and alignment parameters prevents the diret use of the VELO
sensor information. The strips of the R and Φ sensors have a non-trivial onnetion to
the misalignments whih are translations along and rotations around axes of a Carte-
sian system. Hits of both sensors on a module have to be ombined to a spae point
to reah a linear system. As both sensors are glued onto a ommon module, they are
not expeted to move signiantly with respet to eah other. In ontrast to this, the
possible movement of one module with respet to the other is muh larger.
Initially, it was assumed that, given the struture of the VELO, an alignment algo-
rithm to determine the relative sensor alignment was not neessary. After it had been
shown that suh an algorithm was easy to be implemented when based on the shape
of residual distribution (see Se. 3.2.1), the initial deision was revised. Subsequently,
this algorithm has proved to be a very useful tool, not only in rening the alignment
onstants, but also in helping to understand the detetor at the level of greatest detail
(see e.g. setion 3.3.3.1). Figure 3.2 shows the full struture of the VELO software
alignment with the separation into the sensor alignment and the two MILLEPEDE based
algorithms to align the modules within eah half and the two halves with respet to
eah other.
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Figure 3.3: Inuene of misalignments on residuals of R and Φ sensors (top). The
misalignment shown is a translation both along the negative x and y
diretion. Corresponding shape of the residual distribution as a funtion
of φ (bottom).
3.2.1 Relative Alignment of the VELO Sensors
For the determination of the relative misalignment of R and Φ sensors the problem is no
longer linearisable, whih is essential for exploiting a global matrix inversion tehnique
like MILLEPEDE. Hene, an iterative approah is used that extrats the misalignment
onstants from the distribution of residuals plotted against position.
The harateristi shape of these distributions an easily be related to the misalign-
ment of the sensors. In a non-misaligned geometry, the plane of the sensor surfae is,
to rst order approximation, the x-y oordinate plane in the LHCb oordinate system.
The y-axis runs along the straight edge of the sensor, while the x-axis lies on the sym-
metry axis of the sensor and denes φ = 0 (see g. 3.3). The sensors are slightly tilted
inwards towards their straight edge by a rotation around their y axis of about 2 mrad
to further redue the risk of ontat with the RF-foil.
Clearly, measurements will only be aeted by misalignment translations that are
non-parallel to the orresponding strip on the sensor. Thus, R sensors are most sensitive
to x-translations around φ = 0, whereas they are most sensitive to y-translations near
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φ = ±π/2. The opposite is true for Φ sensors (see g. 3.3).
Ideally, the method desribed below should be applied for eah sensor in its loal
oordinate system, as it is sensitive to translations of the sensor in its own plane.
However, to simplify the t ode, all ts are done in a ommon oordinate system.
Therefore, the respetive VELO half oordinate system has been hosen as it also
allows the algorithm to work when the VELO halves are retrated. The simpliation
of using a ommon oordinate system is justied as explained in the following.
Dening the residual as the dierene between the hit position and the extrapolated
position of an unbiased trak t
2
one an write the relation between misalignments
(∆i) and residuals (ǫR/Φ) as follows. Note that the trak position is only extrapolated
to the z-position of the sensor, i.e. negleting the sensor tilts around the x and y
axes. However, this eet is only of the order of the square of the tilts, hene in the
sub-miron range.
ǫR = −∆x cos φtrack +∆y sinφtrack (R sensor),
ǫΦ = +∆x sinφcluster +∆y cosφcluster +∆γrtrack (Φ sensor),
(3.1)
where ∆γ desribes a misalignment in the form of a rotation around the z axis, whih
translates into a shift in φ by multipliation with the radial oordinate of the extrap-
olated trak in the sensor plane. It is suient to leave it as a free parameter in the
form of a onstant when tting the shape of the residual distribution as a funtion of
φ, as the ∆γ term does not ontain any φ dependene. This formalism is slightly sim-
plied as it ignores the stereo angle orientation of the Φ sensor strips whose treatment
is explained below.
The sensor tilts around the x and y axes are negleted again as the residuals are
determined in the sensor plane but plotted against r and φ in the respetive VELO half
oordinate system. One more, this is justied as their eet on x- and y-translations
is only of seond order.
The value for∆γ an be diretly extrated by tting the residual distribution on the Φ
sensor versus r (rather than versus φ as just disussed). Fitting a linear funtion to the
residual distribution versus r gives ∆γ as the slope. This value is used in the iterations
of this sensor alignment proedure to improve the onvergene of the algorithm. The
nal value for the z-rotation alignment onstant will not be determined by this method,
but is determined by the module alignment algorithm as desribed in setion 3.2.3.
2
Here, the residual is alulated (as provided by the DeVelo[R/Phi℄Type lasses) as the perpendiular
distane to the strip hit in the sensor plane inluding inter-strip frations (as provided by the
VeloClusterPositionTool [67℄).
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Figure 3.4: Inuene of x and y translation misalignments on residuals of Φ sensors
taking into aount the stereo angle strip geometry.
In order to perform this t the residuals of both R and Φ sensors have to be plotted
as a funtion of φ (and for the Φ sensor only also as a funtion of r). For the R sensor,
the φ oordinate of the residual is taken from the tted trak. Similarly, for the Φ
sensor, the r oordinate is taken from the tted trak.
As an example of the resulting distributions, the misalignment introdued in the
upper half of gure 3.3 would give rise to the shape of the residual distributions shown
in the lower half of gure 3.3. The t is performed in the respetive VELO half
frame to keep its ode simple and general. One onsequene is that the range in φ is
[−90◦, 90◦] for sensors in the VELO A-side (as shown in gure 3.3), and [−180◦,−90◦]
and [90◦, 180◦] for sensors in the VELO C-side.
3.2.1.1 Treatment of Stereo Angle Strips
There is a further ompliation for the VELO Φ sensors arising from their stereo angle,
β (see Fig. 3.4), that has been negleted in the disussion above. For misalignments
in the form of x and y translations it is obvious that equation 3.1 stays valid with the
replaement φ→ φ′ = φmin + β leading to:
ǫΦ = ∆x sin(φmin + β) + ∆y cos(φmin + β) (Φ sensor). (3.2)
The ase of z rotation misalignments (∆γ) requires a loser look. As the Φ sensor
strips are tangents to irles with a radius, d (see gure 3.5), of 2.8 mm (inner region)
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Figure 3.5: Inuene of z rotation misalignments on residuals of Φ sensors. The
eetive radius is dened as the distane between the hit and the point
where the extrapolated strip meets the irle that denes its stereo angle.
or 3.1 mm (outer region), the dependene of the residual is not exatly linear to the
radial hit position. For small values of ∆γ the linear relation between the residual and
∆γ holds for the eetive radius, whih is given by reff =
√
r2 − d2. Hene, the Φ
sensor residuals are given by
ǫΦ = ∆x sin(φmin + β) + ∆y cos(φmin + β) + ∆γ
√
r2 − d2 (Φ sensor). (3.3)
For reasons of simpliity, the radial dependene of the residual is tted with a linear
funtion whih is a good approximation and leads to a relative bias of ∆γ of less
than 1%. As the value for ∆γ is only used internally to the sensor alignment and not
propagated any further, as explained below, this simpliation has no onsequene on
the performane of the alignment algorithm.
3.2.1.2 Weakly Constrained Degrees of Freedom
Thus far, the alignment of three degrees of freedom has been desribed. The remaining
ones, z translations and rotations around the x and y axes, are not tted due to a lak
of sensitivity.
Rotations around the x and y axes, alled α and β respetively, only ause a seond
order eet on residuals. For R sensors one obtains
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ǫR = (1− cos∆α)rtrack sin2 φtrack + (1− cos∆β)rtrack cos2 φtrack (R sensor)
≈ 1
2
∆2αrtrack sin
2 φtrack +
1
2
∆2βrtrack cos
2 φtrack,
(3.4)
where ∆α and ∆β are the rotation misalignments around x and y, respetively, whih
are of the order of 1 mrad aording to survey measurements. For Φ sensors the
sensitivity is even further redued as the rotation axis for y rotations is dened as the
straight edge of the sensors where the sensitivity would be largest.
The ase is somewhat dierent for z translations. The eetive z translation is given
by ∆z,eff = ∆z + ytrack tan∆α + xtrack tan∆β, as rotations around x and y ause loal
z translations. The measured residual then depends on the angle of the trak with
respet to the z axis, θ, and the angle of the trak projetion in the sensor plane with
a tangent to the strip at the hit position, ρ:
ǫ = tan θtrack sin ρtrack(∆z + ytrack tan∆α + xtrack tan∆β), (3.5)
whih is valid for both R and Φ sensors.
For large statistis with a trak sample that overs the full sensor at a range of
impat angles θ it should be possible to onstrain also these degrees of freedom. This
proess has not been onsidered yet, as this requires ollision data. For data olleted
so far, only traks with small θ angles have been used leading to a tan θ suppression of
eets from the misalignments disussed here.
3.2.1.3 Implementation
The sensor alignment t is based on residual distributions as it has been explained
above and illustrated in gure 3.3. The residuals are alulated in a linear trak t
(see setion 3.2.1.4) and plotted as funtion of r and φ for eah sensor.
A leaning proedure is applied to the residual distributions to improve the t sta-
bility. First, a minimum number of entries (200 by default) is required for the whole
distribution. In order to suppress outliers in the distribution of the residual means, a
minimum number of entries is also required for eah bin in φ. This threshold is 1/10
of the threshold for the whole distribution.
The shape of the residual distributions is determined by alulating the prole of the
histograms (see e.g. gure 3.12 on page 97). These prole histograms are then used to
t the alignment parameters using the residual equations derived above.
After ∆x,∆y, and ∆γ have been determined in eah iteration, the new alignment
onstants are applied to the Φ sensor. For x and y translations, the dierene in
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the misalignment between the Φ and R sensor is applied as the Φ sensor's alignment
onstants, while the ommon misalignment will be attributed to the module by the
module alignment algorithm. For rotations around the z-axis, the alignment onstant
is taken diretly from the Φ sensor as the R sensor is insensitive to this motion.
A two-dimensional unbinned likelihood t has been implemented to test the validity
of the one-dimensional binned ts. No dierene has been observed and, hene, the
faster and less ompliated one-dimensional ts are kept.
In the ontext of the LHCb alignment software, the VELO sensor alignment algorithm
is implemented as part of the VeloAlignment pakage inside the Alignment projet.
Its iterations are ontrolled by a python sript while all the atual ode is a C++
implementation of a GaudiTupleAlg.
The sensor alignment will be run as the rst step of the VELO alignment. It produes
alignment onstants that reet the relative x and y position of the Φ sensor with
respet to the R sensor. These are then used as input values for the module alignment
algorithm. By denition, the R sensor is kept perfetly aligned with the module and
hene its alignment onstants are all set to 0. The output of the module alignment
algorithm is then used to update the module alignment onstants before aligning the
two VELO halves. In pratise, the three algorithms will be run repeatedly and their
order an be hanged as needed.
As explained below, the most time onsuming part of this alignment algorithm is
the trak t. Depending on the omplexity of the events, one iteration of the trak t
and relative sensor alignment algorithm using 20000 traks takes about one minute on
a single CPU
3
.
3.2.1.4 Trak Fits
For eah iteration, unbiased residuals have to be determined from trak ts exluding
hits on the sensors of the module under study. This means that the set of hits used
for tting one trak will vary when the residuals for sensors of dierent modules are
alulated. It turns out that the resulting large number of trak ts aounts for the
bulk of the time onsumption of the algorithm.
Two dierent trak ts have been studied. The bi-diretional Kalman trak t, as
it is used by the main reonstrution software, and a straight line trak t, whih ts
a straight line to a set of at least four spae-points made of an (r/φ) pair. Both ts
show no signiant dierene in their results for high momentum traks
4
. However, the
3
1 CPU = 1000 SpeInt2000 units
4
The trak sample studied had a at momentum distribution between 1 and 100 GeV.
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Kalman trak t appears to be roughly 100 times slower than the straight-line trak
t.
A tool is available to extrat unbiased residuals from a single Kalman t using all
hits. As this tool will, in the best ase, leave the Kalman t a fator 5 slower than the
straight line t, the latter was used to arry out the larger sale studies presented in
setion 3.2.5. In addition, ideally the hits from both sensors should be exluded from
the trak t to avoid any bias when determining the relative sensor alignment. This is
not possible with a single Kalman t.
3.2.2 The Millepede Algorithm
As mentioned above, the relative alignment of the VELO modules is performed using
an approah based on the MILLEPEDE algorithm [65℄. This algorithm is designed to
solve large sets of linear equations.
The individual measurements of R and Φ sensors have to be ombined to spae points
in order to reah a linear problem for the VELO. With the two sensors of eah module
being separated by 2 mm, the Φ sensor measurement is projeted onto the R sensor.
In this projetion, the hange in the φ oordinate is estimated by a trak t. This is a
valid proedure as the inuene of misalignments on the trak slope is small and hene
their inuene on the φ orretion is negligible. Using the projeted φ oordinate, φcorr,
a spae point is alulated as
x = r · cos(φcorr)
y = r · sin(φcorr)
z = z(R sensor),
(3.6)
where z(R sensor) is the z oordinate of the R sensor. Using these spae points, a
general trak equation is given by
Y = f(X) + ǫ, (3.7)
where Y denotes the vetor of measurements, f(X) is a funtion of trak parameters
and derivatives, and ǫ is the vetor of residuals. In the ase of a linear trak model,
one has
f(X) = X · α, (3.8)
where α is the vetor of trak parameters, i.e. slopes and osets, and X denotes the
matrix of derivatives, in this ase z for the slopes and 1 for the osets. The trak
parameters are also alled loal parameters as they are dierent for eah trak.
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For an alignment problem, the aim is to nd a relation between trak residuals and
misalignments in order to t the latter simultaneously with the trak parameters. In
order to use MILLEPEDE, this relation has to be linear, resulting in
ǫ = C ·∆, (3.9)
where ∆ is the vetor ontaining the alignment parameters, and C the matrix ontain-
ing their derivatives. As the parameters are independent of the individual traks they
are alled global parameters and global derivatives, respetively.
Dening the ovariane matrix V i for the ith measurement Yi on a trak, the χ2 an
be written as
χ2 =
∑
i
(
Y
i −X iα− Ci∆)T (V i)−1 (Yi −X iα− Ci∆) . (3.10)
When summing over the whole trak sample with index t, this leads to the full
alignment χ2:
χ2 =
∑
t,i
(
Y
t,i −X t,iαt − Ct,i∆)T (V t,i)−1 (Yt,i −X t,iαt − Ct,i∆) . (3.11)
Minimisation with respet to both loal (∆) and global (∆) parameters leads to the
following matrix equation:

∆
. . . . . .
α

 =


A11
.
.
. A12
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A21
.
.
. A22


−1
·


∑
t,i(C
t,i)T (V t,i)−1Yt,i
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .∑
t,i(X
t,i)T (V t,i)−1Yt,i

 , (3.12)
with
A11 =
∑
t,i(C
t,i)T (V t,i)−1Ct,i
(A12)t =
∑
i(C
t,i)T (V t,i)−1X t,i
A21 = A
T
12
(A22)tt =
∑
i(X
t,i)T (V t,i)−1X t,i,
(3.13)
where the sub-matrix A12 has to be seen as a vetor of ntrack bloks of size nglobal×nlocal,
and the sub-matrix A22 is 0 apart from bloks of size nlocal × nlocal along its diagonal.
As the aim is predominantly the solution for the global parameters, i.e. for the
alignment onstants, one obtains
∆ =
(
A11 −A12A−122 AT12
)−1
·
[(∑
t,i
(Ct,i)T (V t,i)−1Yt,i
)
− A12A−122
(∑
t,i
(X t,i)T (V t,i)−1Yt,i
)]
. (3.14)
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The idea behind the MILLEPEDE algorithm is to solve the required omponents of this
system of equations exploiting the speial struture of the A matrix. This involves the
inversion of A22 whih onsists of small sub-matries along its diagonal and, hene, is
trivial to invert. The only additional inversion needed is the one of the rst braket in
equation 3.14 whih is of the size nglobal×nglobal. This signiantly redues the resoures
needed ompared to the inversion of the full matrix A whih would be needed to solve
the omplete system, as nglobal is independent of the number of traks used in the
alignment. In the VELO, nglobal is typially 126, whereas usually several 10000 traks
are used, leading to a size of the matrix A of O(105).
3.2.3 Relative Alignment of the VELO Modules
The module alignment is based on measurements of spae points as dened in equation
3.6. For eah module the algorithm has to determine six alignment onstants, three
translational degrees of freedom (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) and three rotational degrees of freedom
(∆α, ∆β, ∆γ). For the latter, α, β, and γ denote the rotations around the x, y, and
z axes, respetively. As the module alignment omputes the relative positions of the
modules in eah half separately, there are in total 126 parameters per half.
For small rotational misalignments the equivalent of equation 3.7 is given by
(
x
y
)
=
(
z 1 0 0
0 0 z 1
)
·


mx
bx
my
by


+
(
−1 0 mx mxy mxx y
0 −1 my myy myx −x
)
·


∆x
∆y
∆z
∆α
∆β
∆γ


, (3.15)
where the rst term on the right hand side shows a standard straight line trak model
while the seond shows the inuene of misalignments. The straight line model is
justied as there is nearly no magneti eld inside the VELO volume
5
. Small deviations
that are aused for low-momentum partiles near the downstream end of the VELO
5
Inside the VELO volume the main magneti eld omponent is By < 0.05 T.
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Figure 3.6: Examples for weak modes in alignment algorithms: average translation
(left), shearing (entre), and saling (right). The original position of
the detetor elements is shown as blue (dashed) lines and the displaed
as red (solid) lines.
are suppressed by having high momentum traks as well as traks of both harges in
the sample.
Global derivatives that depend on trak parameters, i.e. on loal parameters that are
free parameters in the overall t, introdue non-linearities (these are the derivatives for
∆z, ∆α, and ∆β). This impedes the straightforward use of the MILLEPEDE algorithm as
the minimisation would use only the starting values of the derivatives to ompute the
best t result. The trak slopes whih are in any ase rather small for VELO traks
are set to 0 in the rst pass of the t when used as global derivatives to aount for
these non-linearities. A seond iteration uses the t results of the rst pass to ompute
the derivatives.
A well hosen sample of traks is essential for reahing an optimal alignment result
(see setion 3.2.6). Traks parallel to the z axis onnet the highest number of modules
and hene produe the most powerful onstraints for the major degrees of freedom,
∆x, ∆y, and ∆γ . On the other hand, only traks with non-negligible slopes are able to
onstrain the remaining three degrees of freedom. The optimal trak sample is obtained
by ombining traks parallel to the z axis (see setion 3.2.6) with traks from ollisions
in the primary interation region whih naturally have larger slopes.
As mentioned in setion 3.1.3.5, hanges to the alignment onstants whih leave the
χ2 unhanged (weak modes) are a partiular danger to alignment algorithms as they
an introdue systemati biases. Possible weak modes (see gure 3.6) inlude global
translations and rotations, saling of the system in one or more dimensions, shearing
(translation in x or y of individual modules as a funtion of z), and twist (rotation
around z as a funtion of z).
In order to onstrain weak modes, the alignment system, i.e. the χ2 funtion, has
to be onstrained. One approah would be to onstrain all traks by external traking
systems. However, as the VELO resolution is a fator of 6 more preise than any
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z axis rotation
∑
i∆
i
γ = 0
x, y, z translations
∑
i∆
i
(x,y,z) = 0
xz and yz shearing
∑
i∆
i
(x,y) · (zi − z) = 0
z axis saling
∑
i∆
i
z · (zi − z) = 0
Table 3.1: List of onstrained weak modes in the VELO module alignment with their
onstraint equations.
other sub-detetor, this approah is not onsidered. There are two equivalent options
for internal onstraints: xing two modules, or xing the average movement of all
modules using Lagrange multipliers.
For the implementation in the MILLEPEDE algorithm, a onstraint equation like∑
i∆
i
x = 0, whih onstrains the overall movement in x to 0, has to be written in
the form
X
T · f = f0, (3.16)
where X
T = (∆, α) is the parameter vetor. Thus, the χ2 as dened in equation 3.11
aquires additional terms with the Lagrange multiplier λi for the ith onstraint, leading
to
χ2 → χ2 +
∑
i
λi
(
X
T · f i − f i0
)
. (3.17)
For equation 3.12 this leads the vetors f
i
being appended as new olumns to A12,
the Lagrange multipliers extend the parameter vetor, and the onstraint values f i0
extend the vetor on the right hand side. Table 3.1 shows the weak modes whih are
onstrained using this approah.
The strategy outlined above explained how weak modes an be onstrained. However,
despite them leaving the χ2 of the alignment problem unhanged, they an have an
impat on physis observables. One possibility to measure weak modes is by moving to
alignment systems in whih these modes do have an impat on the χ2 of the alignment
problem. This an be done by ombining several sub-detetors. In this ase, for
example a shearing of the planes of a single sub-detetor is replaed by a shearing of
the ombined system. The inreased size of the system to be aligned leads to a smaller
size of potentially unresolved weak modes.
Another possibility to measure weak modes is by using their impat on physis ob-
servables in alibration measurements. Measuring the mass sale of known partiles to
high preision in ombination with their momentum dependene allows the distintion
of eets of the magneti eld as well as alignment weak modes.
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3.2.4 Relative Alignment of the Two VELO Halves
Due to the VELO being moved in and out by 3 cm for eah ll of the LHC, a preise
ontrol of the position of the individual halves is of utmost importane. The two
halves are entred around the beam during the losing proedure and their individual
position with respet to a referene is measured by resolvers to a preision of 10 µm (see
page 53). However, the relative position of the two halves with respet to eah other
is intrinsially only known from metrology at a preision of about 100 µm. Hene, a
preise measurement of the relative position of the two halves has to ome from a trak
based software alignment, both for an initial preision determination and for long term
heks in onjuntion with the frequent movements. Two omplementary approahes
to a software alignment solution of aligning the VELO halves have been developed.
They are desribed in the following setions. One is based on traks that produe hits
in sensors of both halves. The other uses the reonstrution of the interation point of
the primary ollision.
3.2.4.1 Alignment with Overlap Traks
The rst approah is to use traks that have spae points in modules of both VELO
halves. Due to the shape of the RF foil the straight edge of the sensors of both halves
overlap in the x-y projetion (see page 53). In x, this overlap region has a size of up
to 1.7 mm when the VELO is fully losed.
Traks that pass this region with no slope in x an produe several spae points
in either of the two halves. They give aess only to the relative position of the two
halves, however, due to their rather even distribution in z, they provide good sensitivity
also to relative rotations around x and y. These traks an ome from the PV with
an appropriate slope in y, or from beam gas interations further away from LHCb
and hene moving parallel to the beam. While PV interations are olleted by the
standard data aquisition strategy, traks parallel to the beam are not. An approah
for olleting a suient sample is desribed in setion 3.2.6.
Under the assumption of a perfet relative module alignment, the equivalent of equa-
tion 3.7 is given by
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(
x
y
)
=
(
z 1 0 0
0 0 z 1
)
·


mx
bx
my
by


+
(
−1 0 mx mxy mxx+ z y
0 −1 my myy myx+ z −x
)
·


∆x
∆y
∆z
∆α
∆β
∆γ


, (3.18)
where the ∆i are the relative misalignments of the two halves. The only dierene to
equation 3.15 is the z dependene of ∆(α,β) whih is responsible for the high sensitivity
to these parameters. Using this equation, the MILLEPEDE algorithm is used in exatly
the same way as desribed for the module alignment in the previous setion.
3.2.4.2 Alignment with Primary Verties
The seond approah uses traks originating from the main proton-proton ollision, the
so-alled primary vertex (PV). Fitting ommon verties with traks from both halves
leads to sensitivity to their relative position. As the primary verties have a small
range in z (σ(zPV ) = 5.3 cm) the lever arm, and with it the sensitivity, for resolving
rotations around x or y is small. A major advantage of this method is that it also
works with a partially or fully retrated VELO, whih is not the ase for the approah
using overlap traks.
It is important to note that in this approah the measurements are omplete traks,
(mx, bx, my, by), rather than individual spae points. The loal parameters are the
vertex oordinates (vx, vy, vz). Individual spae points no longer enter the equation.
Apart from this hange, the appliation of the MILLEPEDE method remains as de-
sribed before for the module alignment. The equivalent of equation 3.7 is then
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(
bx
by
)
=
(
1 0 −mx
0 1 −my
)
·


vx
vy
vz


+
(
−1 0 mx mxvy mxvx + vz −vy
0 −1 my myvy myvx + vz vx
)
·


∆x
∆y
∆z
∆α
∆β
∆γ


, (3.19)
where the ∆i are the relative misalignments of the two halves.
As both methods for measuring the relative position of the two VELO halves share
the set of global parameters it is straightforward to ombine them within the MILLEPEDE
algorithm.
3.2.5 Simulation Results
The aim of the alignment algorithms is to ensure that the remaining misalignments are
signiantly smaller than the single hit resolution. As shown in setion 5.4 misalign-
ments that are smaller than one third of the single hit resolution have negligible impat
on physis results. This setion desribes the results from MC simulation studies used
to evaluate the performane of the VELO software alignment.
3.2.5.1 Relative Sensor Alignment Results
The sensor alignment method has been tested with 10 samples of randomly gener-
ated misalignments. All sensors have been misaligned individually, thus generating a
senario equivalent to simultaneous module to module and sensor to sensor misalign-
ments. Eah of the 10 samples onsists of 20000 traks with small slopes, thus passing
through all sensors of one VELO half and evenly distributed aross the sensor surfae.
Typially three iterations of the alignment proedure are required to obtain the best
resolution.
Figure 3.7 shows the generated and the remaining misalignments after all iterations.
The resolution on the relative x and y translation of the sensors of one module is
1.3 µm, i.e. a signiant improvement over the survey preision of approx 3 µm.
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Figure 3.7: Misalignment values before (), and after () relative sensor align-
ment.
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Figure 3.8: Misalignment values before (), and after () relative module align-
ment.
3.2.5.2 Relative Module Alignment Results
A simulation of 200 samples of 25000 events eah has been produed to test the rel-
ative module alignment. Eah sample, whih omprises a mixture of 5000 minimum
bias events (≈ 100000 traks from primary vertex interations) plus 20000 beam gas
interation like events, was produed with a dierent set of alignment onstants. All
the module and detetor-half degrees of freedom have been misaligned.
The internal alignment of the modules in eah detetor-half is primarily sensitive to
translations of the modules in x and y and rotations around the z axis. In gure 3.8
the alignment onstants for 200 event samples are shown before and after orretion.
Resolutions on the x and y translation alignment parameters of 1.1 µm and on rotations
around the z axis of 0.12 mrad are obtained.
Conerning the non-linear degrees of freedom, the observed sensitivity is as expeted
worse than for the other parameters. However, some results were obtained for the
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modules whih are lose to the interation region, i.e. where trak slopes are larger.
Restriting the study to these stations (1 to 14), one obtains a reasonable sensitivity to
∆z (28 µm) and a fair sensitivity to ∆α and ∆β (0.8 mrad and 1.1 mrad respetively).
This sensitivity is worse than the survey preision, but will provide a ross-hek of
this survey information.
The performane of this algorithm has been evaluated separately, as it is, in general,
run independently of the relative sensor alignment algorithms In the presene of relative
misalignments of the sensors on a given module the module's position will be aligned
to the average position of the two sensors
6
.
3.2.5.3 Relative VELO Half Alignment Results
Although the three alignment steps an be performed independently, in pratie it is
expeted that steps two and three will be run onseutively. Hene, the results pre-
sented in this setion are for the realisti ase of performing both of these alignment
steps on misaligned samples. The traks are retted after the module alignment pro-
edure in order to update the trak parameters. The results presented here have been
obtained with about 300 traks in the overlap region.
The results of the study are shown in gure 3.9. The resolution on the x and y
translation alignment parameters is 12 µm for x and y translations, and the resolution
on the x and y tilts is 36 µrad.
Some of the degrees of freedom are more diult to onstrain, similar to the ase of
the module alignment. In the VELO half alignment these weakly onstrained misalign-
ments are the z translation and the rotation around the z axis. The relative rotation
around z between the two halves is onstrained using the overlap traks. Translations
along z are estimated through the vertex tting tehnique leading to a resolution of
about 40 µm.
3.2.6 The Data Aquisition Strategy for the VELO Software
Alignment
It is neessary to have traks that traverse the VELO parallel to the beam axis in ad-
dition to those oming from interation verties inside the VELO volume, as explained
in the previous setions. Suh traks an originate from beam gas interations away
from the LHCb detetor or from beam halo. These traks should arrive in time with
6
This requires a trak sample with a suiently at distribution in φ whih is given for the samples
used for VELO alignment.
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Figure 3.9: Misalignment values before (), and after () VELO half alignment.
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the main ollisions, as both soures are beam indued. Hene, they should be present
in a random sub-sample of the aquired events.
It is foreseen to run all LHCb alignment on data olleted with a speial alibration
stream. This stream has an output rate of 5 Hz. The amount of events ontaining
traks parallel to the beam axis will be tuned to be about 10% of the alibration
stream (0.5 Hz). Thus, it should be possible to aquire a sample omparable to those
used in the simulation studies within eah run.
Traks running parallel to the beam are unlikely to re the rst trigger level (L0,
see setion 2.3.1). Events with this kind of traks that have already passed the L0
trigger have to be seleted in the high level trigger to reah the required output rate.
A speial algorithm has been designed to nd isolated traks that are parallel to the
beam. It is based on rst seleting traks in the x-y projetion of all sensors and
thereafter onrming with the distribution of spae points along z. Thus, avoiding any
trak t, this algorithm is partiularly fast and, hene, suited to be run at high rate in
the trigger.
3.3 Test Beam Results
The rst opportunity to test the VELO software alignment was with data from a
test beam that took plae in November 2006. The following setions will desribe
the apparatus and various studies that demonstrate the impat and quality of the
alignment.
3.3.1 Test Beam Apparatus
A partially equipped VELO detetor half was tested in November 2006 in a 180 GeV/p
hadron and muon beam at the CERN SPS. The mehanial suspension, ooling system
and vauum operation were designed to provide a good representation of the onditions
expeted from the nal experiment. Ten of the 21 modules in one half of the detetor
were installed in their nal position. The readout eletronis hain, as well as all
software, were the same as used in the nal installation.
Six out of the ten installed modules were read out simultaneously. Data was taken
with several dierent abling ongurations for the module readout. Partiles were
observed diretly from the beam or from interations of the beam with a series of
targets. The 1 mm radius 300 µm thik irular lead targets were installed to represent
the primary vertex loation that will be obtained in the nal experiment. Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10: Shemati top view of the test beam apparatus. A total of ten modules
were mounted in the detetor half. The module numbers are indiated
and the loation of the R and Φ sensors in the modules. The loation
of the targets is also shown.
shows a shemati overview of the mounted modules. The oordinate system used, as
indiated, is equivalent to that used in the nal LHCb detetor.
The eletronis readout system and prototype data proessing algorithms of the nal
experiment were applied. The detetor half was operated under vauum (10−3 mbar)
with modules ooled down (< 0◦C).
3.3.2 Alignment Quality
The LHCb VELO alignment algorithms are presented in setion 3.2. The only algo-
rithms applied were the relative sensor and relative module alignment, as the test beam
onguration ontained only modules of one VELO half.
The results presented here used the data from two readout abling ongurations and
primarily used data in whih the beam passed through the targets, as this ontained a
omplimentary set of traks both perpendiular and at small angles to the sensors.
The relative positions of the R and Φ sensors inside the individual modules and the
relative position of the modules were initially assumed to be at their nominal design
positions. Corresponding alignment onstants were applied as the starting point for
the alignment proedure. The software algorithms to determine the relative alignment
of the R and Φ sensors and the relative alignment of the modules were then applied
and the results are presented in the following setions.
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Figure 3.11: Unbiased Φ sensor residuals as a funtion of the φ oordinate without
any alignment information (left) and inluding survey and alignment
results (right).
3.3.2.1 Residual Distributions
The distribution of the residuals aross the sensor surfae is sensitive to misalignments.
For example, as desribed in setion 3.2.1, plotting the unbiased Φ and R sensor resid-
uals as a funtion of the φ oordinate gives diret information on the relative x-y trans-
lations of the sensors. In the ase of a perfet alignment these distributions should be
at when plotted against any oordinate variable.
Figure 3.11 shows the distribution of residuals on the Φ sensor plotted against the φ
oordinate before the alignment proedure has been performed, assuming the alignment
onstants are as in the nominal detetor design, as well as after applying the alignment
proedure. Equivalent results were obtained for R sensors. As expeted, applying the
alignment information results in reduing the deformations in the distributions (whih
result primarily from the x and y displaements of the sensors) and moving the mean
of the residuals towards 0.
In gure 3.12 the mean of the residual distributions for the Φ and R sensors in one
typial module are shown plotted against both r and φ oordinates after the alignment
proedure has been applied. The distribution of residuals on the Φ sensor plotted
against r is seen to have a small hange at the transition radius (r = 17.25 mm) between
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Figure 3.12: The distribution of Φ (top) and R sensor (bottom) residuals in module
25 as a funtion of φ (left) and r oordinate (right).
the inner and outer setors of the sensor. This eet is understood to originate from a
z translation of the sensor (see setion 3.2.1.2), however, it has not been orreted in
the alignment that was applied to test beam data.
The mean of the residual distributions an be projeted on the residual axis to
assess the quality of the alignment ahieved, i.e. projetions of the plots shown in
gure 3.12. The spread of this distribution then provides information on the remaining
misalignments. These distributions obtained from all six sensors read out in a partiular
abling onguration are shown in gure 3.13.
The left hand plot in gure 3.13 shows the projetions of the residual means as a
funtion of φ for all twelve sensors (six R and six Φ sensors) under study. The r.m.s.
of this distribution onrms that the x and y translations of all sensors are known
to a preision of 2.1 µm, in agreement with the ombined preision of 1.1 µm for the
module alignment and 1.3 µm for the sensor alignment as obtained from the simulation
studies reported in setion 3.2.5.
The right hand plot in gure 3.13 shows the projetions of the residual means as
a funtion of r. This plot is primarily sensitive to rotations around the z axis. The
projetion is made only for the data from the six Φ sensors sine the R sensors are
insensitive to z rotations. The measured r.m.s. of 1.1 µm relates to the quality of
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Figure 3.13: Alignment preision of x and y translations (left) and of rotations
around the z axis (right).
onstraining the rotations around the z axis at an eetive radius. This eetive radius
was determined by simulation to be 11 mm and hene these rotations are known to a
preision of 0.1 mrad, mathing that reported in setion 3.2.5.2.
3.3.2.2 Comparison with Metrology
During the module prodution, an optial metrology survey of the relative positions
of the R and Φ sensors inside the individual modules was performed. Another quality
measure of the alignment an be obtained from the omparison of the alignment on-
stants as determined by the software alignment with those measured by the metrology
of the individual modules. The omparison between the two sets of measured on-
stants for the relative sensor translations on eah of the modules is shown in gure
3.14. Agreement between both methods at a level of about 5 µm is obtained, whih is
equivalent to the ombination of the expeted preision of the metrology measurements
(3 µm) and the software alignment (1.3 µm).
3.3.3 Eet of Alignment on Detetor Performane
This setion reports on ritial elements of the detetor performane that are strongly
aeted by the alignment preision. The use of the alignment to diagnose a luster
entre reonstrution bias is disussed rst. Then, a qualitative demonstration of the
impat of the alignment on vertexing is shown. Finally, the sensor hit resolution after
alignment is reported.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of optial metrology results and software alignment results
for relative sensor translations.
3.3.3.1 FIR Filter
It has beome possible to hek for small sale eets in the detetor geometry or biases
in the luster reonstrution position, as a result of the high preision obtained from
the detetor alignment. A luster entre reonstrution bias was observed and removed
through the appliation of a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) lter [68℄.
The VELO R sensors ontain four approximately 45◦ setors eah with 512 strips.
The strips are onneted to bond pads at the outer edge of the sensor through the use
of a double metal routing layer. In the rst setor, the strips 127 to 0 are read out
rst, followed by those from 128 to 511 (see gure 3.15). This pattern is reversed in
adjaent setors.
Forward ross-talk between the analogue hip output signals in the ables to the
readout board gave rise to a bias in the reonstruted signals and, hene, luster posi-
tions. However, as a result of the readout pattern, the diretion of this bias reverses for
sensor strips 0-127 and 128-511. The residual bias is learly visible in gure 3.16 before
the orretion is applied. The alignment quality was improved, one a FIR lter was
applied to remove this eet. This orretion will be inluded for the nal experiment.
However, as this requires a time onsuming data reproessing, this orretion has not
been inluded for the results given in the previous setion and only been applied to
a fration of the data sample. Hene, gure 3.16 after the orretion is shown with
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Figure 3.15: R sensor readout order. The inner setors (blak) are read out by one
Beetle hip eah, while the outer setors (red) are read out by three
Beetle hips eah.
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Figure 3.16: R sensor residuals plotted against φ position aross sensor, before and
after a FIR lter is applied. The residuals are split in groups of equal
readout diretion with the same numbering sheme used in gure 3.15.
In both ases the alignment proedure has been applied. The right hand
gure has redued statistis.
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Figure 3.17: Verties reonstruted in targets before (left) and after (right) applying
the alignment proedure.
redued statistis.
3.3.3.2 Vertexing Performane
The LHCb trigger is based on a preise separation of B hadron deay verties from the
primary interation verties. Hene, a very good vertexing auray is ruial for the
experiment.
The alignment quality of the VELO has a ritial eet on the vertexing performane.
This is demonstrated in gure 3.17. These plots were obtained on the same set of target
events, using the same standard tuning for the pattern reognition. In the left hand
plot the nominal design positions of the modules are applied, and it is apparent that
only verties from one of the two expeted targets are observed. The right hand plot
shows the situation after the alignment proedure has been applied: the seond target
appears, and for the rst target the preision of the vertex reonstrution improves
signiantly whih also leads to a larger number of reonstruted verties.
3.3.3.3 Sensor Resolution
The VELO sensor resolution has been determined using traks of perpendiular ini-
dene. The resolution has been determined from the sigma of a Gaussian t to the
distribution of the unbiased residuals. Both the R and Φ sensors on the module under
study were exluded from the trak t. The resolution is extrated as a funtion of the
loal strip pith at the trak interept point.
The widths of these residual distributions reet the atual resolution of the sen-
sor and a ontribution due to the trak extrapolation error. This ontribution was
omputed (see referene [69℄) under the assumption that all sensors have equal per-
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Figure 3.18: Φ (left) and R (right) sensor resolutions, averaged over 6 sensors.
formane and that the loal pith of all the R or Φ sensors on a trak is the same.
This assumption is valid as the trak angles are less than 2 mrad. A relative orretion
was alulated and applied to the width of the distributions for eah sensor suh that
the orreted width reets the sensor resolution. The resolutions for all sensors were
found to be in exellent agreement.
Figure 3.18 shows the VELO sensor resolution, averaged over 6 R and Φ sensors. A
single hit preision of roughly 9.5 + 0.3× (pitch − 40) µm is obtained for both R and
Φ sensors, for normal inidene traks. A signiantly better resolution is expeted
for traks at angles around 8◦ for whih the harge sharing between adjaent strips is
optimal. The resolution improves signiantly with trak angle as the harge sharing
is inreased. The resolution has been extrated using a simple weighted pulse height
algorithm for reonstrution of the luster position. Additional development of the
lustering algorithm is expeted to further improve the preision.
3.3.4 Alignment Stability
The VELO modules are plaed as lose as possible to the LHC beam, to optimise the
vertex reonstrution apability. As a result, the sensors will be operated in vauum
separated from the primary vauum of the LHC by an RF foil (see setion 2.2.1).
Furthermore, due to the LHC beam stability during injetion, the modules must be
retrated by 30 mm and reinserted for eah ll. Hene, the stability of the alignment
to pressure variations and mehanial movements is of great importane.
Carbon bre strutures, suh as the VELO module bases, may deform when pumped
down in a vauum hamber due to the release of humidity absorbed in the mesh.
The left hand plot in gure 3.19 shows the alignment onstants determined with data
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Figure 3.19: Misalignment values in air (•), and in vauum (◦) (top), and before
(◦), and after (•) detetor halves movement (bottom).
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taken at atmospheri pressure and re-determined using data olleted after the air was
pumped out of the VELO vauum vessel to a pressure of 10−3 mbar. The three major
degrees of freedom are shown: translations along the x and y-axis (top and middle
plots), and rotations around the z axis (bottom plot). These plots show that module
movements as a result of the pumping operation are small (< 10 µm). This is an
important result, partiularly for the x translations, where the mehanial onstraints
are very tight for the distane between the sensors and their surrounding RF foil.
The eets studied here, however, must not be onfused with the expeted movements
during operation under vauum when the pressure will remain within 10−3 mbar with
respet to the beam vauum (see setion 2.2.1.1).
In order to move the beam from passing straight through the modules to hitting
the targets, a shift of the experimental apparatus along the x axis was made. This
movement is equivalent to the VELO half retration, albeit with a dierent mehanial
onstrution. The alignment onstants before and after the movement are shown in
the right hand plot of gure 3.19. Again, a very good stability of the module posi-
tions within their respetive VELO half is observed. This result justies the baseline
assumption that the alignment proedure will not need to be performed on-line for
eah ll (for use in the trigger system). Instead, it is expeted that the previously
determined alignment onstants for the modules an be used, while the VELO half
alignment onstants are updated to suient preision (5−10 µm) by knowledge from
mehanial sensors of the VELO movement system. The alignment onstants an then
be rened for use in the o-line physis analysis.
3.4 Results from LHC Synhronisation Tests
A proton beam from the SPS was guided towards the LHC through the transfer line
TI8 (see gure 2.1) and stopped by a beam dump, as part of the LHC ommissioning.
This beam dump, known as the TED (Transfer line External beam Dump), is loated
lose to the end of the transfer line and, hene, approximately 340 m away from the
LHCb experiment.
Every 48 s a bunh of about 5 × 109 protons was shot onto the dump, produing a
shower of partiles. The muon part of this shower and its reation produts ould still
be registered by the LHCb detetor.
In the rst of these tests the VELO was operated with ve ative modules in eah
half. This allowed for the rst time the reonstrution of traks indued by the LHC
beam on 22nd August 2008. The rst event reorded by the VELO is shown in gure
3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Event display of the rst event reonstruted by the VELO on 22nd
August 2008.
After this suessful initial test, all available (76) VELO sensors were read out7 for
extended periods of shots on the TED. In this onguration, data was taken on 24th
August and on the 5th and 6th September 2008. In the following, the terms August and
September data samples refer to these periods with 76 sensors being read out. The
next setion desribes the data taking onditions in detail, followed by demonstrations
of the alignment and detetor performanes.
3.4.1 Data Taking Conditions
The data samples in August and September were taken under rather dierent ondi-
tions. As the time alignment was only very roughly known initially, data was taken
with 15 onseutive triggers. This meant that, in addition to the main time sample
for whih the trigger deision was given by the alorimeter, the seven previous and
seven subsequent time samples were read out additionally. Furthermore, to improve
the robustness against time misalignments, the front-end hip ontrol parameters were
adjusted. This broadened the pulse shape of the analogue signals by about a fator
two in time, with the aim that all VELO sensors would give a signal in the same time
sample.
This proved to be a very suessful approah and the signal was found to be pre-
dominantly in the default time sample. Therefore, it was deided to revert bak to
the standard signal shape for the September data taking and to redue the number
7
Eight sensors were not read out due to broken TELL1 readout boards or problems with the power
supplies. Meanwhile, all sensors are fully operational and an be read out.
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Figure 3.21: Trak angle distribution in the x-z plane (left) and in the y-z plane
(right).
of onseutive triggers to 11. In addition, the lustering thresholds were inreased to
rather harsh values in order to better suppress noise that was observed to be at a high
level in August. This, however, led to the fat that most lusters were single-strip
lusters as the smaller signal on the seond strip would not pass the threshold.
As the individual sensors were not yet fully time aligned, the default length of the
pulse shape meant that some sensors (about one third) had their main signal in the
rst time sample before the default one while other sensors had their main signal in
the seond time sample before the default one. For all trak reonstrution algorithms
the optimal time sample was hosen on a sensor by sensor level. In the August data
sample 790 traks with at least ve spae points were reonstruted, while 1370 were
found for the September sample. Due to the signiantly larger statistis only data
from the September sample will be presented below unless otherwise stated.
Figure 3.21 shows the trak angle distribution in the x-z and y-z planes, respetively.
It should be noted that partiularly the x slope shows a positive mean, onsistent with
the diretion of the TED beam dump being roughly 12 mrad.
Figure 3.22 shows the number of spae points per trak for A side and C side, re-
spetively. The highest entries of eah distribution are equivalent to the number of
ative modules, i.e. modules with both sensors being read out. Normally, the distribu-
tions would be expeted to peak at this value for traks that are nearly parallel to the
nominal beam axis. However, due to the time alignment onditions desribed above in
ombination with the harsh lustering thresholds, it was more likely to miss out one
or more sensors and, hene, to reonstrut shorter traks.
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Figure 3.22: Number of spae points per trak for September, shown for A side (left)
and C side (right).
3.4.2 Alignment
The data taken in August and September 2008 provided the rst opportunity to exerise
the VELO software alignment on the full system after the assembly at its nal position
in the LHCb detetor. However, as the VELO was operated with both halves fully
retrated, i.e. about 6 cm apart, and as all traks had rather small angles with respet
to the z axis, no alignment of the two halves with respet to eah other ould be
performed.
The relative alignment of the sensors on eah module requires large statistis in order
to reah a preision that an improve the alignment onstants obtained from optial
survey measurements. Hene, no results from this method are reported either.
The relative alignment of the modules within eah half was performed on all modules
with a suient number of simultaneous hits on both their R and Φ sensors. Figure
3.23 shows the dierene of the alignment onstants obtained from software alignment
with respet to the initial onstants from metrology as a funtion of the module z
position. The results are shown for both August and September data samples.
In order to assess the quality of the software alignment, the dierene in the onstants
obtained with the August and September data sets is shown in gure 3.24. The quality
of the onstants for x and y translations is about 3 µm, while 140 µrad are obtained
for rotations around the z axis. Both numbers are in agreement with the expetations
for this number of traks.
Another possible hek for the reliability of the alignment onstants obtained is
to ompare two methods of omputing the onstants. Therefore, the results of the
MILLEPEDE algorithmwere ompared to those obtained by the one based on the Kalman
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of the alignment onstants with respet to metrology for
August (blue squares) and September (red irles) data samples. The
alignment onstants from top to bottom are x translations, y trans-
lations, and rotations around the z axis, shown as a funtion of the
module z position for A side (left) and C side (right).
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Figure 3.24: Dierene in alignment onstants from August and September samples
for all x and y translations (left) and all rotations around the z axis
(right).
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Figure 3.25: Dierene in alignment onstants between those determined by the
MILLEPEDE algorithm and those determined by an algorithm based on
the Kalman lter trak t as a funtion of module z position. The
alignment onstants are x translations (top) and y translations (bot-
tom), shown for A side (left) and C side (right).
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lter trak t (see page 73). The dierenes in the results are shown in gure 3.25 for
x and y translations only as rotations around the z axis were not tted by the Kalman
lter based approah. All results are in very good agreement, thus, onrming the
quality measured by omparing the August and September data sets.
3.4.3 Detetor Performane
The basi quantity to assess the detetor performane of a traking detetor is its single
hit resolution. Its measurement with test beam data has been presented in setion
3.3.3.3. A resolution measurement with the small sample of TED data is hallenging,
however, a minimal trak seletion is possible.
It was deided to selet a narrow window around the diretion towards the TED
sine traks with larger angles had sattered and were, hene, more likely to have a
lower momentum. This seletion was neessary as the momentum distribution of the
traks observed in the VELO was a priori unknown. Traks with low momenta also
tend to be more prone to multiple sattering leading to signiant hanges in the trak
diretion. All traks were required to have at least 16 hits to avoid suh eets, i.e.
they must have passed through at least 8 VELO modules.
The residuals were plotted in ve bins of inreasing strip pith. A orretion has
been applied to remove the ontribution of the trak extrapolation error, equivalent
to the proedure disussed in setion 3.3.3.3. As the statistis were not suient for
a measurement on a per sensor level, the residuals from all sensors were ombined.
In this ombination, any average oset in the individual distributions was removed to
ahieve results omparable to those obtained from the test beam where the resolution
was measured for individual sensors. The resolution was then determined as the width
of a single Gaussian t to the residual distribution in eah bin of strip pith.
The result is shown in gure 3.26. For both R and Φ sensors the resolutions agree
with the resolution expeted for a binary readout. Given that the error on the t
is roughly 1 µm and that the data set ontains 85% − 90% single strip lusters, this
measurement is in agreement with the expetation from the previous test beam.
With appropriately lowered lustering thresholds and an improved time alignment
it should be possible to reah the resolution measured in the test beam. Additional
TED ollision runs before the LHC re-start allow to further tune the VELO in order
to have a high preision vertex detetor at the start of physis data taking.
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Figure 3.26: Resolution as measured with data from the September data sample as
a funtion of pith for Φ sensors (left) and R sensors (right).
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4 Lifetime Fitting
While the individual man is an insoluble puzzle, in the aggregate he be-
omes a mathematial ertainty. You an, for example, never foretell what
any one man will be up to, but you an say with preision what an average
number will be up to. Individuals vary, but perentages remain onstant.
So says the statistiian.
Arthur Conan Doyle
Measuring the lifetime of a deaying partile an be a hallenging task. However,
deaying partiles follow muh simpler rules than the human organism. The main
dierene between the two is that the probability of dying is independent of time for
a partile. For a human, by ontrast, this probability tends to inrease steadily with
age (ignoring the derease after a slightly higher mortality rate for newborns).
Figure 4.1 shows these probabilities. The onstant deay probability for partiles
leads to an exponential lifetime distribution, whereas the human lifetime only begins
to fall o rather sharply after the age of 60. The exponential is the basi funtion that
is used to determine the lifetime of a partile.
4.1 Lifetime Fitting with Hadroni Channels
Lifetime tting tehniques in high energy physis are dominated by methods to orret
for eets that distort the measured lifetime from its usual exponential shape. Suh
eets an, for example, be aused by hanges in the geometrial aeptane as a
funtion of lifetime. This is mostly the ase for xed target experiments whih study
long lived partiles, suh as kaons or hyperons, with typial deay regions of several
tens of metres in length.
Other eets that distort the natural lifetime distribution an our during the event
seletion, both at trigger level and during the o-line reonstrution. A very ommon
and eetive method to distinguish heavy avour deays from other events is to apply a
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Figure 4.1: Left: Relative number of survivors (blak, solid line) and mortality rate
(red, dashed line) of a Sottish male as a funtion of age. Input data
from [70℄. Right: The same plot for a deaying partile with an average
lifetime of 20 years.
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Figure 4.2: Denition of impat parameter (IP) as the shortest distane between an
extrapolated trak and the primary vertex (PV) shown for deays of D
or B mesons in two hadrons.
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ut on the minimal impat parameter (IP) of nal state traks. The impat parameter
(see gure 4.2) is the shortest distane between an extrapolated trak and the primary
vertex (PV).
For D and B mesons, whih have lifetimes of the order of 1 ps, the average IP of the
traks produed by their deay produts is signiantly non-zero. The ability to resolve
these small quantities is guaranteed by the performane of the VELO, as disussed in
setion 2.2.4. Requiring a minimum value for the IP (signiane) strongly suppresses
promptly deaying bakground, however, it also rejets true signal events that deay at
short lifetimes. This introdues a distortion in the reonstruted lifetime distribution
from the true exponential shape.
The orretion of this bias is the main diulty in lifetime measurements of heavy
avour mesons. Before disussing methods to remove this lifetime bias, it should be
noted that there are also ways of avoiding it. Leptoni or semi-leptoni deays are often
able to reah suient purity only by partile identiation, i.e. without using lifetime
biasing seletion riteria. For fully hadroni deays in LHCb the only soure of partile
identiation are the two RICH detetors, whih are urrently unavailable at trigger
level as their reonstrution is too time onsuming. Hene, lifetime measurements using
hadroni deays generally suer from a biased lifetime distribution.
A bias due to the o-line event seletion an be orreted in a reliable way as all
quantities that are ut on are known. In addition, the event sample prior to appliation
of the uts is available for omparison. Contrary to that, all seletions at trigger level
are based on a preliminary, simplied reonstrution for reasons of the omputing
time available. Also, events not aepted by the trigger are not reorded and, hene,
a omparison of the samples before and after seletion similar to the o-line ase is
not possible. The quantities used at trigger level, alled on-line quantities, annot
be diretly linked to those from the o-line reonstrution. Hene, it is not trivial
to dedue the impat that lifetime biasing uts on on-line quantities have on o-line
quantities.
In general, there are two possibilities to orret for the lifetime bias in the reon-
struted lifetime distribution. One is to determine an average lifetime aeptane
funtion from MC simulation (see gure 4.3). This is a funtion that determines the
relative quantity of aepted events for a given lifetime. Suh an approah relies on the
orret simulation of the relation between o-line and on-line reonstrution, as well
as on the orret desription of the data by the MC simulation.
The alternative to using an average aeptane funtion is to determine an event-
by-event aeptane funtion without the use of MC simulation. The following setion
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Figure 4.3: Example of an average aeptane funtion due to a ut suppressing
events at short lifetimes (left) and the orresponding measured lifetime
distribution (right).
desribes how this funtion is obtained within the LHCb software. As will be seen,
this method an also be used to determine the average aeptane funtion in a MC
independent manner. The last setion (4.3) in this hapter ompletes the method of
measuring lifetimes by presenting a tter based on the use of event-by-event aeptane
funtions.
4.2 Obtaining an Event-By-Event Aeptane
Funtion
The idea of measuring event-by-event aeptane funtions without the use of sim-
ulation is based on an approah introdued by Jonas Rademaker to the CDF ex-
periment [71℄. It has sine been adapted to the possibilities oered by the LHCb
software [72, 73℄.
The method follows the priniple that the probability density for observing a deay
with a set of kinemati variables kin at time t, f(t, kin), an be fatorised as
f(t, kin) = f(t|kin) · f(kin), (4.1)
where the key element of the method is to realise that the probability density of the
event kinematis, f(kin), is independent of the measured lifetime. The event kine-
matis depend on the phase spae of the deay and potential form fators desribing
non-uniformities in the deay distributions. The lifetime at whih a deay ours only
depends on the physis proesses that lead to the deay, as disussed in setion 1.3.
The onnetion between the measured lifetime and the event kinematis is made by
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seletion uts, e.g. at the trigger level. Due to these uts, the event kinematis enter as
a ondition in f(t|kin). The implementation of the LHCb trigger that leads to the life-
time bias is desribed in the following setion, while setion 4.2.2 explains the method
of obtaining an event-by-event aeptane funtion and its use in a lifetime t.
4.2.1 Lifetime Bias in the LHCb Trigger Seletions
The LHCb trigger system has been introdued in setion 2.3.1. Only the path of
hadroni nal states is disussed here as only deays into suh states are studied in
this thesis. Their main way of being triggered is through so-alled hadroni triggers.
Other trigger deisions are rare enough that they an be ignored in the analysis.
Hadrons are triggered in L0 if they exeed a minimum transverse energy measured
by the HCAL. By design, this deision has to be onrmed by the hadron alley in
HLT1. This onrmation is reahed if several requirements are fullled:
• Traks are reonstruted in the VELO as r-z (2D) traks and at least one has to
be mathed to an HCAL luster that triggered L0.
• For any suh trak a 3D trak t is performed in the VELO and an IP of at least
0.1 mm with respet to any primary vertex is required.
• Suessful traks are extended to the other traking stations whih allows a mo-
mentum measurement. The transverse momentum of these traks is required to
be larger than 2.5 GeV/c.
After this stage there are two possibilities of ompleting the HLT1 hadron alley:
• Single Hadron Trigger: This trigger requirement is fullled if the trak in
question has a transverse momentum above 5 GeV/c.
• Di-Hadron Trigger: This trigger requires a seond trak with an impat pa-
rameter of more than 0.1 mm and a transverse momentum above 1 GeV/c. The
two traks have to form a good vertex and their ombination is required to point
towards a primary vertex.
The requirements introduing a lifetime bias are the impat parameter uts on the
traks. From gure 4.2 it is obvious that the distane of ight of a partile has to be
larger than (or equal to) the impat parameters of its daughter traks. Hene, requiring
a minimum impat parameter implies a lower ut on the partiles lifetime. It should
be noted that this ut depends on the angular distribution of the traks and, hene,
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there is no straightforward relation between an impat parameter ut and the resulting
average lifetime aeptane funtion.
The seletion during the HLT2 stage is not disussed here as its atual implemen-
tation is hanging rapidly. The basi onept of lifetime biasing uts and the way to
ompensate them, as desribed below, will, however, be very similar to the situation
for HLT1.
4.2.2 Measuring an Event-By-Event Aeptane Funtion with
the LHCb Trigger
The single event probability density of measuring a deay at time t, ignoring measure-
ment errors, is given by
f(t|A) =
1
τ
e−t/τA(t)∫∞
−∞
1
τ
e−t′/τA(t′)dt′
, (4.2)
where τ is the average lifetime of the deay and A(t) is the lifetime aeptane funtion.
The fator
1
τ
is kept as it normalises numerator and denominator separately in the
absene of an aeptane funtion. The lifetime aeptane funtion depends on the
event kinematis, hene f(t|A) = f(t|kin) from equation 4.1. As desribed above, an
average aeptane funtion like the one shown in gure 4.3 is not straightforwardly
obtained from data. However, a lifetime aeptane funtion an be determined on an
event-by-event basis.
Ignoring an overall eieny for deteting and reonstruting an event, whih is
independent of the lifetime, this aeptane aquires values of either zero (rejeted) or
one (aepted). For example, for an event with given kinematis, i.e. xed trak slopes
and momenta, there is a diret relation between the lifetime and the impat parameters
of the traks. Hene, uts on impat parameters diretly translate into a disrete
deision about aeptane or rejetion of an event as a funtion of its lifetime. This is
illustrated in gure 4.4, where a lower impat parameter ut is assumed. None of the
seletions (trigger and o-line) onsidered in this thesis uses upper impat parameter
uts. Hene, the event-by-event aeptane funtion takes the shape of a step funtion.
Using suh an event-by-event aeptane funtion in equation 4.2 leads to
f(t|A) =
1
τ
e−t/τΘ(t− tmin)∫∞
tmin
1
τ
e−t′/τdt′
, (4.3)
where tmin is the turn-on point of the aeptane, and Θ(t−tmin) is the Heaviside fun-
tion. The denominator of this expression ould be further simplied by evaluating the
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Figure 4.4: Lifetime aeptane funtion for an event of a two-body hadroni deay.
The shaded, light blue regions show the bands for aepting a trak IP .
After IP2 is too low in (a) it reahes the aepted range in (b). The
atual measured lifetime lies in the aepted region (), whih ontinues
to larger lifetimes (d).
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integral, however, this beomes non-trivial when taking into aount the measurement
resolution as disussed in setion 4.3.1.1.
To atually determine the event-by-event aeptane funtion the trigger deision
has to be evaluated for all lifetimes. Sine, as desribed above, this funtion is a step
funtion this task boils down to the determination of the position of the step. This
requires the ability to manipulate the lifetime of an event and to re-evaluate the trigger
deision thereafter.
In LHCb this an be done using an interfae to the trigger software that has been
implemented for this purpose. Thus, the implementation of this method is reasonably
deoupled from the atual implementation of the trigger seletion. It works as follows:
• The traks used to reonstrut the deay o-line have to be assoiated to their
ounterparts in the on-line environment. As the on-line trak information is
retained in the o-line data struture this an be done with assoiator tools.
• The position of the primary vertex as reonstruted in the trigger is hanged
along the diretion of ight of the partile under study
1
.
• The trigger deision is evaluated for eah new PV position using only the traks
from the signal deay.
• One a hange in the trigger deision, i.e. a step in the aeptane, is found the
proedure is repeated around this position with a rened step size to inrease
preision.
The fat that the primary verties are moved rather than the traks themselves is an
approximation that greatly simplies the implementation. It is an approximation sine
the traks would produe hits at dierent parts of the VELO sensors when originating
from a partile deay at a dierent lifetime. This leads to hanges in the extrapolation
distanes and measurement errors involved. As these eets are themselves small, they
have negligible eets on the determination of the position of the turning points of the
aeptane.
One aveat is the ase of events with multiple primary verties. In these events
the method should still be appliable as desribed above. However, as disrepanies
might our from ambiguities in hoosing the PV with respet to whih the impat
parameters have to be evaluated, ases with more than one primary vertex have not
1
The diretion of ight is dened as the line between the primary vertex and the deay vertex of the
partile.
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yet been studied in detail. This does not reet a signiant loss in events as around
80% of all reorded events in LHCb have exatly one primary vertex.
The lifetime bias aused by the o-line seletion (this will be desribed in detail in
setion 5.1.4) an be treated in an equivalent way. However, one an take advantage
of the exat knowledge of the signal traks to analytially determine the turning point
position.
After having obtained the event-by-event aeptane funtion for a data sample the
average lifetime aeptane funtion an be extrated as well. Integrating out the
kinemati (aeptane) part in the total probability density yields
f(t) =
∫
f(t, A)dA
=
∫
f(t|A)f(A)dA. (4.4)
Assuming a single turning point in the event-by-event aeptane leads to
f(t) =
∫ 1
τ
e−t/τΘ(t− tmin)∫∞
tmin
1
τ
e−t′/τdt′
f(tmin)dtmin
=
1
N
∑
i
Θ(t− tmin,i)∫∞
tmin,i
1
τ
e−t′/τdt′
1
τ
e−t/τ
=
1
N
∑
i
Θ(t− tmin,i)
e−tmin,i/τ
1
τ
e−t/τ , (4.5)
where the sum goes over all N events. The average aeptane funtion follows as
A(t) =
∑
iΘ(t− tmin,i)etmin,i/τ∑
i e
tmin,i/τ
. (4.6)
Figure 4.5 shows the average aeptane funtion obtained using fully reonstruted
B0d → π+π− events. To evaluate the quality of this aeptane funtion it is overlaid
with the measured lifetime distribution divided by an exponential with the true average
lifetime. By denition, this results in the aeptane funtion. The slight disrepany
at small lifetimes results from an inomplete treatment of the determination of the
aeptane at small lifetimes whih will be orreted in an ongoing re-implementation of
the method. This shows that the method desribed here an also be used to determine
the average aeptane funtion purely from data for use in other analyses.
4.3 A Lifetime Fitter for Multi-Signal Environments
In the analysis of hadroni deays, hannels often appear in groups with similar nal
states. One suh example are the B0(s) → h+h′− deays whih are deays of B0d and B0s
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Figure 4.5: Average lifetime aeptane funtion as obtained from per-event aep-
tane funtions (blak histogram) for B0d → π+π− events ompared to
the measured lifetime distribution divided by an exponential (red dots).
mesons into nal states of two hadrons, mostly kaons and pions. Four of these hannels,
B0d → π+π−, B0d → K+π−, B0s → π+K−, and B0s → K+K−our in similar quantities.
Hene, their invariant masses when reonstruted under a ommon hypothesis partially
overlap. A detailed study of these hannels is presented in setion 5.1.
For lifetime studies with any of these hannels it is important to have a tter that is
able to aount for several hannels of spei bakground. Additionally, ombinatorial
bakground, i.e. bakground from partially or wrongly reonstruted deays, has to be
taken into aount. This setion presents a lifetime tter that has been designed for
exatly these requirements.
The observables used in the tter are the reonstruted lifetime t, the turning point
from the event-by-event aeptane funtion tmin, and variables to identify the various
signal hannels X. The most prominent variable to distinguish signal lasses is the re-
onstruted invariant mass m. Other quantities that ould be used for this purpose are
single partile identiation (PID) observables or angular distributions. The detailed
use of these variables is desribed in setion 4.3.3.
The total probability density for measuring a set of observables an be fatorised as
f(t, tmin,X) = f(t, tmin|X) · f(X). (4.7)
This equation has one term depending on the lifetime observables and a seond depend-
ing on the variables to distinguish signal lasses. As the tter follows the onept of a
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maximum likelihood t, i.e. maximising the negative logarithm of the total probability,
these two terms result in two independent likelihood urves.
To speed up the tting proess the t is split in two parts:
• a signal fration t that determines the relative frations of all signal lasses
involved,
• a lifetime t whih uses the previously obtained signal frations as xed input
parameters and whih performs the atual lifetime measurement.
The mass t probability density f(X) an be written as the sum over the values of prob-
ability density funtions (PDF) for all signal lasses multiplied by the orresponding
relative frations of that lass:
f(X) =
∑
class
f(X|class) · P (class). (4.8)
The term signal lasses refers to all possible lasses, i.e. the main signal, spei bak-
ground, and ombinatorial bakground. Using Bayes theorem the probability of a single
event to belong to a partiular signal lass an be written as
P (class|X) = f(X|class) · P (class)
f(X)
. (4.9)
This expression is used in the lifetime part of the t that is desribed in the following
setion. Details of the mass t are given in setion 4.3.3.
4.3.1 Fitting the Lifetime of Exlusive Channels
It has been shown above how the total probability density for one event splits up into
a lifetime part and a part that is used to t the relative signal frations (see equation
4.7). The lifetime part an be expressed as a sum over the ontributions of the dierent
signal lasses.
f(t, tmin|X) =
∑
class
f(t, tmin|class) · P (class|X), (4.10)
where P (class|X) is the probability of an event belonging to a ertain signal lass as
dened in equation 4.9. The remaining term for the time probability density for a
given signal lass is given by
f(t, tmin|class) = f(t|tmin, class) · f(tmin|class), (4.11)
with the rst term being the probability density of measuring time t given the turning
point of the aeptane funtion at tmin and a partiular signal lass, and the seond
term being the probability density of having this turning point for the given signal
lass.
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4.3.1.1 The Signal Time Probability
The probability density of observing a lifetime t for a given signal lass with turning
point tmin is given by the onvolution of an exponential with a resolution funtion
R(t, σ), and normalisation N(t, tmin)
f(t|tmin, signal) = N(t, tmin)1
τ
e−t/τΘ(t)⊗R(t, σ). (4.12)
The resolution funtion is assumed to be a single Gaussian with width σt
R(t, σ) =
1√
2πσ
e−
(t′−t)2
2σ2 , (4.13)
leading to the onvolution equation
f(t|tmin, signal) = N(t, tmin)
∫ ∞
−∞
1
τ
e−t
′/τΘ(t′)
1√
2πσ
e−
(t′−t)2
2σ2 dt′, (4.14)
whih, using the denition of the frequeny funtion
F (x) =
1√
2π
∫ x
−∞
e−y
2/2dy, (4.15)
an be written as
f(t|tmin, signal) = N(t, tmin)1
τ
e−t/τe
1
2
σ2/τ2F
(
t
σ
− σ
τ
)
. (4.16)
The normalisation is given by
N(t, tmin)
−1 =
∫ ∞
tmin
1
τ
e−t
′/τe
1
2
σ2/τ2F
(
t′
σ
− σ
τ
)
dt′
=
[
−e−t′/τe 12σ2/τ2F
(
t′
σ
− σ
τ
)
+ F
(
t′
σ
)]∞
tmin
= 1 + e−tmin/τe
1
2
σ2/τ2F
(
tmin
σ
− σ
τ
)
− F
(
tmin
σ
)
. (4.17)
This leads to the nal equation for the lifetime probability density
f(t|tmin, signal) =
1
τ
e−t/τe
1
2
σ2/τ2F
(
t
σ
− σ
τ
)
1 + e−tmin/τe
1
2
σ2/τ2F
(
tmin
σ
− σ
τ
)− F ( tmin
σ
) . (4.18)
This an be simplied sine σ ≪ τ and in general also tmin ≫ σ, as the resolution
is roughly 0.04 ps, whereas the turning point position and average lifetimes are of the
order of 1 ps. For t, tmin ≫ σ this leads to the simplied formula
f(t|tmin, signal) ≈
1
τ
e−t/τ
e−tmin/τ
=
1
τ
e−(t−tmin)/τ . (4.19)
Introduing t˜ ≡ t− tmin, this an be written as
f(t˜|signal) = 1
τ
e−t˜/τ . (4.20)
Nevertheless, the full equation 4.18 has been implemented for f(t, tmin|class) in the t.
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4.3.2 Inlusion of Combinatorial Bakground
It is very diult to estimate a proper parametrisation for the lifetime probability
density of bakground from ombinatorial events. Therefore, an approah has been
developed here that does not make any a priori assumptions about the shape of the
bakground lifetime probability density funtion (PDF).
The idea is to obtain the bakground lifetime PDF from the observed total lifetime
distribution. This is based on an implementation of a non-parametri PDF for neural
net outputs used in Higgs analyses at LEP [74℄. A similar approah has been rst
introdued to an LHCb analysis to model the forward-bakward asymmetry in the rare
deay B0d → K∗µ+µ− [75℄.
4.3.2.1 Obtaining a Non-Parametri Distribution
The easiest non-parametri PDF is obtained by using a histogram. However, this does
not yield a smooth distribution whih is a requirement for its use in an unbinned
likelihood t. In the method exploited for this thesis, for eah event a so-alled kernel
funtion is used to represent the measured lifetime. The sum of all kernel funtions,
weighted by the event's probability of being bakground, then desribes the lifetime
probability density for bakground events. Hene, for a pure bakground sample the
observed time distribution would be omputed as
f˜(t|bg) =
∑
iGauss(t, ti, σ)× P (bg|Xi)∑
i
P (bg|Xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nbg
, (4.21)
where ˜ denotes the measured distribution. Here, a Gaussian is used as a kernel fun-
tion. In priniple any normalisable funtion an be used as a kernel. A Gaussian has
the advantage of guaranteeing a ontinuous derivative of the obtained PDF.
Figure 4.6 shows an example for the result of suh a PDF for 10 events suh that the
individual kernel funtions are visible. Due to the very low statistis, the desription
of the true PDF is far from perfet, however it is already muh better than e.g. when
using a histogram with only 10 entries. With inreasing statistis the ontributions
from individual kernels will be less pronouned and the desription of the atual PDF
will improve. The quality of this approah with high statistis is shown in setion 4.3.4.
The width of the kernel funtions plays a key role in the method. It must not
be onfused with the measurement error sine it is a parameter used to ahieve a
smooth distribution for the PDF and, hene, is more omparable with the bin size in
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Figure 4.6: Individual kernel ontributions from 10 events (thin Gaussians) with the
resulting PDF (thik histogram, not to sale) and the true distribution
(dotted exponential).
a histogram. There is no straightforward way of estimating the optimal width of a
kernel. Cranmer [74℄ suggests to use
h(xi) =
(
4
3
)1/5√
σ
f0(xi)
n−1/5, (4.22)
as a width estimate for the kernel for the ith event, where σ is the measurement error, n
the total number of events, and f0(xi) an a priori estimate of the PDF at the measured
value xi [74℄. This formula is derived from
h =
(
4
3
)1/5
σn−1/5, (4.23)
whih minimises the mean integrated squared error for a normal distribution of width
σ and n→∞.
Equation 4.22 introdues a reursive behaviour into the method. To avoid iterations
of the rather CPU time intensive kernel method the term f0(xi) of equation 4.22 is
estimated by a histogram. This allows a generi implementation of the method, as no
parameters need to be tuned with varying statistis.
4.3.2.2 Appliation to the Lifetime Fit
In the usual ase of a data sample that omprises both signal and bakground events the
sum in equation 4.21 would run over the full sample and hene the observed bakground
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time distribution would get a ontribution from signal events. To avoid this the signal
ontribution is subtrated from the total distribution using the known shape of the
signal PDF and an estimate of the signal aeptane to yield a pure bakground time
distribution. The signal aeptane (A(t|class)) has to be applied as the signal PDF
desribes the theoretial exponential distribution while the subtration works with
measured distributions. The resulting funtion is
f˜(t|bg) =
∑
i
(
Gauss(t, ti, σ)−
∑
class 6=bg f(t|class) · A(t|class) · P (class|Xi)
)
∑
i P (bg|Xi)
.
(4.24)
The atual bakground lifetime PDF, whih is used in the likelihood formula, is ob-
tained by dividing the observed bakground lifetime distribution by the bakground
aeptane A(t|bg)
f(t|bg) = f˜(t|bg)/A(t|bg). (4.25)
The average aeptane funtions for the various signal lasses are obtained by inte-
grating the turning point distributions for eah signal lass using the weights as dened
in equation 4.6. The individual lasses are distinguished using P (class|X) as dened
in equation 4.9. The turning point distributions are measured using Gaussian kernel
funtions. This results in the funtion
A(t|class) =
∑
i F ((t− tmin,i)/σ)etmin,i/τP 2(class|X)∑
i e
tmin,i/τP 2(class|X) , (4.26)
where F is the frequeny funtion dened in equation 4.15 and σ the smoothing param-
eter for the turning point distributions. The respetive lass probability (P (class|X))
is used as an additional weight in order to inrease the ontribution of regions in phase
spae whih have less bakground.
The signal models enter the alulation of the average aeptane funtion, thus
introduing a dependene of the average aeptane funtions on the t parameters,
i.e. the average lifetimes. Calulating the average aeptane funtions for eah set
of t parameters would introdue a quadrati dependene on the number of events.
To avoid this, the average lifetimes used in the alulation of the average aeptane
funtions are xed. A seond iteration of the t an be run with updated values of the
average lifetimes to prove the stability of the results. The impat of this simpliation
is studied in detail in setion 5.2.3.10.
The average aeptane funtion of the ombinatorial bakground is desribed by
a set of exponentials. Also this desription an be updated (to a non-parametri
desription if neessary) after a rst t to real data has revealed the atual struture
of bakground events.
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Figure 4.7: Example for situations resulting in negative values for the bakground
PDF when subtrating the signal ontribution (red, dotted) from the
total distribution (blak) due to statistial utuations (left) or wrong
t values of the signal lifetime (right).
4.3.2.3 Avoiding Negative Probability Densities
This method gives rise to an additional ompliation in its implementation. For vastly
wrong signal lifetimes this an lead to negative values in ertain regions of lifetime.
The trial of inorret signal lifetimes is a neessary part of the tting proess. Even
when using the orret signal lifetime negative values are not exluded (see gure 4.7).
They an our due to statistial utuations that may not be fully smoothed out by
the kernel approah in regions of lifetime where the signal fration is high, and hene
the subtration an naturally produe small negative values.
As no lifetime region is physially exluded for bakground events, setting the bak-
ground PDF to zero if the subtration yields negative values is not an option. Instead,
if the resulting bakground PDF has a fration of the total PDF of less than a small
value ǫ, all possible frations between ǫ and −∞ are ontinuously mapped to be inside
the interval [ǫ, 0). The mapping uses the diverging behaviour of the tangent funtion to
uniquely assign a positive value to every value between ǫ and −∞. Using this method
a stable behaviour of the tter is obtained.
The value of ǫ has to be tuned. Too small values result in too little orretion. Hene,
the method is strongly aeted by individual events produing probabilities lose to
zero, whih vary with the tting parameters. This yields a likelihood urve that is no
longer paraboli around its minimum but whih an have steps or utuations. This
leads to a failure of the minimisation or wrong error estimates. Too large values of ǫ,
on the other hand, introdue too large a orretion leading to a bias in the t result, as
the bakground PDF is artiially set to signiantly non-zero values where it should
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be lose to zero. A value of ǫ of 0.01 has proven to lead to a very stable behaviour of
the t, independently of the size of the data sample. It should be noted that even this
value an lead to a small but non-negligible bias as disussed in detail in setion 5.2.1.
4.3.2.4 Improved Implementation
The probability for eah event of being bakground is used as a weight to enhane the
ontribution of regions with a leaner bakground sample in the omputation of the
bakground time PDF. The resulting formula is
f(t|bg)
=
∑
i
([
Gauss(t, ti, σ)−
∑
class 6=bg f(t|class) · A(t|class) · P (class|Xi)
]
· P (bg|Xi)
)
(
∑
i P (bg|Xi)2) ·A(t|bg)
.
(4.27)
This weighting also further redues the ases where negative values our for the bak-
ground lifetime PDF. A disadvantage of this method is that it relies more strongly on
the non-orrelation of the bakground lifetime and the variables used to distinguish the
signal lasses. However, a method obtaining the bakground distribution from a side
band in mass would depend even more on this assumption of non-orrelation. It has
been shown with data from CDF that this orrelation is negligible [76℄.
Sine the value of the kernel funtions of all events has to be evaluated for eah event
this results in a quadrati CPU time dependene of the t on the number of events.
Therefore, a lookup table has been introdued whih evaluates the kernel funtions
at disrete points before the start of the t. A variable binning is used to allow an
eient overage of a time range up to about 500 times the lifetime of a B meson.
This redues the CPU time dependene of the tter to be linear with respet to the
number of events.
A third order spline interpolation is used to obtain a smooth PDF from the disrete
sampling points. A linear interpolation would be signiantly faster, however its non-
ontinuous derivative leads to utuations in the likelihood urve that prevent the
tter from onverging properly. Quadrati spline interpolations are prone to large
utuations in the interpolated urve and are hene useless. In the extremely rare ase
that the third order spline interpolation yields negative values the tter reverts bak
to the linear interpolation.
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Figure 4.8: Shema of applying the kernel method: after evaluation of the kernel
for all events the distribution is sampled at varying intervals. These
sampling values are stored in text les and used in the t or for toy MC
generation by using spline interpolation.
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4.3.3 Distinguishing Various Signal Classes
The lifetime t as desribed in the previous setion requires a statistial distintion of
various signal lasses by means of equation 4.9. Therefore the signal frations, P (class),
are tted prior to the lifetime t. They are determined by a t to the distributions
of a set of variables that are partiularly useful for distinguishing the various signal
lasses. As mentioned above, the most typial suh variable is the invariant mass of
the reonstruted daughter partiles.
Another exellent andidate, partiularly for hadroni hannels, is the PID of the
individual daughter partiles. The hannels onsidered in this thesis all have either
pions or kaons in their nal state. Hene, the PID variable used is the dierene in the
logarithm of the likelihood of the partiles being either pion or kaon, δ logLK . This
variable is dominated by information from the RICH detetors whih underlines their
importane to the experiment.
Following equation 4.8 the per-event probability density is given by
f(X) =
∑
class
f(X|class) · P (class), (4.28)
where X is a vetor of the variables used to distinguish the various signal lasses, i.e.
X = (m, δ logL+K , δ logL−K), with the PID variable δ logLK for positive and negative
partiles, respetively. As the three variables used here are independent it follows that
f(X|class) =
∏
i
f(Xi|class). (4.29)
This means that the ingredients needed for the signal fration tter are the PDF of
the three variables for the individual signal lasses. These an be obtained with various
methods.
For the mass distribution an analyti expression for the line shapes of the individual
omponents an be used [29℄. Alternatively the shape of the mass distributions an be
desribed by a template PDF. The latter approah is used in this thesis. To obtain
the templates the mass distributions for the various signal hannels are sanned using
the full MC simulation. The use of MC simulation is not essential here, as the analyti
desriptions ould be used just as well.
The atual determination of the templates exploits the kernel method. Eah event is
assigned a kernel funtion ompletely analogously to the determination of the total time
distribution in the lifetime t (see setion 4.3.2). The obtained distribution is sampled
at variable intervals and stored in text les. Thus, the only CPU time onsuming step
in the t is the spline interpolation during the initialisation. Hene, the evaluation of
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the PDF values during the minimisation is faster than the evaluation of an analyti
desription of the PDF, as it only requires the evaluation of the spline values.
The distribution of the PID parameters annot be desribed in an analyti form.
There, the same approah with templates from the kernel PDF is used to desribe
the shapes of δ logLK . Four dierent templates have been obtained from full MC
simulation: those for positive and negative pions from the deay B0d → π+π− and
those for positive and negative kaons from B0s → K+K− events.
With data this approah will be replaed by a purely data driven tehnique. It
relies on measuring the PID distribution in lean ontrol hannels and re-weighting
these distributions aording to the various distributions in momentum and transverse
momentum. This method has been developed for and tested with the CP violation
analyses in B0(s) → h+h′− deays [29℄.
4.3.4 Quality of the Kernel Method
The various appliations of the kernel sampling tehnique are evaluated by omparing
with the original distributions to establish the quality of the method. A χ2 variable
is dened as the square of the dierene between the kernel result and the original
distribution divided by the statistial error of the original distribution at the point of
evaluation. Figure 4.9 shows three distributions, one where the kernel method has been
applied to the lifetime distribution of an event sample, a seond for a mass distribution
and a third for a kaon PID distribution. In all ases the individual kernel widths have
been determined using the method based on equation 4.22. The χ2 variable divided by
the number of non-empty bins for the three distributions is 115/104 (lifetime), 107/97
(mass), 59/95 (PID).
4.4 Conlusion
This hapter presented a method for performing lifetime measurements of deays into
hadroni nal states. This lass of nal states suers from a lifetime biasing eet
aused by the software trigger. A method has been desribed for determining this bias
on an event-by-event level using an interfae to the trigger software. This method does
not require any input from MC simulation.
A lifetime tter has been presented whih is based on a non-parametri treatment
of ombinatorial bakground. This is ahieved through the use of kernel funtions to
desribe the total measured lifetime distribution and by subtrating the various signal
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Figure 4.9: Evaluation of the kernel method for lifetime distribution (top entre),
mass (bottom left), and PID (bottom right). The upper plots show data
as rosses and the kernel san as a histogram. The lower plots show the
dierene between data and kernel san divided by the statistial error
of the data distribution.
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ontributions in order to retrieve the bakground PDF. Detailed studies to evaluate
the quality of the tter and the sensitivity of lifetime measurements using this method
are presented in the following hapter.
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Two-Body B and D Deays
A judiious man uses statistis, not to get knowledge, but to save himself
from having ignorane foisted upon him.
Thomas Carlyle
The main goal of this thesis is to provide a method and study its sensitivity for
measuring ∆Γs with B
0
s → K+K− events. The rst setion outlines the method for
extrating ∆Γs. Setion 5.2.3 overs studies of the stability of the lifetime tter used
as well as the evaluation of potential systemati unertainties. Setion 5.3 outlines
the possibility of applying the method to lifetime measurements in D mesons whih
provide exellent opportunities for measurements with early data. Finally, setion 5.4
is dediated to a study of the impat of misalignments on measurements with two-body
deays. This misalignment study obviously has an impat on the ∆Γs extration, how-
ever, it is also appliable to other measurements suh as CP violation measurements.
5.1 Measuring ∆Γs with B
0
s → K+K− Events
The extration of ∆Γs from B
0
s → K+K− events is based on a lifetime measurement
whih yields a result aording to equation 1.80. This equation ontains ve unknown
parameters: the deay width Γs, the width dierene ∆Γ
SM
s , the New Physis mixing
phase φNP , the Standard Model CP violating phase σSM , and the phase responsible
for CP violating NP eets σNP . Obviously, these annot be onstrained by a single
measurement.
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5.1.1 Measurements in a Standard Model Senario
In setion 1.4.2 it was already stated that Γs an be obtained from measurements in
avour spei hannels suh as B0s → D±s π∓. Using suh a measurement the quantity
y˜ ≡ Γ(B
0
s → K+K−)
Γ(B0s → D±s π∓)
− 1 = τ(B
0
s → D±s π∓)
τ(B0s → K+K−)
− 1 (5.1)
an be dened. In the SM ase, both φNP and σNP vanish and y˜ only depends on
y = ∆Γs
2Γs
and the SM CP violating phase σSM . Hene, equation 1.80 leads to the
relation
y˜ = −y cos(2σSM)− y2 sin2(2σSM) = −y cos(2σSM)− y2(1− cos2(2σSM)). (5.2)
A value for y an be extrated from y˜ using the knowledge of cos(2σSM) (see equation
1.79). The error on y˜ is given by
σ(y˜) =
√
δ(τ(B0s → K+K−))2 + δ(τ(B0s → D±s π∓))2 ·
τ(B0s → D±s π∓)
τ(B0s → K+K−)
. (5.3)
The dominant ontribution to the statistial error of y˜ will be the relative error of the
lifetime measurement in B0s → K+K−. However, the measurement in B0s → D±s π∓ will
have a signiant ontribution as its annual yield is less than a fator of three higher
than the one of B0s → K+K− [77℄.
Given the onstraints on cos(2σSM) the relation between the observable y˜ and y is
shown in gure 5.1. The value of y is extrated from a measured value of y˜ by solving
equation 5.2 for y.
Theory favours a value for y around 0.05, i.e. ∆Γs/Γs = 0.10. Therefore, a mea-
surement of y with an absolute error at the per ent level would be desirable to
ahieve a 5σ signiane. Within the allowed range for cos(2σSM) a measurement
of y˜ = 0.050± 0.010 would translate into y = 0.052± 0.010. Assuming Γs = 0.68 ps−1
(from τ(B0s ) = 1.47 ps [12℄) this would translate into ∆Γs = (0.071±0.014) ps−1. This
means that a measurement of ∆Γs at the 5σ level requires a 0.8% measurement of the
B0s → K+K− lifetime, when taking into aount the error on the Γs measurement from
B0s → D±s π∓.
5.1.2 Measurements in a New Physis Senario
In the presene of NP the interpretation of y˜ is less straightforward. With two addi-
tional phases entering the equation additional onstraints are needed. Figure 5.2 shows
the impat of a large NP mixing phase on the extration of y from a measurement of
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Figure 5.1: Relation of y and y˜ (for denition see text) for the SM ases of
cos(2σSM ) = −1 (blak) and cos(2σSM ) = −0.95 (red, steeper). Also
shown is the urrent 95% C.L. for y.
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Figure 5.2: Relation of y and y˜ (for denition see text) for NP phases of φNP = 0.4
(blue) and φNP = 0.8 (purple). The two lines of eah olour mark the
allowed region due to the unertainty on σSM . Also shown is the urrent
95% C.L. for y.
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Figure 5.3: Relation of y˜ and σCP ≡ 2σSM + 2σNP for NP phases of φNP =
−0.8,−0.4, 0.0, 0.4, 0.8 (minima from left to right).
y˜. As opposed to the SM CP violating phase, a large NP phase signiantly degrades
the sensitivity on y and hene on ∆Γs.
As desribed in setion 1.4.2, a measurement of the lowest angular momentum
omponent of the deay B0s → J/ψφ is a good andidate for a omparison with a
B0s → K+K− measurement. The only dierene between the observable y˜ for the two
hannels is the CP violating phase ontributing to B0s → K+K−. However, a full an-
gular analysis of the deay B0s → J/ψφ an lead to measurements of y and φNP on its
own. It is therefore of interest to study the sensitivity to the CP violating NP phase
entering the deay B0s → K+K−.
Figure 5.3 shows the dependene of the observable y˜ on the ombined SM and NP
CP violating phases. The relation is given for ve dierent values of φNP showing
that a reasonably good sensitivity an be obtained if φNP is known to about 0.2 rad
or better. It should be noted that the atual extration of the NP CP violating phase
σNP requires the subtration of the SM omponent. The SM is onstrained by equation
1.79 to |2σSM | < 0.3 rad. Assuming φNP = 0, a measurement of y˜ = 0.00±0.01 would
lead to two onstraints on σCP of |σCP | = 1.67± 0.20. Combined with the onstraint
on |2σSM | this yields |2σNP | = 1.67± 0.36.
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5.1.3 The LHCb Sensitivity to ∆Γs
LHCb an measure ∆Γs in various hannels. The sensitivity to ∆Γs in the SM senario
for a measurement based on B0s → K+K− events is 0.015 ps−1 for one nominal year
of data taking (following from setion 5.1.1) as will be disussed in more detail below
(see setion 5.2.2.2).
A measurement with the hannel B0s → φφ is sensitive to ∆Γs as well (see setion
1.4.2.2). The branhing ratio for B0s → φφ is lower than that of B0s → K+K− by about
a fator two. In addition, this hannel has a signiantly lower trigger eieny due
to the lower momentum of the four nal state partiles. A study of this hannel [78℄
estimates the yield in a nominal year to 3100 events. Although the study does not quote
a sensitivity to ∆Γs it is lear that it annot ompete with that from B
0
s → K+K−
disussed above due to the number of events being lower by about a fator of 20.
With a branhing ratio of two orders of magnitude above that of B0s → K+K−,
B0s → J/ψφ is the prime andidate for measuring ∆Γs (see setion 1.4.2.1). As this,
however, requires an angular analysis, similar to B0s → φφ, the analysis is signiantly
more omplex than a lifetime measurement in the B0(s) → h+h′− environment. After
a nominal year of data taking a sensitivity to ∆Γs of 0.010 ps
−1
is expeted. Hene,
despite the signiantly smaller data set the B0s → K+K− measurement will still make
an important ontribution to the determination of ∆Γs.
ATLAS and CMS also have a B physis programme. This is based on hannels
involving muons due to the requirements of their triggers. Therefore, they will also
perform measurements of B0s → J/ψφ deays as the J/ψ deays into two muons with
a large branhing fration of 6% [12℄. CMS quote a sensitivity for ∆Γs of 0.009 ps
−11
for one nominal year of data taking [79℄. As opposed to LHCb, both ATLAS and CMS
assume a luminosity of 1033 cm−2 s−1, i.e. a fator of 5 higher than LHCb, during their
rst three years of data taking. This is still a fator of 10 below their maximum design
luminosity and is therefore the preferred period for B physis measurements.
CDF and D0 have published measurements of ∆Γs using B
0
s → J/ψφ deays.
Their results are ∆Γs = 0.076
+0.059
−0.063(stat.) ± 0.006(syst.) ps−1 [80℄ and ∆Γs = 0.13
±0.09 ps−1 [81℄, respetively. Extrapolating from the data sample used for these mea-
surements, both experiments may reah a sensitivity of 0.03 ps−1 with their full data
set assuming a olleted integrated luminosity of 9 fb−1. This underlines that measure-
ments at the LHC will be able to quikly improve on the urrent preision.
1
Statistial error only, extrapolated from 1.3 fb−1.
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5.1.4 The Seletion of B0(s) → h+h′− Events
The seletion of signal events follows the one developed for the analysis to extrat the
CKM angle γ with B0(s) → h+h′− deays [29℄. Its basi priniple is to provide a ommon
seletion for all B0(s) → h+h′− hannels. Therefore, all events are reonstruted assum-
ing the pion mass for the two seleted harged partiles. This leads to all B0(s) → h+h′−
overlapping in their reonstruted invariant mass.
The seletion has been optimised to have a high eieny on signal events while
suppressing the dominant soures of bakground. There are three lasses of bakground
to B0(s) → h+h′− events:
• Traks from partially reonstruted deays of B mesons into three-body nal
states. These are deays suh as B0 → ρ±π∓, with ρ± → π±π0, where only the
pair of harged pions is reonstruted. As all deays of this lass have in ommon
that one of their partiles is not reonstruted, the invariant mass of the two
traks is bound to be below the nominal B mass.
• Deays of Λ0b baryons into two-body nal states. The two nal states in question
are Λ0b → p±K∓ and Λ0b → p±π∓. The underestimation of the invariant mass
due to the assignment of the pion mass to both daughters is ompensated by the
higher mass of the Λ0b ompared to B
0
d and B
0
s . Both hannels have their main
distribution at a slightly higher mass than the B0(s) → h+h′− modes.
• The most important bakground lass is ombinatorial bakground. It results
from ombining partiles that do not originate from the same mother partile.
In order to full the seletion riteria for B0(s) → h+h′− as outlined below, these
traks must either be produed away from the primary vertex (deay of long-
lived partiles or onversion in material) or be mis-reonstruted suh that they
fake traks with large impat parameters. Events in this ategory originate from
purely random proesses whih lead to a ontinuous, falling spetrum in the
reonstruted invariant mass.
The seletion developed for the B0(s) → h+h′− hannels is a ut based seletion (see
table 5.1). It does not require any partile identiation of the daughter traks in order
to selet all B0(s) → h+h′− modes. For the daughter traks, minimal requirements for
the impat parameter signiane (IP/σ(IP )) as well as the transverse momentum
(pT ) have to be met by at least one or both traks. The B andidate is dened by the
daughter Lorentz vetors. It has to satisfy requirements on the transverse momentum,
the ight distane signiane (LB/σ(LB)), the impat parameter signiane and the
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Cut type Cut value
min[(IP/σ(IP ))h, (IP/σ(IP ))h
′
] > 6
max[(IP/σ(IP ))h, (IP/σ(IP ))h
′
] > 12
min[phT , p
h′
T ] in GeV/c > 1
max[phT , p
h′
T ] in GeV/c > 3
pBT in GeV/c > 1
LB/σ(LB) > 18
(IP/σ(IP ))B < 2.5
χ2(vertex) < 5
mpipi in GeV/c
2 [5.0, 5.8]
Table 5.1: Cuts for the seletion of B0(s) → h+h′− events using the full reonstrution
on events that have passed the trigger.
χ2 of the t of the deay vertex. Finally, a mass window is dened between 5.0 GeV/c2
and 5.8 GeV/c2.
This seletion has been evaluated using MC simulation. For the B0(s) → h+h′− han-
nels the seletion eieny of seleted events with respet to all generated events
(without geometrial onstraints at generator level) is between 3.7% and 3.9%. For the
two deay modes of Λ0b mentioned above the eieny is about 3.3%.
A similar seletion has been developed to selet events at trigger level. As the exat
implementation of the software trigger has yet to be nalised the trigger seletion is
not disussed in detail. However, the eet of the trigger implementation on the overall
eieny of seleting events should be small. Hene, the total seletion eieny that
has been obtained with the preliminary implementation of the trigger will be used for
estimating yields. For B0(s) → h+h′− deays the overall seletion eieny (ǫtot) is 1.4%
and it is 1.2% for Λ0b → p±h∓ deays.
The annual yield for eah hannel is alulated aording to
Y = L · σbb · fhadr · 2 · BR · ǫtot, (5.4)
where L is the annual integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1, σbb is the bb prodution ross
setion whih is assumed to be 0.5 mb, and the hadronisation fration fhadr and the
branhing ratios BR are given in table 5.2. Most relevant for this thesis is the estimate
of roughly 72k B0s → K+K− events that will be seleted for analysis per nominal year.
The amount of bakground has been estimated by the analysis of a sample of MC
simulation that ontains all known proesses in their relative frations (minimum bias
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Channel fhadr BR× 106 Annual yield
B0d → π+π− 0.403 5.16 58.8k
B0d → K+π− 0.403 19.4 216.6k
B0s → K+K− 0.101 25.8 71.9k
B0s → π+K− 0.101 5.27 15.1k
Λ0b → p±K∓ 0.092 5.0 10.9k
Λ0b → p±π∓ 0.092 3.1 7.0k
Table 5.2: Annual yield for B0(s) → h+h′− hannels and Λ0b → p±h∓ hannels as-
suming an annual integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1.
Figure 5.4: Distribution of events seleted by the B0(s) → h+h′− seletion applied to
minimum bias MC. Signal events (B and Λ0b) are shown in red, partially
reonstruted three-body deays are shown in green, and ombinatorial
bakground is shown in blue.
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simulation). Due to the low branhing ratios of the proesses studied here the number
of seleted events is very low and the unertainties on the relative frations are high.
Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of seleted events.
For the tests of the lifetime tter it has been assumed that the relative fration of
events with partially reonstruted three-body deays is 14% and that one third of all
events originate from ombinatorial bakground. These numbers are taken for the full
mass window from 5.0 GeV/c2 to 5.8 GeV2 and are in agreement with the intervals
dedued from minimum bias MC simulation.
5.1.5 Lifetime Fitting with B0(s) → h+h′− Events
The lifetime tting proedure is split in three parts:
• The data sample to be used in the tting proess is obtained by the B0(s) → h+h′−
seletion desribed above.
• The event-by-event lifetime aeptane funtions are determined for all seleted
B0(s) → h+h′− andidates by the method desribed in the previous hapter.
• The lifetime t is performed using the event-by-event aeptane funtion as well
as other observables as input.
The omplete set of input variables to the lifetime t is given by the measured
lifetime and the event-by-event aeptane funtions for the atual lifetime t, and by
the invariant mass using a di-pion hypothesis together with the PID values for the two
daughter traks for the t of the signal frations.
The lifetime is not a genuine observable of LHCb. It is dened as t = d ·m/p where
d is the measured distane between the primary and the deay vertex, m is the mass
of the deaying partile and p is its momentum. In the seletion desribed above the
events are reonstruted assuming they were B0d → π+π− deays. This implies that the
B0d mass is used to alulate the measured lifetime. For deays of other partiles than
B0d this leads to a biased determination of the lifetime. The observable ξ ≡ t/m = d/p
an be introdued to avoid this dependene on the partile mass. Replaing t by ξ
the t an be performed as desribed in the previous hapter with the t parameters
turning into the ratios of lifetime and mass. As this approah only reets a saling of
the observables by the B0d mass it has not been onsidered for the toy studies presented
here. In fat, it has been assumed that all individual lifetimes an be measured diretly
whih means that the saling m(H0b )/m(B
0
d) for deays of H
0
b (H
0
b = B
0
d , B
0
s ,Λ
0
b) has
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been applied impliitly. As all masses involved in this study are very similar, the saling
is very small, and its eet is negleted in the sensitivity studies presented here.
The lifetime tting tehnique desribed in the previous hapter has been extensively
tested with simulated events. To the extent that it was possible the method for obtain-
ing the event-by-event lifetime aeptane funtions has been tested with the full LHCb
MC data. This resulted in the average lifetime aeptane funtion shown in gure 4.5,
whih onrmed good agreement was obtained between the measured funtion and the
true distribution. A signal only t has been performed using these data yielding an
unbiased result.
The atual tter has been tested far more extensively with toy MC simulations as
already desribed in setion 5.2. Equation 5.3 states that, to a good approximation, the
relative error on the lifetime measured with B0s → K+K− determines the absolute error
on the observable y˜. Therefore, studying the stability of the ts of the B0s → K+K−
lifetime is of highest interest. A detailed aount of these heks is given in the following
setion.
5.2 Test Results from Toy Monte Carlo Studies
Toy simulation studies are indispensable in the development of a tter. They provide
an easy way of testing a tter for partiular features. Toy simulations are designed to
generate eetive distributions of the observables used in the t. Hene, they do not
need to go through the time onsuming yle of simulating and reonstruting events
in a partiular detetor.
A major advantage of the fast generation of toy simulations is that one an rule out
statistial utuations in the t results. Therefore, usually at least several hundred
equivalent data sets are generated and tted in one test. Most tests used in the
development of this tter used 1000 toy experiments with of the order of 104 events
eah.
In the toy generator developed for this tter the lifetimes are simulated as expo-
nentials with a Gaussian resolution funtion. The aeptane funtion is applied by
simulating a Gaussian distribution for the turn-on points of the per-event aeptane
funtions. Mass and PID are simulated aording to the templates desribed in the
previous setion.
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5.2.1 Toy Monte Carlo Tests for B0(s) → h+h′− Events
The t to B0(s) → h+h′− events is the most hallenging as it involves a signiant num-
ber of spei hannels with similar branhing ratios. For the evaluation of the quality
of the tter, seven exlusive signal hannels have been simulated together with ombi-
natorial bakground. Four of the seven hannels are the four B0(s) → h+h′− hannels,
i.e. B0d → K+π−, B0d → π+π−, B0s → K+K−, and B0s → π+K−. In addition, the de-
ays Λ0b → p±K∓ and Λ0b → p±π∓ are reonstruted in the upper mass side band.
The seventh hannel is B0d → π+π−π0, whih has been hosen to represent B0d and B0s
deays with three partiles in the nal state where one has not been reonstruted. All
individual hannels, the three-body bakground, and the ombinatorial bakground are
simulated at their expeted levels as disussed in detail in setion 5.1.4. The ombina-
torial bakground is simulated to be at in the invariant mass. This is in reasonable
agreement with the available simulation of ombinatorial bakground in the B mass
region.
The t is split into two parts as explained in the previous hapter. First, the signal
frations are determined within limits of 0 and 1 from a t to the vetor X of distin-
guishing variables, i.e. mass and δ logLK . Thereafter, these frations are fed into the
lifetime tter. It has been tested that these limits have no impat on a standard t,
whih is onrmed by the width of the pull distributions. The minimisation is done by
the Minuit minimiser Migrad.
Figure 5.5 shows the mass distribution with the tted omponents of a typial toy
experiment. The lower plot shows the signiane of the dierene between the tted
templates and the distribution of generated data. A χ2 dened as the sum of the
squares of the entries of the lower plot yields a value of 103 for 100 non-zero entries.
The agreement onrms the quality of the kernel method presented above.
The results of the signal fration t are shown in gures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 and sum-
marised in table 5.3. All signal frations are unbiased. The pull widths are all in
agreement with unity. Hene, the results of this t provide the neessary input for the
lifetime tter.
The tted lifetime distribution is shown in gure 5.9. The two soures of non-zero
dierenes between the input data and the t models are utuations in data that are
smoothed out by the kernel method and the mehanism to prevent the bakground
distribution from aquiring values lose to or below zero (haraterised by the tter
parameter ǫ, see setion 4.3.2.3). A χ2 dened as above for the mass plot yields a value
of 145 for 143 non-zero entries.
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Figure 5.5: Result of a B0(s) → h+h′− signal fration t. The upper plot shows the
generated distribution as rosses (MC) and the umulative distributions
of the model using the tted signal frations as shaded areas. The lower
plot shows the dierene per bin divided by the statistial error of the
data sample.
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Figure 5.6: Toy study results for sf(B0d → π+π−) (left) and sf(B0d → K+π−)
(right). The plots show from top to bottom the t results where the
line marks the average true value, the error distributions, and the pull
distributions. The results are summarised in table 5.3.
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Figure 5.7: Toy study results for sf(B0s → K+K−) (left) and sf(B0s → π+K−)
(right). The plots show from top to bottom the t results where the
line marks the average true value, the error distributions, and the pull
distributions. The results are summarised in table 5.3.
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Figure 5.8: Toy study results for sf(Λ0b → p±K∓) (left), sf(Λ0b → p±π∓) (entre),
and sf(B → 3− body) (right). The plots show from top to bottom
the t results where the line marks the average true value, the error
distributions, and the pull distributions. The results are summarised in
table 5.3.
quantity true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
sf(B0d → π+π−) 0.081 0.081 0.002 −0.07± 0.03 1.01± 0.03
sf(B0d → K+π−) 0.300 0.301 0.003 0.10± 0.03 0.99± 0.02
sf(B0s → K+K−) 0.100 0.100 0.002 0.07± 0.03 0.97± 0.02
sf(B0s → π+K−) 0.020 0.021 0.001 −0.10± 0.03 0.93± 0.02
sf(Λ0b → p±K∓) 0.016 0.015 0.001 −0.00± 0.03 0.97± 0.02
sf(Λ0b → p±π∓) 0.010 0.010 0.001 −0.13± 0.03 1.01± 0.03
sf(B → 3−body) 0.139 0.138 0.002 −0.11± 0.03 0.98± 0.02
Table 5.3: Toy study results for the t of the signal frations of the seven exlusive
hannels used in the B0(s) → h+h′− t.
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Figure 5.9: Result of a B0(s) → h+h′− lifetime t. The upper plot shows the gener-
ated distribution as rosses (MC), the distributions of the signal models
using the tted lifetimes as blak lines, the bakground distribution as a
red (dashed) line, and the total distribution aording to the t results as
a blue line. The lower plot shows the dierene per bin between gener-
ated data and the total distribution of the model divided by the statistial
error of the data sample.
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To evaluate the quality of the lifetime t a set of toy experiments has been generated
that represents the data expeted for about 0.10 fb−1. This amount is 1/20 of a nominal
year of data taking, and is of the order of the amount of data expeted up to the end of
2010. 1000 toy experiments have been generated with 36000 events eah. 12000 events
were simulated as ombinatorial bakground and 24000 were shared between the four
B0(s) → h+h′− hannels, the two Λ0b deays, and the three-body deays in their nominal
proportions.
The sample size equivalent to the luminosity of 0.10 fb−1 is valid for all studies
desribed in the following unless otherwise stated. This sample size has been hosen as
it reets roughly the available data set expeted by the end of 2010 and as these event
numbers present a size for whih large numbers of example ts an be performed on a
reasonable time sale. The CPU time onsumption of the tter has been onrmed to
be linear with the number of events in the input sample, as expeted by the layout of the
algorithm. Data sets of dierent sizes ranging from those equivalent to the luminosities
of 0.01 fb−1 to 2.00 fb−1 have been tested as well. Their results are doumented in
setion 5.2.2.2.
Five t parameters are used in the lifetime t (see table 5.4). Both hannels
B0d → π+π− and B0d → K+π− are used to measure the B0d lifetime. The B0s lifetime
is measured using B0s → π+K− deays only, where the theoretially more interesting
lifetime ratio τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) is left as a free parameter (see setion 1.3.1). The third pa-
rameter is the lifetime measured from B0s → K+K− whih is expeted to deviate from
the CP averaged B0s lifetime as outlined in setion 1.4.1 and disussed further in se-
tion 5.1. The Λ0b lifetime is measured using the hannels Λ
0
b → p±K∓ and Λ0b → p±π∓
where again the lifetime ratio with respet to the B0d lifetime (τ(Λ
0
b)/τ(B
0
d)) is left as a
free parameter. Similar to the lifetime ratio τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d), more preise theoretial pre-
ditions exist for the lifetime ratio τ(Λ0b)/τ(B
0
d) than for the Λ
0
b lifetime itself. Finally,
the three-body modes are tted using a single lifetime. This is an approximation as
their ontribution onsists of deays of both B0d and B
0
s mesons, however, this approah
is suient for dealing with this well separated bakground hannel.
The results of the lifetime t are shown in gures 5.10 and 5.11 and summarised in
table 5.4. The lifetime ts of the variables of physial interest are unbiased. The errors
are well estimated.
The lifetime for three-body deays is the only one for whih the t returns biased
results. The mass distribution of this hannel is the most similar to the ombinatorial
bakground and hene any eet related to the treatment of the bakground aets
τ(B → 3−body) more than other parameters. The lifetime measured in the three-body
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Figure 5.10: Toy study results for τ(B0d) (left), τ(B
0
s )/τ(B
0
d) (entre), and
τ(B0s → K+K−) (right). The plots show from top to bottom the t
results where the line marks the average true value, the error distribu-
tions, and the pull distributions. The results are summarised in table
5.4.
quantity true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
τ(B0d) 1.530 ps 1.530 ps 0.015 ps 0.04± 0.04 1.00± 0.03
τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.01± 0.04 0.99± 0.03
τ(B0s → K+K−) 1.500 ps 1.498 ps 0.030 ps −0.06± 0.04 0.99± 0.03
τ(Λ0b)/τ(B
0
d) 0.902 0.901 0.041 −0.07± 0.03 0.96± 0.03
τ(B → 3−body) 1.500 ps 1.507 ps 0.026 ps 0.26± 0.04 1.05± 0.03
Table 5.4: Toy study results for the t of the lifetimes of the seven exlusive hannels
used in the B0(s) → h+h′− t.
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Figure 5.11: Toy study results for τ(Λ0b)/τ(B
0
d) (left) and τ(B → 3−body) (right).
The plots show from top to bottom the t results where the line marks
the average true value, the error distributions, and the pull distribu-
tions. The results are summarised in table 5.4.
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hannels is not a physis parameter to be extrated from the tter and hene only
of seondary interest. Furthermore, it is possible to tighten the mass window on the
lower side in order not to be aeted by the ontribution of three-body deays. As
already desribed in setion 4.3.2.3 this bias is onneted to the orretion limiting the
bakground time PDF to positive values.
5.2.2 Stability of Lifetime Measurements with B0(s) → h+h′−
Events
This setion summarises tests that have been performed using toy MC data sets to
evaluate the stability of the tter. The proedure was simplied to allow more eient
testing. Where the input of the signal fration t is unhanged with respet to the
default senario, this stage has been omitted and the true average signal frations have
been used as input to the lifetime t. Using the average true values implies that the
values used on average deviate from the true fration of the individual toy experiments
by their usual statistial utuation. Similarly, the lifetimes of the Λ0b and three-body
deays are xed to their true average values.
To assess the impat of these simpliations a set of toy ts has been performed on the
default data set using the simplied tter. The average t results are τ(B0d) = 1.530 ps,
τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) = 0.961, and τ(B
0
s → K+K−) = 1.499 ps. These are in exellent agree-
ment with the results of the full t given in table 5.4, thus onrming the validity of
the simpliations made.
The studies presented in this setion are made to evaluate the stability of the tter
with respet to ontrollable hanges. The rst test is the evaluation of the impat
of various mass windows in the seletion, followed by an evaluation of the saling
behaviour of the tter with hanges in the size of the data sample. Finally, the impat
of a wrongly xed signal fration is tested. No systemati unertainties are assigned
for any of these heks. Systemati unertainties, inluding those due to hanges in the
input templates that an lead to wrong signal frations, are studied in setion 5.2.3.
5.2.2.1 Variation of the Mass Window
The variation of the mass window is an important ross-hek for the tter. Varying
the mass window allows to ontrol the level of ombinatorial bakground and how
many events of various exlusive hannels are inluded in the t. If the tter is stable
with respet to a varied mass window this an be used to evaluate the size of potential
orrelations between the mass and lifetime distributions of ombinatorial bakground
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Figure 5.12: Toy study results for the variation of the mass window (top three plots).
Default is (5000−5800) GeV/c2. The bars in the bottom left plot indi-
ate the mass windows and the bottom right shows the mass distribution
of the various signal hannels for referene. The dashed line indiates
the average result of the default t.
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(see setion 4.3.2.4). No systemati error is assigned as this is a study of the apabilities
of the tter rather than an evaluation of any systemati eet.
The default mass window is between 5000 MeV/c2 and 5800 MeV/c2 in the invariant
di-pion mass. Five additional mass windows have been evaluated with tighter uts at
the lower and/or upper end. Tightening the uts at the lower end suppresses the
ontribution of bakground from partially reonstruted three-body deays. At the
upper end, tighter uts lead to a removal of ombinatorial bakground as well as of
the Λ0b deays. The signal fration t has been performed for these ts as the orret
signal frations vary with the mass window.
Figure 5.12 shows the t results for the various mass windows. The lower left plot
indiates the allowed regions of the mass windows as bars and the mass distribution on
the lower right shows how these uts aet the individual signal hannels. The ts show
only very minor utuations whih is onrmed by the numbers in tables 5.5 to 5.7.
The ts were performed on the same data set, hene, the errors are fully orrelated.
5.2.2.2 Variation of the Size of the Data Sample
The next test is the behaviour of the t with the variation of the size of the data
sample. This is of partiular interest as it shows the stability of the tter with very
small data samples, i.e. smaller signal signianes. At the same time it allows the
study of any bias of the tter with high statistis samples. The sample size has been
varied between those equivalent to integrated luminosities of 0.01 fb−1 to 2 fb−1.
Figure 5.13 and tables 5.8 to 5.10 summarize the results. Only the B0d lifetime
measurement maintains a signiant bias. However, even this bias is smaller than the
statistial unertainty for 2 fb−1, i.e. about 0.2%. In onlusion, there is no problem
for a high preision lifetime measurement using this tter.
Note that the lifetime ratio measurement remains totally unbiased for all sample
sizes. With a statistial unertainty of about 1.5%, even the B0s → π+K− deay oers
promising opportunities for preision tests of HQE and the SM.
The stability of the tter with very small data samples allows its ommissioning with
the rst physis data reorded by LHCb. The samples equivalent to a luminosity of
0.01 fb−1 omprise only 3600 events eah.
5.2.2.3 Impat of Wrong Signal Frations
The signal fration t has been xed for most of the systemati heks disussed in this
hapter. It is therefore important to study the impat that wrong t results for the
signal frations have on the lifetime t. The signal fration for B0s → K+K− events has
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mass window true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ GeV/c2℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
5000− 5800 1.530 1.530 0.015 −0.01 1.01
5000− 5600 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.02
5000− 5400 1.530 1.531 0.015 0.07 0.99
5100− 5400 1.530 1.531 0.015 0.04 1.01
5150− 5400 1.530 1.531 0.015 0.08 0.98
5150− 5800 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.05 0.96
Table 5.5: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for the variation of the mass window. Default
is (5000 − 5800) GeV/c2.
mass window true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ GeV/c2℄
5000− 5800 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
5000− 5600 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
5000− 5400 0.961 0.960 0.061 −0.03 0.94
5100− 5400 0.961 0.960 0.061 −0.01 0.97
5150− 5400 0.961 0.959 0.061 −0.05 0.94
5150− 5800 0.961 0.961 0.062 0.00 0.98
Table 5.6: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for the variation of the mass window.
Default is (5000 − 5800) GeV/c2.
mass window true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ GeV/c2℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
5000− 5800 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.05 0.99
5000− 5600 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.04 0.99
5000− 5400 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.06 1.00
5100− 5400 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.08 0.99
5150− 5400 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.08 1.01
5150− 5800 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.08 1.00
Table 5.7: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for the variation of the mass win-
dow. Default is (5000 − 5800) GeV/c2.
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Figure 5.13: Toy study results for ts with dierently sized data samples. Default is
0.10 fb−1. The dashed line indiates the average result of the default
t.
luminosity true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ fb−1℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.01 1.530 1.528 0.045 −0.06 1.05
0.05 1.530 1.530 0.020 −0.03 1.00
0.10 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
0.20 1.530 1.532 0.010 0.19 0.98
0.50 1.530 1.532 0.007 0.29 0.99
2.00 1.530 1.532 0.003 0.62 0.99
Table 5.8: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with dierently sized data samples.
Default is 0.10 fb−1.
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luminosity true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ fb−1℄
0.01 0.961 0.959 0.193 −0.11 0.93
0.05 0.961 0.958 0.086 −0.08 0.96
0.10 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
0.20 0.961 0.961 0.043 −0.02 0.98
0.50 0.961 0.962 0.027 0.02 0.98
2.00 0.961 0.961 0.014 0.03 0.96
Table 5.9: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with dierently sized data sam-
ples. Default is 0.10 fb−1.
luminosity true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ fb−1℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.01 1.500 1.496 0.093 −0.08 0.99
0.05 1.500 1.500 0.042 0.03 0.94
0.10 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
0.20 1.500 1.500 0.021 −0.01 1.07
0.50 1.500 1.500 0.013 −0.04 1.03
2.00 1.500 1.499 0.007 −0.10 0.97
Table 5.10: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with dierently sized data
samples. Default is 0.10 fb−1.
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Figure 5.14: Toy study results for ts with a wrong signal fration for B0s → K+K−.
Default is 1.00. The dashed line indiates the average result of the
default t.
been varied by a sale fator between 0.9 and 1.1. This has been ompensated by all
other hannels while keeping their relative frations. No systemati error is assigned
as this is merely a ross-hek of the simplied tting approah. Systemati eets
leading to wrong signal frations an originate from wrong templates for the variables
used in the signal fration ts. These will be studied in setions 5.2.3.1 and 5.2.3.2.
The results are summarised in gure 5.14 and tables 5.11 to 5.13. The ts were
performed on the same data set, hene, the errors are fully orrelated. All t parameters
show exellent stability whih onrm that statistial utuations in the signal frations
have no inuene on the lifetime t. This also underlines the validity of the approah
of xing the signal frations to their true average values in all toy ts that share the
true signal frations with the standard sample.
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sf(B0s → K+K−) true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.00 1.01
0.95 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.00 1.01
1.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.05 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.10 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.00 1.00
Table 5.11: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with a wrong signal fration for
B0s → K+K−. Default is 1.00.
sf(B0s → K+K−) true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.90 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
0.95 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.05 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.10 0.961 0.960 0.062 −0.01 0.99
Table 5.12: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with a wrong signal fration
for B0s → K+K−. Default is 1.00.
sf(B0s → K+K−) true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.04 1.00
0.95 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.05 1.00
1.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.05 1.500 1.499 0.029 −0.06 1.00
1.10 1.500 1.499 0.029 −0.06 1.00
Table 5.13: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with a wrong signal fra-
tion for B0s → K+K−. Default is 1.00.
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Figure 5.15: Toy study results for the variation of the tter parameter ǫ. Default
is ǫ = 1 × 10−2. The dashed line indiates the average result of the
default t.
5.2.2.4 Variation of the ǫ Parameter
The last stability hek is the variation of the parameter ǫ, whih is used in the method
to avoid negative probability densities (see setion 4.3.2.3). The default value used in
the tter is ǫ = 0.01. This value has been varied by one order of magnitude in either
diretion.
Figure 5.15 shows the toy results for the three t parameters as a funtion of ǫ. The
error bars shown are the full statistial error for eah t. For the variation of ǫ all t
parameters show exellent stability.
Tables 5.14 to 5.16 summarise the numerial results of the ts with dierent values
of ǫ. In addition to the values shown in gure 5.15 they also give the respetive values
for pull mean and pull sigma as obtained by a Gaussian t.
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ǫ true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
1× 10−1 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.00
3× 10−2 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1× 10−2 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
3× 10−3 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1× 10−3 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
Table 5.14: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for the variation of the tter parameter ǫ.
Default is ǫ = 1× 10−2.
ǫ true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
1× 10−1 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
3× 10−2 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1× 10−2 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
3× 10−3 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1× 10−3 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
Table 5.15: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for the variation of the tter param-
eter ǫ. Default is ǫ = 1× 10−2.
ǫ true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
1× 10−1 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
3× 10−2 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1× 10−2 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
3× 10−3 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1× 10−3 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
Table 5.16: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for the variation of the tter
parameter ǫ. Default is ǫ = 1× 10−2.
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Figure 5.16: Bias applied to δ logLK template to model the dierene between the
re-weighted and the true distribution (solid line). The dashed line in-
diates the unbiased ase.
5.2.3 Systemati Unertainties of Lifetime Measurements with
B0(s) → h+h′− Events
This setion summarises tests that have been performed using toy MC data sets to
evaluate the size of potential systemati unertainties of the lifetime tting method.
The tting proess has been simplied, as disussed in the previous setion, by xing
the input signal frations as well as the Λ0b lifetime and that of three-body deays to
their respetive true average values. Sine all ts for one given test are performed on
the same data sample, the errors shown are fully orrelated and any utuation has to
be seen as a systemati eet.
5.2.3.1 Impat of Wrong δ logLK Templates
Related to the variation of the signal frations is the study of the impat of wrong
templates for the variables used to distinguish the various signal lasses. The rst
to be heked is the template for δ logLK . The PID templates are obtained by re-
weighting the distributions measured in D0 → π+K− deays aording to the dierent
distributions in momentum and transverse momentum. It has been shown that this
method is able to determine the orret distributions for B0(s) → h+h′− deays up to a
small unertainty [29℄. This unertainty has been modelled and applied to the templates
used in the tter. Three senarios have been studied in addition to the default one: one
with the full bias (as shown in gure 5.16), one with 2/3 of the bias, and one with 1/3
of the bias. The δ logLK templates are among the ingredients for the signal fration
t, hene, for this study, both signal fration and lifetime ts have been performed.
The results of the tests are summarised in gure 5.17 and tables 5.17 to 5.19. The
t results show some sensitivity to mis-alibrations of the δ logLK distribution. The
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Figure 5.17: Toy study results for ts with a biased δ logLK template. Default is
0.00. The dashed line indiates the average result of the default t.
bias sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
0.33 1.530 1.532 0.015 0.12 0.97
0.67 1.530 1.532 0.015 0.15 0.96
1.00 1.530 1.532 0.015 0.16 0.96
Table 5.17: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with a biased δ logLK template.
Default is 0.00.
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bias sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
0.33 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.97
0.67 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.00 0.961 0.962 0.061 0.00 0.97
Table 5.18: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with a biased δ logLK tem-
plate. Default is 0.00.
bias sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
0.33 1.500 1.502 0.030 0.04 1.03
0.67 1.500 1.501 0.030 0.04 1.03
1.00 1.500 1.501 0.030 0.04 1.04
Table 5.19: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with a biased δ logLK
template. Default is 0.00.
maximal deviations from the respetive default values are taken as systemati uner-
tainties.
It may be expeted that the method to obtain the PID distributions from data an be
improved, e.g. by the usage of equally populated bins in the p-pT plane. Therefore, these
systemati unertainties have the potential to be redued in the future. Eventually, a
study with the measured dierenes between the re-weighted and the true distributions
should be used instead of the parametrisation used here.
5.2.3.2 Impat of Wrong m(B0s → K+K−) Templates
The invariant mass templates are another ingredient to the signal fration t. A sale
fator between 0.9 and 1.1 has been applied to the mass axis of the template for the
mass distribution of B0s → K+K− events, suh that
f(mKK)→ f(m0 + scale× (mKK −m0)), (5.5)
where the entre of the saling, m0, has been set to the peak of the distribution suh
that its position remains unhanged. A hange of the mass sale an be expeted from
mis-alibration of the magneti eld or from misalignments suh as x translations of
the stations of IT and OT whih are a linear funtion of their respetive z position.
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Figure 5.18: Toy study results for ts with a wrongly xed m(B0s → K+K−) sale.
Default is 1.00. The dashed line indiates the average result of the
default t.
These eets would aet all hannels alike. Dierenes between the hannels may
arise from eets linked to the daughter partiles suh as nal state radiation. Thus,
the study of the saling of the B0s → K+K− template alone is learly a worst ase
senario.
Figure 5.18 and tables 5.20 to 5.22 summarise the results. Some dependeny on the
sale fator an be observed, partiularly for the largest deviations from nominal. The
mass line shape is expeted to be well under ontrol. Mis-alibrations beyond the few
per-ent level should be visible in the mass projetion of the signal fration t. Hene,
the maximal deviations for a saling of ±5% are taken as systemati unertainties to
aount for a possible lak of understanding of the mass line shape.
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m(B0s → K+K−) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.530 1.528 0.014 −0.20 0.99
0.95 1.530 1.530 0.014 −0.05 0.99
1.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.05 1.530 1.529 0.014 −0.08 1.01
1.10 1.530 1.527 0.014 −0.20 1.01
Table 5.20: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with a wrongly xed
m(B0s → K+K−) sale. Default is 1.00.
m(B0s → K+K−) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.90 0.961 0.962 0.079 −0.01 0.97
0.95 0.961 0.961 0.066 0.00 0.97
1.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.05 0.961 0.962 0.067 0.00 0.97
1.10 0.961 0.960 0.076 −0.05 0.97
Table 5.21: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with a wrongly xed
m(B0s → K+K−) sale. Default is 1.00.
m(B0s → K+K−) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.500 1.491 0.031 −0.32 1.02
0.95 1.500 1.497 0.029 −0.13 1.00
1.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.05 1.500 1.497 0.031 −0.12 0.99
1.10 1.500 1.498 0.036 −0.07 1.01
Table 5.22: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with a wrongly xed
m(B0s → K+K−) sale. Default is 1.00.
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Figure 5.19: Toy study results for ts with varying signal frations. Default is 0.67.
The dashed line indiates the average result of the default t.
5.2.3.3 Variation of the Level of Combinatorial Bakground
The treatment of ombinatorial bakground is a entral part of the lifetime tter (see
setion 4.3.2). Therefore, it has been studied how dierent levels of ombinatorial
bakground aet the lifetime tting proess. In the full mass window the level of
ombinatorial bakground is estimated to amount to 1/3 of all events, whih orre-
sponds to a signal fration (the sum of all exlusive hannels) of S/(S + B) = 2/3.
This signal fration has been varied between 1/3 and 9/10 by varying the amount of
ombinatorial bakground, i.e. by maintaining the number of signal events.
The results are summarised in gure 5.19 and tables 5.23 to 5.25. The dependeny
on the level of ombinatorial bakground an be understood as the intrinsi systemati
unertainty of the tting method, sine a pure signal t is unbiased. Given that the
level of ombinatorial bakground an be ontrolled to some extent by varying the
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S/(S +B) true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.33 1.530 1.532 0.015 0.11 0.97
0.50 1.530 1.532 0.015 0.14 0.98
0.67 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
0.90 1.530 1.530 0.014 −0.04 1.01
Table 5.23: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with varying signal frations. Default
is 0.67.
S/(S +B) true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.33 0.961 0.963 0.064 0.01 0.97
0.50 0.961 0.961 0.063 −0.04 0.96
0.67 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
0.90 0.961 0.959 0.059 −0.06 1.00
Table 5.24: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with varying signal frations.
Default is 0.67.
S/(S +B) true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.33 1.500 1.501 0.030 0.01 1.00
0.50 1.500 1.500 0.030 −0.04 0.95
0.67 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
0.90 1.500 1.500 0.030 0.00 1.00
Table 5.25: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with varying signal fra-
tions. Default is 0.67.
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Figure 5.20: Toy study results for ts with varying turning point distributions. See
text for details. Default is all 1.00. The dashed line indiates the
average result of the default t.
mass window, a systemati unertainty of ±0.001 is assigned to all three observables.
The fat that the errors are almost onstant for the dierent levels of ombinatorial
bakground underlines the high statistial power of the tting method.
5.2.3.4 Dierent Lifetime Aeptane Funtions
It has been disussed in setion 4.3.2.2 how the average aeptane funtions are ob-
tained from data. In the standard toy MC generator the turning points dening the
event-by-event aeptane funtions have been generated using a Gaussian distribution
with mean 1.0 ps and width 0.1 ps for all hannels. However, as the turning points are,
to rst order, given by the lifetime biasing uts (ommon to all deays) and the angular
distributions of the traks involved, whih may dier for dierent deay modes, it is
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turning point mean true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
bg. 0.90 1.530 1.527 0.014 −0.17 0.98
bg. 0.90, B0s → K+K− 0.95 1.530 1.528 0.014 −0.18 1.02
B0s → K+K− 0.90 1.530 1.530 0.015 −0.01 1.03
all 1.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
Table 5.26: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with varying turning point distribu-
tions. See text for details. Default is all 1.00.
turning point mean true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄
bg. 0.90 0.961 0.967 0.061 0.08 0.95
bg. 0.90, B0s → K+K− 0.95 0.961 0.966 0.061 0.05 0.96
B0s → K+K− 0.90 0.961 0.962 0.061 −0.04 0.95
all 1.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
Table 5.27: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with varying turning point
distributions. See text for details. Default is all 1.00.
not guaranteed that all turning point distributions are the same. If one distribution is
distint from all others this ats as an additional distinguishing variable leading to a
quasi bakground-free t for that partiular hannel. Therefore, the only thing to be
studied is dierent but overlapping turning point distributions.
Three senarios have been studied in addition to the default one. In all ases the
mean of some of the turning point distributions has been varied while the width was
kept onstant. The rst senario was produed with events where the turning point
distribution for ombinatorial bakground had a mean of 0.90 ps. In the seond senario
the B0s → K+K− distribution was generated with a mean of 0.95 ps, in addition to the
hanges of the rst senario. Finally, for the third senario, only the B0s → K+K−
distribution was altered from its nominal shape to a mean of 0.90 ps.
The results are summarised in gure 5.20 and tables 5.26 to 5.28. It is apparent that
the most ritial turning point distribution is that of the ombinatorial bakground.
In general, it is not surprising that the B0d lifetime measurement is more aeted
by ombinatorial bakground than the B0s → K+K− lifetime measurement. This is
beause the ombinatorial bakground is simulated to onsist purely of pions. While
this is true to a large extent, the eet of ombinatorial bakground on theB0s → K+K−
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turning point mean true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
bg. 0.90 1.500 1.500 0.030 −0.03 0.96
bg. 0.90, B0s → K+K− 0.95 1.500 1.499 0.029 −0.04 1.00
B0s → K+K− 0.90 1.500 1.499 0.029 −0.06 0.98
all 1.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
Table 5.28: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with varying turning point
distributions. See text for details. Default is all 1.00.
measurement might be underestimated. Therefore, a systemati unertainty due to the
treatment of the average aeptane funtions in the tter of ±0.002 ps is assigned to
the B0s → K+K− measurement. The value of 0.002 ps is taken as the mean between
the observed (and potentially underestimated) unertainty for B0s → K+K− of 0.001 ps
and that for the B0d lifetime of 0.003 ps. The other unertainties are assigned as the
maximal deviations observed.
5.2.3.5 Dierent Bakground Lifetime Distributions
The lifetime distribution for ombinatorial bakground has been simulated with a short
lived omponent of τ = 0.5 ps (relative fration 90%) and a long lived omponent of
τ = 10 ps (relative fration 10%). This roughly mathes the distribution of the full MC
simulation. The lak of a long lived omponent an potentially ause more problems
related to avoiding negative probability densities (see setion 4.3.2.3).
In addition to the default senario, three other distributions for ombinatorial bak-
ground have been studied. The rst senario ontains a larger amount of the long
lived omponent (1/3 instead of 10%). However, this is expeted not to be a realis-
ti senario. The seond senario ontains a omponent with a signal-like lifetime of
τ = 1.5 ps in addition to the short and long omponents. All have a relative fration
of 1/3. The third senario only ontains the short lived omponent.
The results for the various senarios are summarised in gure 5.21 and tables 5.29
to 5.31. The t results appear to be reasonably stable with respet to varying lifetime
distributions of ombinatorial bakground. The dierenes between the `default' and
the `short only' senario are taken as systemati unertainties. Again, the B0s → K+K−
unertainty is inreased to 0.002 ps to aount for the potentially larger inuene of
ombinatorial bakground.
Dierent mass shapes for the ombinatorial bakground have not been studied. The
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Figure 5.21: Toy study results for ts with dierent bakground lifetime distribu-
tions. See text for details. The dashed line indiates the average result
of the default t.
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bg. distribution true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
short, long 1.530 1.531 0.015 0.07 0.99
short, medium, long 1.530 1.532 0.015 0.11 1.03
short only 1.530 1.533 0.013 0.26 1.15
default 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
Table 5.29: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with dierent bakground lifetime
distributions. See text for details.
bg. distribution true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
short, long 0.961 0.967 0.063 −0.03 0.99
short, medium, long 0.961 0.962 0.063 −0.02 0.95
short only 0.961 0.958 0.060 −0.09 0.97
default 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
Table 5.30: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with dierent bakground
lifetime distributions. See text for details.
at distribution is expeted to be reasonably lose to the one that will be observed in
data. A hange in this distribution an eetively be seen as a hange in the signal
fration whih has been studied in setion 5.2.3.3.
5.2.3.6 Impat of Wrong Proper Time Resolutions
The nominal proper time resolution is about 40 fs. This an hange due to mis-
alibrations of the detetor suh as misalignments (see setion 5.4). This setion studies
the eet of an inrease of the proper time resolution up to 80 fs. The values studied
here roughly orrespond to those observed in the misalignment studies as disussed
bg. distribution true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
short, long 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.04 0.97
short, medium, long 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.09 0.96
short only 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.06 1.03
default 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
Table 5.31: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with dierent bakground
lifetime distributions. See text for details.
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Figure 5.22: Toy study results for ts with wrong proper time resolutions. The
values are only varied in the generator while the default of 40 fs is
kept in the tter. The dashed line indiates the average result of the
default t.
in setion 5.4.2.3. While the input data are generated with the varied proper time
resolutions, the tter assumes the nominal resolution of 40 fs.
Figure 5.22 and tables 5.32 to 5.34 summarise the results. Sine the worsening of
the proper time resolution due to misalignments is expeted to be at most 10%, any
deviations of the ts with a resolution of 45 fs are taken as systemati unertainties.
Despite the fat that exellent proper time resolution is less important for lifetime
measurements, it is ruial for measurements aiming at resolving osillations in avour-
tagged B0s deays.
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proper time resolution true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[fs℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
40 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
45 1.530 1.530 0.015 −0.01 1.00
60 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.02 0.99
80 1.530 1.531 0.015 0.05 1.00
Table 5.32: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with wrong proper time resolutions.
The values are only varied in the generator while the default of 40 fs is
kept in the tter.
proper time resolution true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[fs℄
40 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
45 0.961 0.960 0.061 −0.02 0.95
60 0.961 0.961 0.061 −0.03 0.97
80 0.961 0.962 0.061 −0.01 0.98
Table 5.33: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with wrong proper time res-
olutions. The values are only varied in the generator while the default
of 40 fs is kept in the tter.
proper time resolution true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[fs℄ [ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
40 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
45 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 0.98
60 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.06 0.98
80 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.04 0.97
Table 5.34: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with wrong proper time
resolutions. The values are only varied in the generator while the default
of 40 fs is kept in the tter.
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Figure 5.23: Toy study results for ts with a wrongly xed Λ0b lifetime. Default is
1.00. The dashed line indiates the average result of the default t.
5.2.3.7 Impat of Wrongly Fixed Λ0b Lifetime
The Λ0b lifetime has been xed in the ts used for the systemati studies. Therefore,
the impat of a wrong value of the Λ0b lifetime has been studied. Its value has been
saled by a fator between 0.9 and 1.1 ompared to the true average value.
The results are summarised in gure 5.23 and tables 5.35 to 5.37. A strong depen-
dene on the Λ0b lifetime value is observed for all three t parameters, strongest for the
B0d lifetime. The Λ
0
b lifetime is known to a preision of about 3% [12℄. Hene, xing
this lifetime in the real t would lead to a systemati unertainty of about 0.002 for all
observables. However, as the full t did not show any bias ompared to the redued
t, no systemati unertainty is assigned.
As an alternative to xing the Λ0b lifetime the mass window an be tightened to an
upper limit of 5400 MeV/c2. This would exlude most of the events from Λ0b deays.
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τ(Λ0b) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.530 1.538 0.015 0.53 1.01
0.95 1.530 1.534 0.015 0.24 1.01
1.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.05 1.530 1.527 0.015 −0.24 1.02
1.10 1.530 1.523 0.014 −0.46 1.03
Table 5.35: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with a wrongly xed Λ
0
b lifetime.
Default is 1.00.
τ(Λ0b) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.90 0.961 0.966 0.061 0.06 0.95
0.95 0.961 0.963 0.061 0.00 0.93
1.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.05 0.961 0.958 0.061 −0.05 0.99
1.10 0.961 0.956 0.061 −0.09 0.97
Table 5.36: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with a wrongly xed Λ
0
b life-
time. Default is 1.00.
τ(Λ0b) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.500 1.503 0.030 0.06 1.00
0.95 1.500 1.501 0.030 0.01 1.00
1.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.05 1.500 1.497 0.030 −0.12 1.00
1.10 1.500 1.495 0.030 −0.19 1.00
Table 5.37: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with a wrongly xed Λ0b
lifetime. Default is 1.00.
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Figure 5.24: Toy study results for ts with a wrongly xed 3−body lifetime. Default
is 1.00. The dashed line indiates the average result of the default t.
In this ase, a systemati unertainty of about 0.001 would have to be assigned to all
observables aording to setion 5.2.2.1.
5.2.3.8 Impat of Wrongly Fixed Three-Body Lifetime
Similarly to the previous setion, the lifetime for three-body deays has been xed. It
has been varied by a sale fator between 0.9 and 1.1.
Figure 5.24 and tables 5.38 to 5.40 summarise the results. A similar, however weaker,
dependeny ompared to the Λ0b lifetime is observed. Again, no systemati unertainty
is assigned, as the full t is unbiased. A tightening of the mass window to exlude
most of the three-body bakground would lead to the assignment of a systemati error
of 0.001 to all t parameters, as disussed in the previous setion.
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τ(3−body) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.530 1.533 0.015 0.22 0.99
0.95 1.530 1.532 0.015 0.12 1.02
1.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.05 1.530 1.528 0.014 −0.15 1.02
1.10 1.530 1.525 0.014 −0.36 1.04
Table 5.38: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with a wrongly xed 3−body lifetime.
Default is 1.00.
τ(3−body) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.90 0.961 0.957 0.061 −0.08 0.97
0.95 0.961 0.959 0.061 −0.03 0.98
1.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.05 0.961 0.962 0.061 0.00 0.94
1.10 0.961 0.964 0.061 0.03 0.96
Table 5.39: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with a wrongly xed 3−body
lifetime. Default is 1.00.
τ(3−body) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.07 1.00
0.95 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.05 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.03 1.00
1.10 1.500 1.500 0.030 −0.02 1.00
Table 5.40: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with a wrongly xed 3−
body lifetime. Default is 1.00.
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Figure 5.25: Toy study results for ts with a wrongly xed τ(B0s → K+K−) sale.
Default is 1.00. The dashed line indiates the average result of the
default t.
5.2.3.9 Impat of Wrongly Fixed Average B0s → K+K− Lifetime
Fixed values for the average signal lifetimes are used in the alulation of the average
aeptane funtions. It has been disussed in setion 4.3.2.2 that these an be updated
in a seond iteration of the t if their values prove to be wrong in the rst iteration.
In order for this to work the dependene on wrong input values has to be suiently
small. In this setion, the average B0s → K+K− lifetime has been saled by a fator
between 0.9 and 1.1.
The results are summarised in gure 5.25 and tables 5.41 to 5.43. Perfet stability
is observed suh that no systemati unertainty has to be assigned.
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τ(B0s → K+K−) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
0.95 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.05 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.10 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.00
Table 5.41: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with a wrongly xed τ(B
0
s → K+K−)
sale. Default is 1.00.
τ(B0s → K+K−) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.90 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
0.95 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.05 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.10 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
Table 5.42: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with a wrongly xed
τ(B0s → K+K−) sale. Default is 1.00.
τ(B0s → K+K−) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
0.95 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.05 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.10 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
Table 5.43: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with a wrongly xed
τ(B0s → K+K−) sale. Default is 1.00.
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Figure 5.26: Toy study results for ts with a wrongly xed τ(bg) sale. Default is
1.00. The dashed line indiates the average result of the default t.
5.2.3.10 Impat of Wrongly Fixed Average Bakground Lifetime
Similar to the previous setion, the values for the average lifetimes of ombinatorial
bakground omponents have been varied. The variation is again given by a sale fator
between 0.9 and 1.1.
Figure 5.26 and tables 5.44 to 5.46 summarise the results. In this ase, a rather strong
dependeny is observed, partiularly for the B0d lifetime measurement. However, with
the size of the bakground sample used in the toy experiments of this study it should
be feasible to measure the bakground lifetime distribution to about 1% statistial
preision. Using a seond iteration of the t, this would lead to a redued dependeny.
Hene, a systemati unertainty of only 0.001 ps is assigned to the two diret lifetime
measurements while no unertainty is assigned to the lifetime ratio measurement.
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τ(bg) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.530 1.520 0.014 −0.72 1.03
0.95 1.530 1.525 0.014 −0.34 1.02
1.00 1.530 1.530 0.015 0.01 1.01
1.05 1.530 1.534 0.015 0.30 1.02
1.10 1.530 1.538 0.015 0.55 1.00
Table 5.44: Toy study results for τ(B0d) for ts with a wrongly xed τ(bg) sale.
Default is 1.00.
τ(bg) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
0.90 0.961 0.960 0.061 −0.05 0.96
0.95 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 1.00
1.00 0.961 0.961 0.061 0.00 0.98
1.05 0.961 0.960 0.061 −0.01 0.98
1.10 0.961 0.960 0.061 −0.02 0.97
Table 5.45: Toy study results for τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) for ts with a wrongly xed τ(bg)
sale. Default is 1.00.
τ(bg) sale true value avg. result avg. error pull mean pull width
[ps℄ [ps℄ [ps℄
0.90 1.500 1.501 0.030 0.03 0.99
0.95 1.500 1.500 0.030 −0.01 0.99
1.00 1.500 1.499 0.030 −0.06 1.00
1.05 1.500 1.498 0.030 −0.08 1.00
1.10 1.500 1.497 0.030 −0.11 1.01
Table 5.46: Toy study results for τ(B0s → K+K−) for ts with a wrongly xed τ(bg)
sale. Default is 1.00.
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τ(B0d) [ps℄ τ(B
0
s )/τ(B
0
d) τ(B
0
s → K+K−) [ps℄
statistial unertainty 0.015 0.061 0.030
soure of systemati unertainty
δ logLK templates 0.002 0.001 0.003
m(B0s → K+K−) template 0.001 0.001 0.002
ombinatorial bakground level 0.001 0.001 0.001
avg. lifetime aeptane funtions 0.003 0.006 0.002
bakground lifetime shape 0.003 0.003 0.002
misalignments/ proper time error 0.000 0.001 0.000
Λ0b lifetime 0.000 0.000 0.000
three-body lifetime 0.000 0.000 0.000
average B0s → K+K− lifetime 0.000 0.000 0.000
average bakground lifetime 0.001 0.000 0.001
total 0.005 0.007 0.005
Table 5.47: Summary of systemati unertainties disussed in this setion.
5.2.3.11 Summary of Systemati Unertainties
The systemati unertainties studied and disussed in the previous setions are sum-
marised in table 5.47. The dominant unertainty for the B0s → K+K− lifetime mea-
surement is the knowledge of the δ logLK template. Variations in the average lifetime
aeptane funtions are another major soure of systemati unertainties (dominant
for the B0d lifetime and the lifetime ratio measurement). Future improvements in the
method of extrating the average lifetime aeptane funtions and eventually the
knowledge of the atual distributions observed in data will allow a more reliable as-
sessment of this unertainty.
The last signiant soure of systemati unertainties is the lifetime shape of the om-
binatorial bakground. This essentially desribes the quality of the method of treating
ombinatorial bakground developed for this tter (see setion 4.3.2). Also here, the
knowledge of the real distribution from data will allow a more reliable estimation of
the systemati unertainty.
The only soures of systemati unertainties whih an be expeted to have a signi-
ant orrelation are the level of ombinatorial bakground and the shape of the lifetime
distribution of ombinatorial bakground. As the unertainty assigned to the rst is
small this orrelation is ignored and all unertainties are added in quadrature. The
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total systemati unertainties are given in table 5.47.
Using the t results quoted in table 5.4 and the systemati unertainties given in
table 5.47 a t of a data sample equivalent to an integrated luminosity of 0.1 fb−1
would yield the following result:
τ(B0d) = (1.530± 0.015stat. ± 0.005syst.) ps
τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) = 0.961± 0.061stat. ± 0.007syst.
τ(B0s → K+K−) = (1.498± 0.030stat. ± 0.005syst.) ps. (5.6)
The studies presented here estimate the eets of one level of lifetime biasing seletion
uts and their orretion within the lifetime tting method. However, there are several
levels of seletions in the LHCb data taking, i.e. at trigger level and during the o-line
seletion. The seletions are similar and so should be their systemati eets. But
as the lifetime aeptane has to be evaluated for all seletion levels, some systemati
unertainties may be slightly larger for the full t. Sine the aeptanes should mostly
overlap, it is expeted that the hange in the systemati unertainties is small, whih
is therefore ignored at this stage.
The measurement of ∆Γs in the SM senario, as disussed in setion 5.1.1, would
have roughly the same relative unertainty as τ(B0s → K+K−). Hene, the size of
the data set studied here would be suient to math the preision expeted for
the TeVatron experiments at 9 fb−1 (see setion 5.1.3). To ahieve a measurement
of τ(B0s → K+K−) with a preision of 0.8%, suient for a 5σ measurement of ∆Γs
assuming ∆Γs/Γs=0.10, a data sample of 0.7 fb
−1
is needed. Aording to the urrent
LHC running senarios suh a data sample would be available in 2011. The next setion
disusses opportunities for interesting measurements with early data.
5.3 Early Physis Measurements
Lifetime measurements using B0(s) → h+h′− events require a reasonably long period
of data taking in order to aquire a sample of suient size for measurements with
sensitivity to New Physis. However, while B physis is learly the main priority
at LHCb, also deays of other partiles an be studied. The ross-setion for the
prodution of cc pairs is about ve times higher than that for produing bb pairs.
Hene, D mesons are produed in abundane at the LHC. The deays of D0 mesons
into two harged hadrons have been studied due to their similarity to B0(s) → h+h′−
deays.
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Cut type Cut value
(IP/σ(IP ))h > 4
phT in GeV/c > 0.5
ph in GeV/c > 5
pDT in GeV/c > 1.5
LD/σ(LD) > 4
(IP/σ(IP ))D < 3
χ2(vertex) < 10
cos θ > 0.99993
Table 5.48: Cuts for the seletion of D0 → h+h′− events using the full reonstru-
tion on events that have passed the trigger.
D0 → h+h′− deays have higher branhing ratios than their B partners, however
with larger dierenes among them. The most abundant is the Cabibbo allowed deay
D0 → π+K− with a branhing ratio of about 4% [12℄. The same mode with the harge
onjugate nal state (D0 → K+π−) is doubly Cabibbo suppressed and has a branhing
ratio of roughly 0.015%. Finally, the two modes with two hadrons of the same avour
are singly Cabibbo suppressed and have branhing ratios of 0.4% (D0 → K+K−) and
0.14% (D0 → π+π−), respetively.
Several observables that are aessible via lifetime measurements in D0 → h+h′−
deays have been introdued in setion 1.5. It has been pointed out that these mea-
surements as well as others in the harm setor have a high potential for revealing New
Physis [82℄.
5.3.1 Seleting Prompt D0 → h+h′− Events
The rst seletion of prompt D0 → h+h′− events in LHCb has been designed for the
studies presented here. It follows the seletion for B0(s) → h+h′− events. All uts apart
from the one on the transverse momentum of the mother partile have been loosened
sine the D has a shorter lifetime ompared to the B and the daughter traks arry
less momentum. One ut has been added to suppress the ontamination from true
D deays originating from B deays: as the B deays into at least one other partile
when deaying into a D, the diretion of ight of the D usually diers from that of the
B and hene does not point towards the PV. Therefore, a powerful ut is that on the
angle θ between the D momentum and the line onneting the D deay vertex with
the PV.
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Figure 5.27: Distributions for cos θ(D0) (left) and pT (D
0) (right) for D0 → π+K−
events (red, solid line) and ombinatorial bakground (blak, dashed
line).
The ut values are summarised in table 5.48. The uts on the transverse momentum
of the mother partile and on cos θ are not very eient for the signal hannels, however
they were found to be very powerful in suppressing bakground (see gure 5.27). Due
to the abundane of D deays in LHCb suh a tight seletion still results in high signal
rates with very low bakground rates.
Figure 5.28 shows the invariant mass distribution after the D0 → h+h′− seletion has
been applied to a sample of about 1.8 million minimum bias events that have passed
the L0 trigger. The events have been reonstruted under the hypothesis that the
positive trak has the mass of a harged pion while the negative is a harged kaon.
Exellent separation between signal and bakground is ahieved despite the fat that
no PID information has been exploited at this point. Within ±25 MeV/c2 around the
nominal D0 mass, 151 signal events are reonstruted and 39 events are identied to
be bakground.
Unlike B0(s) → h+h′−, the mass of harged kaons is assigned to both partiles when
alulating the invariant mass for all further studies. Compared to the π+K− hypoth-
esis it has the advantage that it does not suppress the respetive harge-onjugate
deays, i.e. in K+π−. The distributions for D0 → K+K− and D0 → K+π− deays
are lose together to allow a tight mass window, while still being separated due to
the good mass resolution of roughly 8 MeV/c2. The disadvantage of using the K+K−
hypothesis (whih is also why it is not used for measurements involving B0s → K+K−)
is that three-body deays into nal states involving partiles lighter than kaons an
be reonstruted with invariant masses inside the mass window. One possibility to
further suppress bakground, whih has not been exploited, is to apply a ut on the
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Figure 5.28: Invariant mass distribution after appliation of the D0 → h+h′− sele-
tion. The events have been reonstruted under the hypothesis that the
positive trak has the mass of a harged pion while the negative is a
harged kaon. In the umulative distribution the red area orresponds
to true D0 → π+K− deays while the blue depits bakground events.
larger of the two δ logLK values of the daughter traks, as this should be a kaon for
both hannels of interest.
Due to the lak of a full simulation for prompt three-body D deays, the ontribution
of these hannels had to be evaluated by a generator level study. The distributions of
several possible three-body D deays were studied by generating events aording to
a at phase spae, adding resolution eets and reonstruting the invariant mass of
two harged traks using the K+K− hypothesis. It was found that all distributions lie
either outside the mass window or stay onstrained to the lower mass region. Their
frations inside the mass window and thus their eetive branhing ratios inside the
mass window are given in table 5.49.
The signal yields have been estimated by applying the o-line seletion to a sample
of so-alled L0 trigger-stripped minimum bias events, i.e. events that reet the data
sample at the input to the HLT. Assuming the nominal HLT input rate of 1 MHz
and an eieny of the HLT seletion of roughly 1/3, the frequeny of signal events
written to tape an be diretly alulated from the number of seleted signal events.
For example, three seleted events in an input sample of 106 events would lead to a
frequeny of 1 Hz of reorded signal events.
Table 5.50 shows the estimated yields for the harm deays under study, when apply-
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Channel BR in % fration in mass window in % BReff in %
D0 → K−π+π0 14 2.16 0.30
D0 → K−e+ν 3.6 6.92 0.25
D0 → K−µ+ν 3.3 6.76 0.22
D0 → KSπ+π− 3 0 0.00
D+ → (K−π+)π+ 9 1.9 0.17
D+ → (K−π+)e+ν 4 0.26 0.01
D+ → (K−π+)µ+ν 4 0.05 0.00
D+ → K+(K−π+) 1 0 0.00
total 0.95
Table 5.49: Contributions from three-body bakground reonstruted under the
K+K− mass hypothesis. BReff denotes the eetive BR inside the
mass window. The brakets for the D+ deays denote the partiles that
have been used to alulate the invariant mass.
Channel BR in % BReff in % Frequeny to tape in Hz
D0 → π+K− 4 2.4 20
D0 → K+K− 0.4 0.4 3.3
D0 → π+π− 0.14 0.0 0
three-body 1.2 10
Table 5.50: Estimated yields for two-body and three-body D deays. BReff is dened
as in table 5.49.
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ing the mass window as desribed in table 5.48. The three-body ontribution has been
slightly inreased ompared to the study presented above to be onservative. Other
modes whih have been negleted here for this initial study but whih have to be in-
luded in a full simulation study are deays of the D±s meson, e.g. into K
+K−π± or
π+π−π±.
5.3.2 Lifetime Measurements with D0 → h+h′− Events
Lifetime measurements withD0 → h+h′− events oer several opportunities for interest-
ing measurements. The earliest aessible quantity is yCP whih, as dened in equation
1.90, an be measured through a lifetime ratio measurement of D0 → π+K− and
D0 → K+K− events.
The tter desribed in this and the previous hapter forB0(s) → h+h′− events has been
adapted for D0 → h+h′− events. The t parameters are the D0 → π+K− lifetime, yCP ,
and a lifetime assigned to the bakground from three-body D deays. New templates
have been obtained to desribe the invariant mass distributions.
The templates for δ logLK where taken from the B0(s) → h+h′− studies. Eventually,
the PID templates will be obtained from D deays diretly as they an be seleted in
a lean way. For the simulation studies presented here, the impat of the dierenes
between the PID templates for D and B on the lifetime ts should be negligible.
5.3.2.1 Bakground from Seondary D Deays
An additional ompliation, ompared to the t to B0(s) → h+h′− events, arises from D
deays for whih the D does not originate from the PV. Sine most B deays involve
a D meson in their deay hain this bakground is a priori very high. The uts whih
ensure the D diretion of ight to be ompatible with an origin at the PV suppress the
bakground from seondary D deays. However, for small B lifetimes or for D deays
in the diretion of ight of the B mesons, seondary D deays are an indistinguishable
bakground.
The tter has to be adapted to aount for the double deay hain of seondary D
mesons. Therefore, the PDF for a simple partile deay,
f(t) =
1
τ
e−t/τ , (5.7)
has to be replaed by the onvolution of two exponential deay funtions
f(t) =
1
τB − τD
(
e−t/τB − e−t/τD) . (5.8)
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This model has been tested to be unbiased with a sample of pure seondary D deays.
The assumption that allows this simple extension of the formalism is that both deays
our in the same diretion suh that the total measured distane of ight is the sum
of the ight distanes of the B and the D mesons.
One aveat arises from the fat that lifetimes annot be measured diretly. It has
been disussed previously that the lifetime may be replaed by the ratio of lifetime
and mass, whih leaves the ratio of ight distane and momentum as a measurable
observable (see setion 5.1.5). However, in this ase only the D momentum is known
and furthermore it is not lear whih part of the ight distane belongs to the B and
whih to the D. If the overall assumption of the sum of two exponential deays remains
valid for the quantity (LB + LD)/pD, this formula an still be used sine there is no
physis interest in either of the lifetimes. Alternatively, one an attempt to reonstrut
the deay hain B → D∗(Dπ)X, whih would allow a splitting of the distane of ight
by using the D∗ vertex.
Using the 151 signal events seleted from the MC sample mentioned in setion 5.3.1
it has been found that the remaining bakground due to seondary D deays amounts
to about 10% of the seleted events. This fration has been xed to its orret value
in the tter.
5.3.2.2 Toy Monte Carlo Studies with D0 → h+h′− Events
The sensitivity to yCP has been evaluated using a toy MC study. 1000 data sets have
been generated with 125k events eah. The 125k events split up into 42k ombinatorial
bakground, and 83k signal events whih are split aording to table 5.50. This data set
is equivalent to some 40 minutes of data taking under nominal experimental onditions
or to an integrated luminosity of 0.5 pb−1.
The tter rst ts the signal frations whih were then used as input to the lifetime
t. The three-body lifetime has been xed to its true average input value suh that the
D lifetime, obtained from D0 → π+K− deays, and yCP , obtained from D0 → K+K−
deays, were left as free parameters.
The result of a typial signal fration t is shown in gure 5.29. The χ2 desribing
the agreement between t model and input data is 103 for 100 ontributing entries.
The large utuations in the template for D → 3−body deays are due to low statistis
at this extreme upper end of the mass distribution. No larger sample was generated as
this study has to be repeated with full MC simulation for the three-body deays. The
t results of the signal fration tter are unbiased.
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Figure 5.29: Result of a D0 → h+h′− signal fration t. The upper plot shows the
generated distribution as rosses (MC) and the umulative distribu-
tions of the model using the tted signal frations as shaded areas.
The lower plot shows the dierene per bin divided by the statistial
error of the data sample.
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Figure 5.30: Result of a D0 → h+h′− lifetime t. The upper plot shows the gener-
ated distribution as rosses (MC), the distributions of the signal models
using the tted lifetimes as blak lines, the bakground distribution as a
red (dashed) line, and the total distribution aording to the t results
as a blue line. The lower plot shows the dierene per bin between gen-
erated data and total distribution of the model divided by the statistial
error of the data sample.
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An example for a lifetime t result is shown in gure 5.30. The χ2 desribing the
agreement between t model and input data is 123 for 149 ontributing entries.
In the full study, the D lifetime was measured on average as 0.593 ps with an average
unertainty of 0.004 ps. The input value was 0.500 ps. yCP was determined as 0.057
with an error of 0.017 and an input value of 0.060.
The large bias is due to the ontamination from seondary D deays. They are not
distinguished from prompt D deays in the tter suh that every event is treated as
having a 90% probability of being prompt and a 10% probability of being a seondary
D deay. The biases originating from the prompt being treated as seondary and vie
versa do not anel. This results in the overall bias reported above.
5.3.2.3 Prospets for D Lifetime Measurements at LHCb
The presene of seondary D deays is a hallenge for lifetime measurements with
prompt D deays. It is beyond the sope of this thesis to study lifetime tting with
prompt D deays in more detail. However, a few remarks are given below on how to
deal with this bakground.
Key to a suessful t with prompt D deays is a way to distinguish deays of D
mesons from the PV from those originating in B deays. Any variable used for this
purpose will have to exploit the fat that D mesons from B deays are not bound to
point bak to the PV. Hene, one possible variable for a distintion on a statistial
basis is the impat parameter of the D meson. Suh a tehnique has already been
suessfully exploited by the CDF ollaboration [83℄.
Figure 5.31 shows the IP distribution of the D mesons for prompt and seondary
D0 → h+h′− deays after a redued seletion. The two distributions learly dier whih
allows their exploitation for the statistial distintion of the two samples. The main
aspet to be studied is the need for relaxation of seletion uts, partiularly the ut on
cos θ, in order to have aess to this distribution. This an have impliations on the
assumption that B and D y in the same diretion when alulating the onvoluted
PDF (see equation 5.8).
A possible way of suppressing seondary D deays is by reonstruting the deay
hain D∗ → Dπs, where πs denotes a slow pion. Requiring that the D∗ vertex is in
agreement with the PV an suppress D∗ deays from detahed verties. However, it
remains to be studied whether the slow pion an be reonstruted with high eieny
among the numerous traks oming from the PV. Furthermore, the vertex resolution
of the D∗ deay is rather poor due to the low momentum pion. Therefore, it needs to
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Figure 5.31: D0 IP distribution for prompt (red, solid line) and seondary (blak,
dashed line) D0 → h+h′− deays.
be evaluated whether the suppression of seondary bakground outweighs the loss in
statistis due to the additional onstraints.
A toy study similar to the one reported above has been performed to estimate the
improvement neessary to ahieve a preise measurement of yCP . The fration of se-
ondary D deays has been redued from 10% to 1% while all other settings have been
kept. With the same input values the average D lifetime result is 0.514 ps with an error
of 0.002 ps. The result for yCP is 0.056 with an average error of 0.014. This shows that
the bias is signiantly redued, however, still present. Hene, a statistial treatment
of prompt and seondary D deays is mandatory.
The latest HFAG average for yCP has an unertainty of 0.0026 [12℄. To reah this
level of sensitivity, the unertainty quoted above of 0.017 has to be redued by at
least a fator of 7. Hene, the size of the data sample neessary for this measurement
is equivalent to only about 30 pb−1. This data sample is urrently expeted to be
available in 2010.
5.4 Impat of Misalignments On Measurements with
Two-Body Deays
An aurate and eient traking system is of ruial importane to the suess of
the LHCb experiment. The alignment of the traking system is of great importane,
as misalignments potentially ause losses in traking eienies and, hene, physis
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performane.
First studies of the deterioration of the LHCb traking and (software) trigger per-
formane due to residual misalignments in the Vertex Loator (VELO) were disussed
in [84℄
2
. A study of the onsequenes of a misaligned Outer Traker on the signal and
bakground separation of B0(s) → h+h′− deays an be found in [85℄.
Here, the eets of misalignments of both the Vertex Loator and the traking T-
stations on the analysis of the B0(s) → h+h′− deays are investigated. The eets on
the pattern reognition performane, and also on the event seletion eienies and
reonstrution performane are desribed.
The next setion details the implementation of misalignments and the data samples
used for the study. Setion 5.4.2 presents the impat of random misalignments of the
traking detetors on the analysis of B0(s) → h+h′− deays. Setion 5.4.3 presents the
impat of z-saling eets in the VELO.
5.4.1 Implementation of Misalignments
5.4.1.1 Misalignment Sales
The eets of misalignments are assessed in this setion as a funtion of their magni-
tude. No assumptions are made based on the quality of the metrology or the expeted
performane of the alignment algorithms.
The misalignment eets are looked at as a funtion of a misalignment sale. The
sales were hosen to be roughly 1/3 of the detetor single-hit resolution  alled 1σ.
Misalignments were then applied to eah VELO module and sensor, eah IT box and
OT layer following a Gaussian distribution with a sigma orresponding to the 1σ values
(see table 5.51).
For eah sub-detetor 10 sets of suh 1σ misalignments were generated, to avoid any
potentially friendly or atastrophi set of misalignments. Likewise, this proedure
was repeated with the reation of 10 similar sets for eah VELO module and sensor
and eah IT box and OT layer with misalignment sales inreased by fators of 3 (3σ)
and 5 (5σ).
Eah of these 10 misalignment sets were implemented and stored in dediated (on-
ditions) databases. In total 9 databases were produed, orresponding to the 1σ, 3σ
and 5σ misalignments for the VELO, IT and OT detetors.
2
Note that these studies relate to a rather old and obsolete version of the trigger.
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Detetor Translations (µm) Rotations (mrad)
∆x ∆y ∆z Rx Ry Rz
VELO modules 3 3 10 1.00 1.00 0.20
VELO sensors 3 3 10 1.00 1.00 0.20
IT boxes 15 15 50 0.10 0.10 0.10
OT layers 50 0 100 0.05 0.05 0.05
Table 5.51: Misalignment 1σ sales for the VELO modules and sensors, the IT
boxes and OT layers.
5.4.1.2 Data Samples
The study was performed with a 20 k sample of B0d → π+π− events3 for eah senario:
• perfet alignment (denoted 0σ in the rest of the note);
• 1σ, 3σ, and 5σ misalignments for the following ases:
 VELO misalignments,
 IT and OT misalignments,
 and misalignments of VELO, IT and OT.
Eah 20 k sample onsists in reality of 10 sub-samples of 2 k events, eah of whih was
proessed with a dierent one of the 10 sets of a partiular misalignment senario. In
addition, the eets of a systemati hange in the VELO z-sale have also been studied.
5.4.1.3 Event Proessing
All the events were generated and digitized with a perfet geometry (Gauss genera-
tion program version v25r8 and Boole digitization program version v12r10). Starting
always from the same digitized data samples, the misalignments were only introdued
at reonstrution level, where pattern reognition, trak tting, primary vertexing and
partile identiation are performed. The version v32r2 of the Brunel reonstrution
software was used for this task. The physis analysis was later performed with the
DaVini program version v19r9.
3
For the sake of simpliity only one of the B0(s) → h+h′− family of deays was onsidered, as their
dierent nal states and B-mother are not relevant in the present study.
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5.4.2 Impat of Random Misalignments
The eets of misalignments of the traking detetors have been studied separately
for VELO and T-stations as well as for their ombination. It was found that the
eets learly split into those due to VELO misalignments and those due to T-station
misalignments. Therefore, only the results of ombined misalignments are presented
below with remarks as to whih sub-detetor dominates the partiular eet. A detailed
aount of the eets of the individual sub-detetor misalignments is given in referene
[86℄.
5.4.2.1 Eet on the Pattern Reognition
One the misalignments are introdued at the reonstrution level, as explained in
setion 5.4.1, their eets need to be studied both on the pattern reognition (trak
nding eienies) and on the event seletion (eieny for nding the orret deay).
The pattern reognition algorithms
4
onsidered are the ones that nd:
• traks in the VELO detetor in r-z and 3D-spae. The algorithms are hereafter
denoted by VeloR and VeloSpae, respetively;
• traks that traverse the whole LHCb detetor (alled long traks). The two
existing long traking algorithms are hereafter denoted Forward and Mathing.
In table 5.52 the VeloR, VeloSpae, Forward and Mathing pattern reognition
eienies for all long traks in the event with no momentum ut applied at seletion
level are shown for the 0σ, 1σ, 3σ and the 5σ senarios. For the set of misalignments
onsidered there is a relative loss of 8.6% for the Forward eieny and of 12.9%
for the Mathing eieny between the 0σ and the 5σ ase. These numbers roughly
orrespond to the ombined losses due to the misalignments applied independently
in the VELO and in the T-stations, shown in the previous subsetions. The loss of
eieny in the Forward pattern reognition is dominated by VELO misalignments as
the method is based on extrapolatingVELO traks. As the Mathing method ombines
trak seeds from both VELO and T-stations with similar extrapolation it is no surprise
that misalignments in both sub-detetors ontribute in roughly equal amounts.
5.4.2.2 Eet on the Event Seletion
In table 5.53 the number of seleted events is shown for the dierent misalignment
senarios of both the VELO and the T-stations. If only the T-stations misalignments
4
For more details about the denitions of the pattern reognition eienies see [87℄.
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Misalignment VeloR VeloSpae Forward Mathing
senario eieny (%) eieny (%) eieny (%) eieny (%)
0σ 98.0± 0.1 97.0± 0.1 85.9± 0.2 81.1± 0.2
1σ 98.0± 0.1 96.8± 0.1 85.6± 0.2 80.8± 0.2
3σ 98.0± 0.1 94.3± 0.4 83.3± 0.5 77.3± 0.7
5σ 97.8± 0.2 90.1± 1.7 78.5± 1.8 70.6± 1.9
Table 5.52: VeloR, VeloSpae, Forward and Mathing pattern reognition eien-
ies for various misalignment senarios of both the VELO and the T-
stations.
are onsidered, the loss in the number of seleted events amounts to 4.2%, while in
the VELO ase, the loss in number of seleted events amounts to 73.9%. It an be
onluded that the 75.6% loss in number of seleted events, here seen in the worst-ase
senario, is mostly due to losses indued by misalignments in the VELO.
Studies with VELO misalignments only have shown that the variables that are af-
feted most strongly are the B impat parameter signiane followed by the B deay
vertex χ2 (see gure 5.32). The daughter impat parameter signiane uts showed
visible eets while the other ut variables appeared to be robust against misalign-
ments. It should be kept in mind that although the eets of misalignments on the
performane of the partile identiation have not been studied here, the latter is
expeted to be inuened mainly by T-stations misalignments.
Misalignment Number of
senario seleted events
0σ 4141 (100%)
1σ 3807 (91.9%)
3σ 2041 (49.3%)
5σ 1009 (24.4%)
Table 5.53: Number of seleted events after running the B0(s) → h+h′−seletion for
the dierent misalignment senarios of both the VELO and the T-
stations onsidered.
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Figure 5.32: Eet of VELO misalignments on the B0 deay vertex χ2 and im-
pat parameter signianes for the B0 andidate and its daughter
pions. The right-hand-side distributions orrespond to the integrated
left-hand-side distributions. The blak line represents the 0σ misalign-
ment senario; the red line represents the 1σ senario; the blue line
represents the 3σ senario and the magenta line represents the 5σ se-
nario.
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5.4.2.3 Eet on Resolutions
In gures 5.33 and 5.34 the B0 daughters' momentum, B0 mass and proper time, and
primary vertex and B0 vertex resolutions are shown for the 0σ, 1σ, 3σ and 5σ ases.
The values of the resolutions (the sigmas of single-Gaussian ts) are summarised in
tables 5.54 and 5.55.
Momentum Mass Proper time
Misalignment
resolution resolution resolution
senario
(%) (MeV) (fs)
0σ 0.49 22.5 37.7
1σ 0.50 22.3 40.9
3σ 0.56 25.1 58.0
5σ 0.63 25.5 78.6
Table 5.54: Values of the resolutions on the daughters' momentum, the B0 mass
and the B0 proper time for the dierent misalignment senarios of both
the VELO and the T-stations. The resolutions orrespond to the sigmas
of single-Gaussian ts. The errors on all resolutions are around 1-1.5
%.
Comparing these results with the ones obtained for independent misalignments of the
VELO and of the T-stations, it an be seen that while VELO misalignments strongly
inuene the primary and the B0 vertex resolutions, and onsequently the proper
time resolution, T-stations misalignments have an eet on the daughters' momen-
tum resolution and therefore on the B0 mass resolution. Both misalignments have
omplementary eets.
Finally, the eet of misalignments on the B proper time has been studied (see
table 5.56). gure 5.35 shows the distribution of the proper time error for the various
misalignment senarios as well as the respetive pull distributions. A bias is observed
in the estimation of the proper time, and the proper time errors are under-estimated.
The degradation seen here is dominated by the misalignments in the VELO.
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Misalignment Primary vertex B0 vertex
senario ( resolutions µm) resolutions (µm)
x y z x y z
0σ 9 9 41 14 14 147
1σ 10 10 48 15 15 159
3σ 14 17 84 20 21 214
5σ 23 27 153 26 31 260
Table 5.55: Values of the position resolutions on the primary and the B0 deay
verties for the dierent misalignment senarios of both the VELO and
the T-stations. The errors on all resolutions are around 1-2 %.
Misalignment senario Mean Sigma
0σ 0.06± 0.02 1.14± 0.01
1σ 0.05± 0.02 1.22± 0.02
3σ 0.11± 0.04 1.63± 0.03
5σ 0.15± 0.07 2.10± 0.06
Table 5.56: Values for the mean and sigma of the proper time pulls for the dierent
misalignment senarios of both the VELO and the T-stations.
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Figure 5.33: Eet of VELO and T-stations misalignments on the resolutions in (a)
momentum of the daughter pions, in (b) B0 invariant mass and in ()
B0 proper time. The various line styles are as explained in gure 5.32.
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Figure 5.34: Eet of VELO and T-stations misalignments on the resolutions of
the (a) primary vertex and (b) the B0 vertex. The plots show from top
to bottom the x, y, and z omponent of the vertex resolutions. The
various line styles are as explained in gure 5.32.
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5.4.3 Impat of a Systemati VELO z-Saling
In addition to studying the eets of random misalignments, the hange of the VELO
z-sale has been examined. This is of partiular interest to lifetime measurements as
it potentially diretly introdues a bias in the measured proper time.
A z-saling eet ould be expeted from an expansion due to temperature varia-
tions of the VELO omponents, partiularly the Aluminium base plate onto whih the
individual modules are srewed. However, the base plate is kept onstant at 20◦C by
additional loal heating. In addition, the saling should be limited by the arbon-bre
onstraint system that keeps the modules in plae with a preision of 100 µm and whih
is less prone to temperature-indued expansion given its material
5
.
To assess the inuene of an inorret knowledge of the VELO z-sale, four senarios
with dierent z-sales have been simulated and studied. For eah senario the z-
position of eah module has been hanged aording to the equation
zmodule → zmodule · (1 + scale), (5.9)
where scale takes the four values 1
3
10−4, 10−4, 1
3
10−3, and 10−3 for the four senarios,
respetively.
5.4.3.1 Eet on the Pattern Reognition
The rst quantities to be studied with a hanged VELO z-sale were the pattern
reognition eienies. As shown in table 5.57 no deterioration has been observed up
to a hange in the z-sale of 1/3× 10−3. This is expeted for the VELO-based pattern
reognitions as a z-saling eetively only hanges the trak slopes. For the largest
z-saling under study small losses in the VELO-based pattern reognition eienies
are observed. These also propagate to the Forward and Mathing eienies.
5.4.3.2 Eet on the Event Seletion
When studying the inuene of various z-sales on the event seletion the situation
observed for the pattern reognition performanes repeats itself. The overview of the
number of seleted events is given in table 5.58. The rst four sales under study show
only a minor loss in the number of seleted events, while a relative loss of about 20%
5
A onservative estimate using a temperature hange of 10 K yields a saling in the z-diretion of
2× 10−5. The 10 K is estimated as a maximal hange in the temperature of the onstraint system
as it has a large area ontat to the base plate at 20◦C and only a small ross-setion with the
VELO modules at about −5◦C.
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Figure 5.35: Eet of VELO and T-stations misalignments on (a) the B0 proper
time error and (b) on the pull distribution of the B0 proper time. The
various line styles are as explained in gure 5.32.
z-sale VeloR VeloSpae Forward Mathing
eieny (%) eieny (%) eieny (%) eieny (%)
1.00000 98.0 97.0 85.9 81.1
1.00003 98.0 97.0 85.9 81.2
1.00010 98.0 97.0 85.9 81.2
1.00033 98.0 96.8 85.7 81.0
1.00100 96.5 94.3 83.8 79.0
Table 5.57: VeloR, VeloSpae, Forward and Mathing pattern reognition eien-
ies for the various VELO z-saling misalignment senarios.
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is observed for the largest z-sale. As for the studies in the previous hapters, this is
due to a worsening in the resolution of the various ut parameters, where partiularly
the VELO-related quantities have shown great sensitivity.
z-sale Number of
seleted events
1.00000 4141 (100.0%)
1.00003 4137 (99.9%)
1.00010 4142 (100.0%)
1.00033 4063 (98.1%)
1.00100 3273 (79.0%)
Table 5.58: Number of seleted events after running the B0(s) → h+h′−seletion for
the various VELO z-saling misalignment senarios.
5.4.3.3 Eet on Resolutions
The eet of an inorretly known VELO z-sale on the resolutions of various physis
quantities is summarised in tables 5.59 and 5.60. The relevant resolution distributions
are pitured in gures 5.36 and 5.37.
For the rst three z-saling senarios the observed hanges in the resolutions are
minimal. Only for the two largest z-saling ases one observes a sizeable deterioration
in partiular of the proper time and vertex resolutions.
Looking at the pull distributions for the reonstruted proper time shown in g-
ure 5.38 and their summary in table 5.61, it appears that there is no signiant hange
in the proper time bias due to a hange in the z-sale. This is expeted as, even for
the largest z-sale under study, the estimated eet on the pull mean is of the order of
its unertainty.
5.4.4 Summary of Misalignment Eets
It has been shown above how misalignments of various sizes impat the physis ob-
servables used in the analyses presented here. The evaluation of the quality of the
VELO alignment as presented in hapter 3 onrms that random misalignments will
be onstrained to the equivalent of the 1σ level of the studies presented here. Hene, no
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Figure 5.36: Eet of VELO z-saling misalignments on the resolutions in (a) mo-
mentum of the daughter pions, (b) B0 invariant mass and in () B0
proper time. The blak line orresponds to a z-sale of 1.00003; the
red line orresponds to a z-sale of 1.00010; the blue line orresponds
to a z-sale of 1.00033 and the magenta line orresponds to a z-sale
of 1.00100.
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Figure 5.37: Eet of VELO z-saling misalignments on the resolutions of the (a)
primary vertex and (b) the B0 vertex. The plots show from top to bot-
tom the x, y, and z omponent of the vertex resolutions. The various
line styles are as explained in Figure 5.36.
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Momentum Mass Proper time
z-sale resolution resolution resolution
(%) (MeV) (fs)
1.00000 0.49 22.5 37.7
1.00003 0.49 22.2 37.7
1.00010 0.49 22.1 37.7
1.00033 0.49 22.0 38.5
1.00100 0.50 22.0 46.8
Table 5.59: Values of the resolutions on the daughters' momentum, the B0 mass
and the B0 proper time for the various VELO z-saling misalignment
senarios. The resolutions orrespond to the sigmas of single-Gaussian
ts. The errors on all resolutions are around 1-1.5 %.
z-sale Primary vertex B0 vertex
resolutions (µm) resolutions (µm)
x y z x y z
1.00000 9 9 41 14 14 147
1.00003 9 9 42 14 14 147
1.00010 9 9 42 14 14 145
1.00033 9 9 46 14 14 149
1.00100 11 11 72 16 15 184
Table 5.60: Values of the resolutions of the primary and the B0 deay verties for
the various VELO z-saling senarios. The errors on all resolutions are
around 1-1.5 %.
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z-sale Mean Sigma
1.00000 0.06± 0.02 1.14± 0.01
1.00003 0.06± 0.02 1.15± 0.01
1.00010 0.07± 0.02 1.15± 0.02
1.00033 0.07± 0.02 1.15± 0.01
1.00100 0.05± 0.02 1.35± 0.02
Table 5.61: Values for the mean and sigma of the proper time pulls for the various
VELO z-saling senarios.
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Figure 5.38: Eet of VELO z-saling misalignments on (a) the B0 proper time
error and (b) on the pull distribution of the B0 proper time. The
various line styles are as explained in Figure 5.36.
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signiant systemati eet on lifetime measurements is expeted due to any remaining
random misalignments (see setion 5.2.3.6). The only sizeable eet at the 1σ level is
the redution in the number of events, however the event seletion will be tuned on
the atual distributions measured in data, hene avoiding suh dramati losses.
Conerning systemati eets from wrong z-sales in the VELO, a sale of 1.0001 is
a onservative limit as disussed above. No signiant eets on resolutions or biases
are expeted at this sale. In summary, any residual misalignments in LHCb have
negligible eets on lifetime measurements.
5.5 Conlusion
This hapter has desribed various opportunities for extrating physis observables
based on lifetime measurements. It has been shown that B0s → K+K− is an exellent
hannel to extrat ∆Γs in a SM senario. In the presene of NP the extrated value of
∆Γs will hange signiantly. Using external input, it will be possible to onstrain a
CP violating NP phase in B0s → K+K− deays.
The lifetime tter, desribed in the previous hapter, has been tested with simulation
data and its potential for high preision lifetime measurements demonstrated. Using
the t results quoted in table 5.4 and the systemati unertainties given in table 5.47 a
t of a data sample equivalent to an integrated luminosity of 0.1 fb−1 would yield the
following result:
τ(B0d) = (1.530± 0.015stat. ± 0.005syst.) ps
τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) = 0.961± 0.061stat. ± 0.007syst.
τ(B0s → K+K−) = (1.498± 0.030stat. ± 0.005syst.) ps. (5.10)
A ompetitive measurement of ∆Γs would require a data set equivalent to about
0.7 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
With an integrated luminosity of only about 0.03 fb−1 it will be possible to make a
ompetitive measurement of the D mixing parameter yCP using prompt D
0 → h+h′−
deays. A rst event seletion for prompt D0 → h+h′− deays and an extension of
the lifetime tter for B0(s) → h+h′− deays to D0 → h+h′− deays have been presented.
The major hurdle for this measurement is suppressing the ontribution from seondary
D deays. Possible solutions have been disussed.
Finally, a study of the impat of misalignments of the traking system has been
presented. From its results it an be onluded that the remaining misalignments
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after appliation of the alignment algorithms will not have any deteriorating eets on
lifetime measurements. The results of this study are appliable to other measurements
suh as those of CP asymmetries.
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Sobald jemand in einer Sahe Meister geworden ist, sollte er in einer neuen
Sahe Shüler werden.
Gerhard Hauptmann
6.1 Summary
Lifetime measurements form a setor of heavy avour physis whih oers a vari-
ety of interesting opportunities. Measurements of lifetime ratios allow preision tests
of the HQE formalism. The determination of ∆Γs from a lifetime measurement of
B0s → K+K− gives aess to NP eets. This was the main topi of the thesis pre-
sented here.
The VELO alignment was disussed in detail. A novel algorithm for the relative
alignment of the VELO sensors has been presented. The high preision of the three
alignment algorithms was onrmed with data from test beam and LHC injetor om-
missioning runs. It has been shown that the remaining misalignments have no deteri-
orating eet on the measurements disussed in this thesis.
Chapter 1 gave an overview of the theory of the SM in general and lifetime measure-
ments in partiular. It disussed in detail how to interpret a lifetime measurement of
B0s → K+K− events. The nal state of this hannel is nearly CP even while, at the
same time, it is loop dominated and thus sensitive to NP partiles altering observables
from their SM values. With these features, B0s → K+K− is unique among the han-
nels aessible in the rst years of LHCb data taking. ∆Γs is extrated by the simple
omparison of the lifetime measured in B0s → K+K− deays to the CP averaged B0s
lifetime. The inuene of SM and NP CP violating phases was disussed.
In addition, the dierenes between lifetime measurements of B and D mesons were
demonstrated. The D system gives aess to CP violation observables via simple
lifetime ratio measurements. The formalism leading to the main observable, yCP , was
presented.
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The seond hapter presented the aelerator failities at CERN, from the proton
soure to the LHC, and the LHCb experiment. The LHCb detetor is speialised
on measuring partiles from heavy avour deays produed in high energy hadron
ollisions. In its forward geometry, it exploits the fat that bb pairs are produed
o-linearly, lose to the diretion of either proton beam.
The sub-detetors of LHCb were introdued with a speial fous on the VELO.
Its layout with a set of r and φ measuring semi-irular silion sensors follows the
requirements for fast (r-z) traking in the trigger within the onstraints of the LHCb
geometry. The high preision of the VELO, with a single hit resolution of better than
10 µm for the smallest strip pithes, is neessary to distinguish the seondary deay
verties from the primary ollision point already at trigger level. Many analyses also
benet from the exellent proper time resolution of about 40 fs.
Central to ahieving a good detetor performane is the alibration. For most de-
tetors, this inludes spatial alignment. The alignment strategy for the VELO was
disussed in hapter 3. It is split in three stages: the relative alignment of the sensors,
the relative alignment of the modules, and the relative alignment of the two VELO
halves. The sensor alignment is based on tting residual distributions while the other
two steps use the MILLEPEDE algorithm based on a linear trak t.
The algorithms were explained in detail and their performane evaluated with test
beam data. They were found to have a preision of about 2 µm, whih is signiantly
below any single hit preision and thus does not have any deteriorating eets on
physis performane. Commissioning runs of the injetor line to the LHC in 2008
allowed a test of the full VELO after its installation in the LHCb experiment. The tests
exploited muons oming from a beam stopper around 340 m away from the experiment.
They onrmed the funtioning of the alignment proedure and yielded a rst set of
alignment onstants with a preision of roughly 5 µm.
A repetition of the injetor ommissioning runs in June 2009 yielded a new and,
ompared to 2008, signiantly larger data set of traks reorded by the VELO. The
inrease in the number of traks allowed the sensor alignment algorithm to be run (see
setion 3.2.1) for the rst time on data from the fully assembled VELO. Figure 6.1
shows a omparison of the residual distribution as a funtion of φ for sensor 18 before
and after appliation of the alignment algorithm. It shows the improvement ahieved in
the rst appliation of the sensor alignment algorithm to this data set. The remaining
misalignment is only of the level of a few µm and will be resolved with a larger data
set available from ollision data after the start of the LHC.
In addition, the VELO was operated for the rst time in a nearly losed position.
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Figure 6.1: Residual distribution as a funtion of φ for sensor 18 before (left) and
after (right) appliation of the sensor alignment algorithm to data taken
at the injetor line ommissioning in June 2009.
This allowed the rst measurement of the relative alignment of the two VELO whih
onrmed the metrology results.
Chapters 4 and 5 introdued a tter for lifetime measurements and its appliation to
LHCb, respetively. It was disussed how lifetime measurements in hadroni hannels
are aeted by a bias aused in the HLT. The method disussed removes this bias by
determining an event-by-event lifetime aeptane funtion and aounting for it in the
tting stage. This approah benets from a diret interfae to the HLT software and
is fully independent of any MC simulation.
The tter based on this method uses a two-stage un-binned maximum likelihood
t. In the rst stage the signal frations of the hannels involved are tted using
distributions of the invariant mass and PID. The seond stage is the atual lifetime t.
Its strength is that it does not rely on a parametrised model for the lifetime distribution
of ombinatorial bakground. This is determined by subtrating the measured signal
distributions from the total distribution taking into aount aeptane eets (see
setion 4.3.2). The shape of the various distributions is measured by applying a kernel
method whih guarantees a smooth distribution even on a small data set.
The main aim of this thesis was to study the measurement of ∆Γs with B
0
s → K+K−
deays. Setion 5.1 desribed the extration of ∆Γs from a lifetime measurement using
B0s → K+K− deays. The sensitivity to NP mixing and CP violating phases was
disussed. The approah for a lifetime t in the environment of B0(s) → h+h′− deays
was presented, inluding measurements of the B0d lifetime and the B
0
s to B
0
d lifetime
ratio in addition to the main measurement of the B0s → K+K− lifetime.
The lifetime tter was tested extensively with toy MC simulation data. It was
found to perform unbiased ts of the B0d lifetime, the B
0
s → K+K− lifetime, and of the
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B0s to B
0
d and Λ
0
b to B
0
d lifetime ratios. Tests of potential systemati eets revealed
small systemati unertainties. The dominant unertainty for the B0s → K+K− lifetime
measurement is the knowledge of the δ logLK template. Variations in the average
lifetime aeptane funtions are another major soure of systemati unertainties.
Using the t results quoted in table 5.4 and the systemati unertainties given in
table 5.47 a t of a data sample equivalent to an integrated luminosity of 0.1 fb−1
would yield the following result:
τ(B0d) = (1.530± 0.015stat. ± 0.005syst.) ps
τ(B0s )/τ(B
0
d) = 0.961± 0.061stat. ± 0.007syst.
τ(B0s → K+K−) = (1.498± 0.030stat. ± 0.005syst.) ps. (6.1)
A ompetitive measurement of ∆Γs would require a data set equivalent to about
0.7 fb−1 of luminosity.
Due to the opious prodution of D mesons at the LHC and the high branhing ratio
of D0 → h+h′− deays, these hannels are prime andidates for early measurements
at LHCb. The potential for lifetime measurements in this group of deays has been
studied in setion 5.3. With an integrated luminosity of only about 0.03 fb−1 it will
be possible to make a ompetitive measurement of the D mixing parameter yCP using
prompt D0 → h+h′− deays. A rst event seletion for prompt D0 → h+h′− deays
and an extension of the lifetime tter for B0(s) → h+h′− deays to D0 → h+h′− deays
have been presented. The major hurdle for this measurement is the suppression of the
ontribution from seondary D deays. Possible solutions have been disussed.
Finally, a study of the impat of misalignments of the traking system has been
presented. From these results it an be onluded that the remaining misalignments
after appliation of the alignment algorithms will not have any deteriorating eets on
lifetime measurements. Furthermore, the results of this study are appliable to other
measurements suh as those of CP asymmetries.
6.2 Outlook
The experiments at the LHC will have a great inuene on avour physis. Predomi-
nantly, this will be due to measurements of LHCb but also the ATLAS and CMS ex-
periments will ontribute with measurements of heavy avour deays involving muons.
At the end of the rst phase of the LHC, LHCb will have olleted data with an
integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1. With this amount of data the CKM angle γ will be
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onstrained to 2◦ − 3◦ from measurements with tree level deays and to better than
5◦ with measurements from loop dominated deays. The weak mixing phase βs will
be measured to better than 0.01 using the full amount of B0s → J/ψφ deays. The
sensitivity on ∆Γs should be better than 0.005 ps
−1
, i.e. about a fator of 30 better
than its expeted value.
Other areas of signiant impat of LHC measurements will be rare deay searhes
whih will reah sensitivities below the SM expetations, e.g. for B0s → µ+µ−. Mea-
surements of radiative deays will inrease existing data sets for exlusive b → sγ
transitions by orders of magnitudes and will hene allow preise tests of NP models.
Measurements of angular observables in the deay B0d → K∗µ+µ− will yield preise
information on their SM onformity or on the NP models involved.
Finally, the total data sample of D deays at the end of the rst phase of LHCb
will yield signiant improvements in the CP violation and mixing measurements in
this setor. This measurements will most likely be systematially limited at the per
mill level. Searhes for rare harm deays will be greatly advaned ompared to their
urrent limits.
6.2.1 LHCb Upgrade
Despite the signiant inrease with respet to existing data sets, partiularly in the
B0s setor, the LHC will leave open questions. For example, NP inuene on the CKM
angle γ in loop deay measurements an only be established if it diers by signiantly
more than 20◦ from the SM measurement. For NP eets of only a few degrees a
signiantly larger data sample is needed.
The deay B0s → φφ is a loop mediated proess that is highly sensitive to NP eets.
During the nominal data taking period, LHCb expets to ollet only 15.5k events of
this mode. The measurement of a non-zero value of the sine-term of the time-dependent
CP violation, S(φφ), would be an unambiguous sign of NP. A data set of several 100k
of B0s → φφ events would allow a measurement of S(φφ) at the per-ent level [88℄.
An upgrade of the LHCb experiment is planned in order to reah the sensitivities
needed to resolve the above issues. The measurements mentioned have in ommon that
they involve fully hadroni nal states. An upgrade to ollet signiantly more data
inevitably involves a higher instantaneous luminosity. For LHCb this means that the
number of visible interations inreases from around 1 to roughly 4 per bunh rossing.
For these deays the trigger has to beome more eient to ahieve the data redution
needed. This unavoidably involves the ability to selet displaed verties at the rst
trigger level.
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The LHCb upgrade is urrently in its design phase. It is planned to run at an average
luminosity of 1− 2× 1033cm−2s−1, i.e. 5− 10 times the urrent design luminosity. The
trigger requirements will be met by reading out all sub-detetors at the full LHC bunh
rossing rate of 40 MHz. Hene, one of the main hallenges of the upgrade projet is
the design of new readout eletronis that is able to ope with this high rate. Apart
from this, some sub-detetors need to redesign their setion lose to the beam pipe to
redue the oupany per hannel.
It should be noted that the LHCb upgrade is rather independent of the planned
upgrade of the LHC. Sine the antiipated luminosity for the LHCb upgrade is below
the design luminosity for the rst phase of the LHC, the LHCb upgrade an be started
prior to that of the LHC. However, as the installation of the new omponents require a
signiant amount of time the upgrade is ideally aligned with similar ativities at the
other experiments or longer tehnial shutdown periods of the aelerator.
6.2.2 Future Diretions in Flavour Physis
Measurements of kaon deays have signiantly ontributed to experimentally on-
straining the CKM triangle for a long time. However, two hannels that yield ex-
tremely high preision measurements sensitive to NP eets remain to be measured.
They are the extremely rare deays of a neutral or harged kaon into a neutral or
harged pion and a neutrino anti-neutrino pair [89℄. The deays have SM branhing
ratios of 9× 10−11 for K+ → π+νν and 3× 10−11 for KL → π0νν. Thanks to the very
good theoretial preision on these preditions of < 3% and 1%, respetively, NP sensi-
tivity an be obtained by branhing ratio measurements alone. The NA62 experiment
is urrently under onstrution at CERN and seeks to ollet about 100 K+ → π+νν
deays in a two-year data taking period (assuming the SM branhing ratio). The even
more hallenging measurement of K0L → π0νν is planned at J-PARC [90℄.
A topi that will move to the entre of attention of future experiments is lepton
avour violation (LFV). It will already be studied at LHCb with deays like τ → µµµ or
τ → µφ. However, the sensitivity to these extremely rare proesses will be very limited.
The B fatory experiments BaBar and Belle have already performed searhes for these
deays. The upgrade of the Belle experiment [91℄ and of the KEK-B aelerator and
potentially the proposed Super-B fatory in Italy [92℄ will intensify these searhes and
ahieve signiantly better sensitivity than LHCb.
Other deays that are only aessible to B fatories are fully leptoni hannels like
B± → τ±ν. These are of high theoretial interest as leptoni nal states are free of
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hadroni orretions and hene these proesses an be alulated with high preision.
Apart from the LFV deays mentioned above, radiative lepton deays are highly
sensitive to NP eets. The deay µ → eγ is urrently being searhed for by the
MEG experiment [93℄ whih antiipates a sensitivity to the branhing ratio of 10−14.
An experiment at J-PARC is foreseen to reah a sensitivity of up 10−16. Despite
the SM predition being 10−55 these experiments have a realisti hane of observing
this deay sine several NP models involve an enhanement of the branhing ratio to
the level of the experimental sensitivity. The same eets are also studied in µ → e
onversions in muoni atoms. The µ2e [94℄ and COMET [95℄ experiments at Fermilab
and J-PARC, respetively, aim at a redution of the limit to 10−16 while the proposed
PRISM experiment [96℄ would go to 10−18.
This short outline shows that the future diretion of avour physis experiments
goes towards high preision measurements of extremely rare proesses. Several aspets
of future possibilities in avour physis have not been disussed, e.g. mixing or even
CP violation measurements in the neutrino setor at possible neutrino fatories [97℄.
However, not only the experimental side of avour physis will make signiant progress
over the next deades. The hallenges on the theoretial side are in the explanation
of the mass hierarhy of the hadroni and leptoni setor, revealing the soure of the
dierent mixing behaviours in the two setors. The interpretation of avour physis
measurements, in partiular with the inreased preision of future experiments, also
relies on advanes in alulations based on lattieQCD. Finally, the origin of the matter
dominane over anti-matter in the universe is the biggest riddle. Its answer may lie in
baryogenesis via leptogenesis [98, 99℄. It will ertainly take deades to experimentally
establish any model. Many questions related to avour physis are yet to be answered
and the measurements at LHCb will signiantly advane the whole eld.
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